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Abstract  Context-awareness is viewed as one of the most important aspects in the emerging pervasive computing paradigm. 
Mobile context-aware applications are required to sense and react to changing environment conditions. Such applications, usually, 
need to recognize, classify and predict context in order to act efficiently, beforehand, for the benefit of the user. Firstly, we propose 
an efficient spatial context classifier and a short-term predictor for the future location of a mobile user in cellular networks. 
Secondly, we propose a novel adaptive mobility prediction algorithm, which deals with location context representation and 
trajectory prediction of moving users. Thirdly, we propose a short-memory adaptive location predictor that realizes mobility 
prediction in the absence of extensive historical mobility information. Fourthly, we assume the existence of a pattern base and try to 
compare the movement pattern of a certain user with stored information in order to predict future locations.  Our findings, 
compared with other schemes, are very promising for the location prediction problem and the adoption of proactive context-aware 
applications and services.  

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
In order to render mobile context-aware applications intelligent enough to support users everywhere and anytime, 

information on the present context of the users has to be captured and processed accordingly. A well-known definition of 
context context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity 
is a person, place or object that is considered relevant to the integration between a user and an application, including 
the user and the application themselv [1]. Context refers to the current values of specific ingredients that represent 
the activity of an entity, situation and environmental state e.g., location, time, walking, attendance of a meeting, driving a 
car, traveling. One of the more intuitive capabilities of the mobile applications is their proactivity. The prediction of the 

-aware applications to be developed along with the improvement 
of the existing location-based services [2]. Even at the network level, mobility prediction assists in critical operations 
like handoff management, resource allocation, and quality of service provisioning. 

Two classes of location (path) prediction schemes can be found in the current, mobile computing, literature. The first 
class includes schemes based on extensive historical data of the user movement. Such a scheme can be characterized as 
stateful. In a stateful scheme the prediction process relies on the matching of established (historical) movement patterns 
with the user movement experienced up to moment of prediction in order to estimate the future location of the user. 
Pattern-based and data mining approaches as well as machine learning techniques (e.g., learning automata) can be 
classified in this category. Contrary to the stateful scheme, a stateless model does not take into account extensive 
historical movement information for the prediction process. Instead, it uses of a short sliding window of historical 
movement information. Such scheme applies statistical techniques (e.g., extrapolation) on the recent movement 
information (window) in order to predict the future user location. The stateless scheme does not assume regularity in the 
user movement, as opposed to the stateful scheme, but proceeds with predictions based only on short-term 
spatiotemporal knowledge. Moreover, the prediction process comes along with adaptation techniques for certain 
parameters of the statistical techniques to fully cover the potential randomness of the user movement. One could also 
define hybrid schemes based on the stateful and stateless mechanisms that are invoked and collectively taken into 
account for joint decisions (e.g., weighted decisions).  
 
 
_________________________ 
*Dissertation Advisor: Stathes Hadjiefthymiades, Assistant Professor 
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2. Dissertation Summary 
 

 Firstly, we propose an efficient spatial context classifier and a short-term predictor for the future location of a mobile 
user in cellular networks [3], [4] and [5]. The process of location / context prediction is based on pattern classification in 

 classified and used for predicting future mobility 
behavior. Typically, Machine Learning (ML) is primarily concerned with the design and development of algorithms for 
pattern classification and prediction. Such algorithms train a system (classifier) to classify observations in order to 
predict (predictor) unknown situations based on a history of patterns. Hence, if a mobile application is capable of tracing, 
learning and classifying the mobility patterns of a user, (i.e., the observed trajectories) then, it can predict his/her future 
mobility behavior. In this approach, we adopt pattern classification in order to predict the future location of a mobile user 
based on the spatial context i.e., 

 the current position and direction of the user, 
 the history of the trajectories followed by the user, and 
 the information on the user s surroundings (neighbouring network cells). 

 
Each observed trajectory (pattern) is assigned to a specific class (a symbolic location) from a fixed set of classes. Our 

objective is to predict the symbolic location of a trajectory based on a collected set of popular trajectories. We propose a 
Location Predictor (LP), which is based on a Trajectory Classifier (TC), in order to address the location prediction 
problem. We design, implement and evaluate different versions of the proposed LP. Each variant exploits differently the 
derived knowledge on the mobility behavior of the user. The proposed, classifier-based, LP relies on short-term historical 
data of the user movement. Prediction is accomplished through the matching of established (historical) movement 
patterns with the short-term history of the user movement (spatiotemporal knowledge) seen up to the moment of 
prediction. In our case, a user mobility pattern is a series of symbolic locations. The size of the mobility pattern is 
directly linked to prediction accuracy. Limiting the size of the user s short-term history leads to loss of information, 
which results in false predictions and, on the other hand, redundant or excess historical knowledge results to noisy 
information and biased predictions. The challenge is to introduce an approach based on (a) short term spatio temporal 
knowledge on user mobility behavior, and, (b) low computational cost on the decision predictor based on short-term 
historical movement data. The outcome of the proposed LP is provided through efficient and low complexity ML 
algorithms. Our findings show a clear advantage on the adoption of ML algorithms for location prediction as we obtain 
increased prediction accuracy (probability of correctness at a reasonable computing cost. In addition, we perform a 
comparative analysis of the proposed LP with popular prediction algorithms reported in the literature. 

Secondly, we propose a novel adaptive mobility prediction algorithm, which deals with location context representation 
and trajectory prediction of moving users [6], [7]. In this context ML provides algorithms for learning a system to: 

 clusters the user movements,  
 identifies changes in the user movements 
 adapts its knowledge structure to such changes, and,  
 predicts the future user location. 

 
In addition, ML provides solutions suitable for location prediction. Context-aware applications have a set of pivotal 

requirements e.g., flexibility and adaptation. These requirements would strongly benefit if the learning and prediction 
processes could be performed in real time. We argue that the most appropriate solutions for location prediction are offline 
and online clustering and classification. Offline clustering is performed through the Offline kMeans algorithm. Online 
clustering is accomplished through the Online kMeans and Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART). Offline learners typically 
perform complete model building, which can be very costly, if the amount of samples rises. On the other hand, online 
learning algorithms are able to (i) detect changes in patterns and (ii) update only parts of the model. The later provides 
adaptation of the model. Both forms of algorithms extract a subset of patterns, i.e., clusters in a knowledge base, from an 
initial dataset i.e., a database of user trajectories.  

Online learning is more suited for the task of prediction through classification than offline learning. That is because, in 
real life, user movement data often needs to be processed in an online manner, each time after a new portion of the data 
arrives. This is caused by the fact that such data is organized in the form of a data stream (e.g., a sequence of time-
stamped visited locations).  

Classification involves the matching of an unseen pattern with existing clusters in the knowledge base. We rely on a 
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Hausdorff-like distance for matching unseen trajectories to clusters. Such metric applies to convex patterns and is 
considered ideal for user trajectories. Hence, location prediction boils down to location classification w.r.t. Hausdorff-
like distance. In this approach, we introduce two training methods for training our zero-
knowledge and (ii) the supervised method. In the first method, our algorithm is incrementally trained starting with a little 
knowledge on the user mobility behavior. In the second method, sets of known trajectories are fed to our algorithm. In 
addition, we introduce two learning methods for the proposed algorithm regarding the success of location prediction: (i) 
the non-reinforcement learning (nRL) and (ii) the reinforcement learning (RL). In the nRL method, a misclassified 
trajectory is no further used in the model-training phase. Hence, the algorithm is no longer aware of unsuccessful 
predictions. In the RL method, a misclassified trajectory is introduced into the knowledge base, thus, updating 
appropriately the model. 

We evaluate the performance of our algorithm against real users  movement. We establish important metrics for the 
performance assessment process w.r.t. (i) low system-requirements, i.e., storage capacity, and (ii) the required effort for 
model building, i.e., processing power. We assess the prediction accuracy of our algorithm, i.e., the precision of location 
predictions, along with the required size of the derived knowledge base. This size indicates the portion of the produced 
clusters out of the volume of the training patterns. Surely, we need to keep storage capacity as low as possible while 
maintaining good prediction accuracy. We also study the capability of our algorithm in adapting the derived model to 
unseen patterns. Adaptivity indicates the capability of the proposed algorithm to detect and update appropriately a 
specific part of the trained model. The algorithm should rapidly detect changes in the behavior of the mobile user and 
adapt accordingly through model updates. This is, however, achieved often at the expense of the prediction accuracy.  

Thirdly, we propose a short-memory adaptive location predictor that realizes mobility prediction in the absence of 
extensive historical mobility information [8]. All the reported drawbacks led us to introduce a stateless scheme for 
movement prediction without considering user movement profiles and pattern-based techniques. The challenge is to 
introduce an approach based on  

 short term spatiotemporal knowledge on user mobility behavior,  
 detection and quick adaptation to changes of the user mobility behavior, and,  
 very low requirements on storing and manipulating short-term historical movement data.  

 
We present an approach for mobility prediction exploiting only the cur

mobility. Our aim is to address the problem of mobility prediction in the absence of large historical mobility information 
for the considered user(s). The proposed mobility prediction approach can be applied whenever the mobility behavior of 
a user is not known a-priori. For instance, consider tourists that visit a town or a freshman in a University campus. 
However, due to the absence of past mobility patterns, mobility prediction has also to regularly adapt to unseen user 
movements. The proposed scheme can, quite accurately, predict the traveling trajectory. This is achieved by using and 
dynamically adjusting only local current spatiotemporal knowledge on the user's mobility behavior having very short 
relevant historical information. The main objective of our approach is to circumvent the difficulties that arise in 
predicting the user's future location when extensive knowledge on the history of user's traveling patterns is not available 
or the user behaves quite randomly. Another challenging point is the determination of the capacity of the relevant 
historical information used for mobility prediction. The capacity of the relevant historical information varies among 
mobile users since they exhibit different movement behaviors. In addition, more interestingly, the capacity of the relevant 
historical information is time-varying for a single user itself. This is because the mobile user can abruptly change his/her 
movement behavior, which has to be reflected in the capacity of the relevant historical information in order for the 
mobility prediction system to adjust to such unseen, new changes. 

In this approach, we discuss the design and implementation of an adaptive, short-memory Location Predictor (LP). 
The LP does not require an extensive knowledge base of past user movements. Instead, the LP estimates the future 
location of the mobile user based on short-term movement information. That is, the LP exploits only local spatiotemporal 
knowledge of the user movement trying to predict future locations near in time. Evidently, this requires that the LP 
dynamically adjusts its model for future decisions on location estimations. Since there are no stored historical patterns or 

m 
(spontaneous) movement changes, e.g., sudden turns. On the other hand, the LP should reach a stable condition (model) 
whenever the user does not change his/her mobility behavior for long. Therefore, the LP should be able to rapidly detect 
changes in mobility behavior and adapt its model to the current behavior, thus, providing for fast adaptation of the 
model.  
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The criteria that we establish for the performance assessment of the adaptive LP take into account the system 
requirements (storage capacity) and the computational effort for prediction and fast adaptation. Besides the prediction 
accuracy, i.e., the precision of location predictions, we are interested in the size / capacity of the information that LP has 
to process for making predictions. We should stress that in our case, the consumed memory is extremely low if compared 
with other adaptive techniques for location prediction. Lastly, our objective is to assess the adaptive behavior of the LP 
that is its capability to rapidly detect changes in the movement of the mobile user and react accordingly.  

Fourthly, we assume the existence of a pattern base and try to compare the movement pattern of a certain user with 
stored information in order to predict future locations [9]. Movement traces are always quite noisy and, therefore, 
undermine the performance of mobile computing mechanisms. A location-aware application requires online motion 
pattern learning and adaptation. On-line learning is more suited for the task of prediction. That is because, in real life, 
user movement data often needs to be processed in an on-line manner, each time new location information becomes 
available. However, most location-aware applications require training on the movement space of a moving object 
(supervised learning). Once the training is completed, the application is ready for prediction, and no additional 
modification is permitted. This case is acceptable provided that the motion patterns of the moving object correspond to 
well-defined boundaries. Nevertheless, in many realistic situations, the full spectrum of mobility patterns is not available 
during the training phase. The training process restricts the capability of the system to adapt its knowledge base to 
unseen patterns. The proposed system delays decision making (i) for trajectory classification and knowledge base 
adaptation, and for (ii) unseen pattern insertion in the knowledge base. Such delay makes 
decision making for classification, prediction, learning and adaptation. This system does not require a training process, 
learns, and revises the knowledge base in an on-line manner. Potential applications, as those mentioned above, which 
require efficient location prediction could adopt such delay tolerant decision making mechanism. Such functionality 
might enhance the prediction score for such location-aware applications by being more intelligent in decision making for 
location prediction and on-line motion pattern learning. 

Our system manages the entire life-cycle of an on-line motion pattern learning, trajectory (sequential) classification, 
and adaptive movement prediction. It works in a relatively stateless way and tries to keep the underlying knowledge base 
K with the lowest possible total spatial variance if the stored patterns. The proposed system demonstrates some temporal 
tolerance (i.e., patience - delay) in classifying a trajectory to an existing (stored) pattern or abandon the similarity 
matching process and treat the assessed trajectory as completely new. It is worth noting that the proposed system is not 
forced to proceed with prediction once not being able to classify an unseen pattern. The system delays decision making 
for being more certain on prediction and learning decisions. We also introduce a trajectory similarity metric, which 
provides a holistic view of how close a stored pattern and an observed trajectory are. Should the classifier conclude, 
spatial variance reduction process decides (based on spatial statistics) on the exact pattern to be kept in the underlying 
knowledge base, K. If the new (assessed) trajectory demonstrates smaller spatial variance than the best matching pattern 
then the latter is substituted by the former. Otherwise K remains unmodified. In this approach we propose, 

 a closed-loop system for sequential trajectory classification and k-step ahead location prediction; 
 a dynamic programming approach (optimal stopping rules) for sequential trajectory classification; 
 a trajectory similarity metric which supports sequential classification; 
 an incremental and adaptive motion pattern learning scheme. The system does not require training phase and 

incrementally refines the knowledge base; 
 a total spatial variance reduction process for the stored patterns in K, thus, avoiding classification decisions based 

on noisy patterns. 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

In the third approach, we adopt a local regression model based on kernel weighted functions in order to determine the 
future user location through extrapolation. The LP exploits a fuzzy controller in order to decide on the appropriate size of 
the memory of the local regression model that minimizes the prediction error. This means that, the fuzzy controller 
adjusts the memory size of the regression model based on the current user mobility behavior. Any detection of change on 
the mobility behavior is treated through a fuzzy control signal that adjusts the current memory size (history window) of 
the regression process. The overall model of the proposed LP is illustrated in Figure 1. Specifically, the regression model 
accumulates the last m  1 locations and constructs a statistic regression function f at time instance t. Then, the future 
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location x, which is predicted for the next l > 1 time instances (i.e., at time index t + l), is an extrapolation point based on 
the mean value of the user velocity and direction of the last m locations. The prediction error e at time t + l is calculated 
whenever the predicted location x is not the actual location at time t + l. Specifically the prediction error e is the spatial 
distance between the predicted location and the actual location at time t + l. The fuzzy controller is fed with the 
prediction error e and adjusts the length of the m last locations in the LP.    

 

Fuzzy Controller

adjusts

Lastm
 locations

Local regression 
model ( f ) at t

Future location (x)

regression

prediction at (t + l)

Prediction error (e)
feedback

threshold ( )«failure»

Location Predictor (LP)

user movement 
from (t - m) to t

 
Figure 1. The adaptive short-memory Location Predictor (LP) model and fuzzy controller 

 
3.1 Local Linear Regression Model 

 
We now elaborate on the local regression component of the LP as illustrated in Figure 1. The estimating local 

regression function (model) f(X) over a domain X  Rp fits a function f separately at each target point x0. This is achieved 
by using only those observations (points) close to x0 to fit the model in a way that the resulting estimated function f  is 
smooth (has derivatives of all orders) in the domain Rp. Local linear regression becomes less useful for p > 2. In our case 
p = 1 as discussed below. This localization is based on a weighted function or kernel K (x0, x). The kernel assigns 
weights to xi based on its distance from x0. The typical smoothing parameter  indicates the width of the neighborhood. A 
larger  implies lower variance. In such methods the model is structured by a set of observations and requires no training, 
i.e., all the work is performed at the location estimation time. The locally weighted regression solves a separate weighted 
least squares problem at each target point x0 for a set of m observations (xi, f(xi) = yi). It should be noted that although we 
fit an entire linear model to the data in the region of m observations, we only use it to evaluate the fit at x0. The 
extrapolated )( 0xf  is generated by the m previous observations f(xi), i = 1, m. The kernel function K  might be, for 

instance, the Epanechnikov quadratic kernel, defined as: 

elsewhere,0

1,1
4
3

,),(
2

0
0

uuuD
xx

DxxK i
 

According to such function K (x0, xi) x0 from left to right, neighboring points xi enter the history 
window initially with weight zero, and then their contribution slowly increases. The regression model is used for 
interpolation among the location information of the user trajectory.   
 
3.2 Location and Trajectory Information Model 

 
We adopt a location and trajectory information model, in which the location of the user at time t is represented by a 

2D vector (x(t), y(t)) of longitude x(t) and latitude y(t). The exact position information can be easily estimated. In our 
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case we use position information from GPS receivers embedded in the mobile handheld terminal. Based on the 
discussed representation, the history of the user movement up to time index n is represented as a sequence trajectory- of 
n points k(t) = (x(t), y(t)), t n, that is k = [k(t)] = [(x(1), y(1 x(n), y(n))]. The sequence k for t n is the 
user trajectory for the last n points starting from the point at time index t = 1. Each point k(t) is sampled with frequency 
q, e.g., in our traces, the GPS locations are samples with q = 1Hz. A window w is a sub-sequence of the m first points 
from k, that is w = [k(t)], t = 1 m, m < n. The estimation-prediction of the future position of a mobile user is based on 
the window w of m points. In other words, the predictor is fed with a trajectory of m points in order to predict future 
points. The discussed predictor is referred to as an m+l predictor model [12]. That is the predictor estimates the future 
point indexed as m+l, i.e., predicts the point k(m+l) = (x(m+l), y(m+l)), with l > 0 from a trajectory (history window) of m 
points (see also Figure 2). For instance, we set l =1 for the prediction of the future point at the next time instance. The 
window of length m, the number of the l time indices for predicting the k(l) point and the frequency of sampling q are the 
basic parameters in our LP, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

time (t)

Now
(time of

prediction)

History window (m)
prediction window (l)

Time of 
predicted
location

Location 
sampling 
period 1/q

 
Figure 2. The basic parameters of the m+l prediction.  

3.3 Location Predictor Design 
 
We discuss the adoption of the local linear regression in location prediction. We can distinguish the following cases for 

the user movement for a very small duration t > 0:  
 Case-1: the user moves more steadily in the longitude x(t) direction than in the latitude direction. This means 

that, it may hold true that the difference |x(t+ t) - x(t)| << |y(t+ t) - y(t)| in a t.  
 Case-2: the user moves more steadily in the latitude y(t) direction than in the longitude direction, that is, |y(t+ t) 

- y(t)| << |x(t+ t) - x(t)|, and, 
 Case-3: the user moves in such a way that |x(t+ t) - x(t)| = |y(t+ t) - y(t)| in t.  

 
Consider that for a time frame m, we calculate the mean differences for both longitude and latitude directions. That is, 

consider the vectors:  
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The predictor can estimate the point after l time instances when the following cases holds true: 

 If | x(m)| < | y(m)| then k(m+l) = (x(m+l), y(m+l)) with the extrapolation x(m+l) = x(m) + l . x(m) and the local 
regression estimate y(m+l) = lmxf . In this case, the y(m+l) is generated by the window w and the local 
linear estimation of lmxf  at x(m+l) having local regression in the 1-dimension domain (p = 1); 
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 If | x(m)| > | y(m)| then k(m+l) = (x(m+l), y(m+l)) with the extrapolation y(m+l) = y(m) + l . y(m) and the local 
regression estimate x(m+l) = lmyf . In this case, the x(m+l) is generated by the window w and the local 

linear estimation of lmyf  at y(m+l). 
 

It is worth noting to study the case where | x(m)| = | y(m)|. Specifically, the time window m used for the calculation 
of | x(m)| or | y(m)| may contain smaller spatial transitions not captured by the absolute values of relocation in the x or y 
axis.  A small time window m renders the scheme more sensitive to such (small) transitions while a large time window 

at are not representative of the actual movement (not necessarily 
wrong predictions). Surely, due to the above shortcoming, if | x(m)| = | y(m)| = 0, the predictor fails to distinguish 
between the totally static case and a recurring (cycle) path. Hence, in this case, the future point k(m+l) is (x(m+l), y(m+l)) 
with the extrapolation either y(m+l) = y(m) + l . y(m)  (and x(m+l) = lmyf ) or x(m+l) = x(m) + l . x(m) (and 

y(m+l) = lmxf ).  
In order to judge whether the predictor is successful in predicting the future point k(m+l) = (x(m+l), y(m+l)), we 

introduce an error threshold  > 0. Such threshold is the minimum distance of the actual point z(m+l) at time instance 
m+l and the predicted point k(m+l). The z(m+l) point is the actual (observed) location of the mobile user at time instance 
m+l. Hence, a prediction is considered successful if ||z(m+l) - k(m+l)||   . Otherwise, the prediction fails.  

If we use the m+l predictor for N times (for large N) then we can estimate the probability of a successful m+l 
prediction P(m,l). P(m,l) is the fraction of the correctly predicted positions, i.e., those predicted points k(m+l) that fall 
within a circle of radius , out of N predictor invocations, i.e., 

 

N
lmklmzlmk

lmP
:

,  

 
where z(m+l) is the actual (observed) location of the mobile user at time instance m+l and |U| is the cardinality of the set 
U.  
 
3.3 Fuzzy Control for Adaptive Location Prediction 

 
Fuzzy control is a direct nonlinear mapping between inputs (e.g., location prediction error, change of the prediction 

error) and outputs (e.g., change in the memory size m). Fuzzy control provides formal techniques to represent and 
 system. Such techniques rely on certain if-then rules 

instead of relying on mathematical modeling of the system. Fuzzy logic controllers are used extensively, especially, in 
the form of the proportional, integral and derivative (PID), PD, and PI controllers. In this paper we consider a fuzzy, 
proportional-integral controller PIm for adjusting the window length m in location prediction. The control signal is based 
on a set of fuzzy rules that generate the required output. 

Figure 2 depicts the high level structure of the proposed closed-loop, real-time system for adjusting the history 
window length m. To achieve the maximum value of the probability of successful predictions P(m(t), l) at time t, which 
is denoted by the reference model a(t) = 1 at time t (the upper bound in the probability of successful predictions), the PIm 
controller computes the required value of m, denoted as u(t), based on the error e(t), change of error e(t) and the past 
decision of the controller on changing m, m(t). Specifically, the error e(t) at time instance t is: 

e(t) = a(t) - P(m(t), l)       (2) 
In location prediction, we aim at maximizing the P(m(t), l) at any given t that is, a(t) = 1 at each prediction. The error 

change at time t is: 
e(t) = e(t) - e(t  1)       (3) 

m is: 
m(t) = m(t)  m(t - 1)      (4) 

The exact value of u which is the window length that minimizes the error cannot be directly estimated. Instead, the 
PIm adjusts m(t) in order to minimize e(t) for each t. In addition, it should be noted that the m value that minimizes e(t) 
(denoted by m*) is not constant since the mobile user can spontaneously change its moving behavior. In such case, the 
controller has to adapt to such change and adjust m so as to minimize e(t) until the next change of behavior.  
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We define the required change in the value of m, u(t)  [-1, 1], which denotes the signed portion of changing the 
value of m(t) -increase, decrease or leave constant- and results to the value of m(t + 1) at the next time step, t+1. In other 
words we obtain the following adaptation rule:  

 
m(t+1) = m(t) + ( u(t)m(t))        (5) 

 
with  > 0 an adaptation (learning) rate. The proposed fuzzy controller calculates the value of the control signal u(t) = 
u(t) - u(t - 1). That is, the decision on the next value of m (that minimizes the error) is based on the past decision on m 
along with the observed error induced by the LP. The change in m, m, and the change in error, e, are the basic 
components in our controller which, along with the value of error, determine the direction (positive, zero, negative) of u 
in the decision on the next value of m, as will be described subsequently.    

PIm
controller

d/dt e

e+

-

LP
system

u
+ Pr(m,l)

feedback

+ m
m

+

-

r=1

 
Figure 2. The control flow and feedback of the fuzzy controller PIm to the location predictor LP 

 
The recursive equation of a discrete PID controller is: 

teGeGteGtu D
t

IP 0
 

where GP, GI, GD are the corresponding constant proportional, integral and derivative gains. The definition of the 
difference between two consecutive control outputs u(t) is:  

u(t) = u(t)-u(t-1) = GIe(t) + GP e(t) + GD
2e(t)      (6)  

 
where 2e(t) = e(t) - e(t  1). In our case, the PIm has three inputs e(t), e(t), and m(t)- and one output the current 
change in m, u(t). Our PIm controller has the following form: 

 
tmteGeGteGtu D

t
IP 0

         (7) 

 
The iterative form of u(t) is obtained by taking the derivative of both sides of the Equation (8) having also m(t) = m(t)  
m(t - 1), thus, in our case, 

 
u(t) = GP e(t) + GIe(t) + GD( 2e(t) + 2m(t))         (8) 

 
and then, u(t) = u(t - 1) + GIe(t) + GP e(t) + GD( 2e(t) + 2m(t)) with 2m(t) = m(t) - m(t - 1). Based on Equation (8), 
the inputs of our controller (e, e and m) and the output ( u(t)) turn the controller into a PI controller. Figure 2 depicts 
the architecture of the proposed controller.   
 
3.5 Fuzzy Controller  
 

We describe the basic fuzzy control system for inferring the required control signal based on fuzzy inference rules. A 
fuzzy controller is a fuzzy logic system with n inputs and k outputs. In our case, the PIm controller is a Multiple Input 
Single Output (MISO) fuzzy logic system with n = 3 and k =1, such that the input at time t is p(t) = [e(t), e(t), m(t)] 
and output q(t) = [ u(t)]. The fuzzy system consists of the processes:  

 fuzzification,  
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 fuzzy inference process, and  
 defuzzification.  
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Figure 3. Probability of successful prediction for m=10 s and different l values 

 
3.6 Performance of the Fuzzy Controlled Location Predictor 

 
We assess the performance of the proposed LP and the capability of the proposed PIm controller to control the LP 

targeting to adaptively minimize the prediction error. At first, we examine the performance of the LP by experimenting 
with real GPS traces. We examine the probability of correct predictions P(m, l) and determine the best value of the 
window length m* that minimizes the prediction error. The value m* cannot be determined beforehand (e.g., analytically) 
due to the inherent randomness in the mobility behavior of humans. For this reason, we require that the proposed 
controller adjusts the value of m in order to converge to m*. Once the user changes its mobility behavior, the PIm has to 
re-adjust m. With the aim of evaluating the PIm controller, we have determined the best values for m for which the LP 
assumes minimum prediction error. Hence, we examine whether the PIm controller converges to such values. Moreover, 
we examine the adaptive behavior of the controller. That is, its capability to detect changes in the mobility behavior of 
the user and to re-adjust its decisions to new m*values.      
 
3.7 Experimental Movement Trajectories - Traces 

 
We examine the behavior of the proposed LP with real movement traces of mobile users in German, Italy, France, and 

Denmark. In those traces the mobile user moves  
 among different locations in a city (termed intra-city trajectory),  
 among different suburban areas of a city (termed suburban trajectory), and,  
 among different cities in highways (inter-city trajectory).  

 
3.8 Performance Assessment of the Fuzzy Controlled Location Predictor 

 
At first, we examine the probability of successful predictions derived from LP by experimenting with various values 

of m and l without introducing the PIm controller. Figure 3 depicts the probability of successful prediction P(10, l) for 
various values of l for N = 500 predictions. Such size of m is not the most suitable for making predictions with minimum 
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prediction errors. As illustrated in Figure 3, for a low value of l (short-term prediction), P(10, l) assumes high values. For 
instance, for l = 5 < m, P(10, l) assumes high values for any type of trajectories (r = 0.5). In addition, for r = 1, that is m 
= l = 10, the probability of prediction assumes values 0.8 and 0.9 for intra-city and intercity trajectories, respectively. 
When the value of l increases the prediction error also increases, for constant m. For r = 2, P(10, 20) assumes values 
between 0.45 to 0.7 for all types of trajectories.  
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Figure 4. The P(m, l) vs. size of m for the different trajectory types 
 

3.9 Comparison with other Models 
 

We compare the behavior of our stateless model with other stateful and stateless models w.r.t. the probability of 
successful prediction, space requirements and time complexity. At first, we compare our model with the (stateless) 
Lagrange polynomial method for location information extrapolation (prediction). In addition, we experiment with two 
stateful models, the Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) model enhanced with reinforcement learning and the on-line k-
means algorithm. Such models are based on mobility patterns and use pattern classification for a given trajectory in order 
to predict the future user location. It is worth noting that all considered models adapt their spatiotemporal knowledge 
base to the mobility behavior of the user. The main criterion for comparison is then how accurately and efficiently, in 
terms of space and time, each adaptive model predicts the future user location.  
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3.10 Comparative Performance Assessment  
 
     At first, we examine the probability of successful prediction P(m, l) obtained by the stateless and stateful models for 
the three trajectory types . m+l l = 5 seconds, vigilance h and threshold value  
set to 10 meters, and k = 100, 200 and 300 in the on-line k-means algorithm. Figure 4 depicts the P(m, l) (vs. the size m) 
achieved by the algorithms for the intercity, intra-city and sub-urban trajectories. We observe that the LP algorithm 
achieves better P(m, l) values than the other models in all types of trajectories; specifically, Figure 4 depicts the m* value 
for LP, in which P(m*, l) is maximum (m* = 10 for l = 5). On the other hand the ART-based model achieves good 
prediction accuracy, especially, for values of m < 25 for the three trajectory types. Specifically, the ART-based model 
demonstrates good prediction accuracy for the intracity trajectory (only 10% lower than that of LP) due to the fact that 
the mobile user repeats  some mobility patterns moving within the city. However, for m > 50 the ART-based model 
assumes very low P(m, l) and for  m > 100 it shows the worst performance. Furthermore the Lagrange polynomial model 
obtains quite good prediction accuracy when m is low. Specifically, it obtains P(m, l) = 0.78 with m = 5 for the intercity 
trajectory. For m > 10 the Lagrange polynomial is not suitable for predictions. Finally all the on-line k-means models (k 
= 100, 200 and 300), for every m and in all kinds of trajectories, achieve low performance in terms of prediction 
accuracy. This is attributed to the fact that such model is not able to increase the predefined number of clusters. Instead it 
can only readjust them. It is worth noting that the on-line k-means model is independent of the value of m, except for the 
case of the intra-city trajectory, in which m < 5. But, even in this case the performance in prediction accuracy is low.  
 
4. Conclusions   
 
     In the first approach we proposed efficient LP schemes based on ML algorithms for trajectory classification. 
Specifically, the proposed spatial context classifier and a short-term predictor for predicting the location of a mobile user 
in cellular networks exploits (i) the current position and direction of the user, (ii) history of the trajectories of the user, 
and, (iii) surrounding location information. We design, implement and evaluate different variants of the proposed LP. 
Each variant exploits differently the derived knowledge on the mobility behavior of the user (namely the macro and the 
micro LP). We define the parameters of the short-term LP and introduce certain metrics for evaluating the ability of 
correct predictions and the efficiency in the prediction process. Moreover, we compare our LP (all the corresponding 
variants) with popular predictors discussed in the relevant literature. Such predictors are also based on ML algorithms. 
Simulations with synthetic and real-world mobility data shown that the proposed short-term MiD predictor achieves high 
prediction efficiency and accuracy, thus, delivering LPs suitable for advanced context-aware applications.  
     In the second approach we presented how ML can be applied to the engineering of mobile context-aware applications 
for location prediction. Specifically, we proposed an adaptive ML algorithm for location prediction using ART (a special 
Neural Network Local Model). We introduce two learning methods: one with non-reinforcement learning and one with 
reinforcement learning. Furthermore, we deal with two training methods for each learning method: in the supervised 
method the model uses training data in order to make classification and in the zero-knowledge method the model 
incrementally learns from unsuccessful predictions. We evaluated our models (versions of the proposed algorithm) with 
different spatial and temporal parameters. We examine the knowledge bases storage cost (i.e., emerged clusters) and the 
precision measures (prediction accuracy). Our findings indicate that the C-RLnT suits better to context-aware systems. 
The advantage of C-RLnT is that (1) it does not require pre-existing knowledge in the user movement behavior in order 
to predict future movements, (2) it adapts its on-line knowledge base to unseen patterns and (3) it does not consumes 
much memory to store the emerged clusters. For this reason, C-RLnT is quite useful in context-aware applications where 
no prior knowledge about the user context is available. Furthermore, through experiments, we decide on which vigilance 
value achieves the appropriate precision w.r.t. memory limitations and prediction error. 

 In the third approach we study the proactivity feature of mobile, location-dependent applications and present an 
approach for mobility prediction exploiting only recent user movement knowledge. We propose a short-memory adaptive 
LP to address the problem of mobility prediction in the absence of extensive historical information. The location 
prediction of the proposed LP is obtained by a local linear regression model, while the adaptive capability is achieved 
through a fuzzy-driven PIm controller. Such controller produces control signals for estimating the best size for the 
mobility history window attempting to minimize the location prediction error. We experiment with real GPS traces and 
examine the predictability and adaptability behavior of our LP.  

The LP dynamically controls the size of the historical mobility behavior, by the produced control signals, for intra-city, 
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sub-urban and inter-city trajectories. LP stabilizes to small m* when dealing with sudden movement changes. This leads 
to minimizing the probability of inducing noise into the local regression model. In addition, we can conclude that the 
control signals are more aggressive in the case of intra-city trajectory than in intercity trajectory since the former 
movement integrates abrupt movement changes while the latter does not. Finally, we show that LP achieves fast 
adaptation to sudden changes experienced when the user changes mobility behavior (i.e., transition between different 
trajectory types).  
     In the forth approach, we propose a sequential trajectory classification and spatial variance reduction system for noise 
resilient movement prediction of moving objects. The system deals with noisy motion patterns due to random deviations 
from previously seen patterns, which negatively impacts the accuracy of the prediction result. The system relies on 
stochastic dynamic programming which relaxes the classification task so that slightly different patterns can be treated as 
equivalent. Moreover, the system adopts SVRP for keeping K concise and with minimum spatial variance. We provided a 
comparative assessment of the model with on-line classifiers and a variant adopting the odds algorithm. The proposed 
model achieves high prediction scores along with efficient data storage of motion patterns. 
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Abstract. Behavior understanding from events can be considered as a
typical classification problem using predefined classes. In our research
presented in this thesis, the main idea is to deal with this classification
problem using motion analysis for behavior recognition. We describe our
research work from its first steps to the final accomplishments. Novel
methods are introduced including a methodology whereby frame infor-
mation is coded in graphs (called Optical Flow Proximity Graphs - OF-
PGs), using only optical flow to form the feature vector. A symbolic
method including two levels of graph representation is also proposed
dealing with the same recognition problem. OFPGs are also proposed
for video indexing. Furthermore, a bottom-up approach for anomaly de-
tection using a multi camera system is proposed. In the framework of this
system, we present the use of one class continuous Hidden Markov Models
(cHMMs) for the task of human behavior recognition. An approximation
algorithm, called Observation Log Probability Approximation (OLPA),
is proposed to overcome numerical stability problems in the calculation
of probability of emission for very long observations.

Keywords: video processing, behavior recognition, event detection, anomaly
detection

1 Introduction

One of the most important goals of visual surveillance systems is to track objects

and further analyze their activities in order to recognize behaviors and even

detect anomalies. To this end we try to detect objects in a scene, track them,

recognize their action and interactions in order to understand and describe their

behaviors. As a behavior we determine a performed motion by a human subject

(object of interest). This motion is captured by low-cost cameras (web-cameras)

placed in the room where the object of interest is moving, from a distance in

order to observe the whole room.

This thesis is concerned with two main subjects. The first subject is based

on methods used during our research in order to classify observed motion to

predefined behaviors. The part of the thesis focusing on this subject includes all

� Dissertation Advisor: Sergios Theodoridis, Professor - Dr Stavros Perantonis, Re-
searcher
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our research steps for behavior recognition and the corresponding experimental

results per approach. Before the completion of this part, a novel model applied

on raw data of the video for behavior recognition using graph representation

is proposed. The behaviors recognized are also used for video indexing. The

second subject deals with the classification of behaviors as normal or abnormal.

In the part considering this subject we also propose a novel approach of anomaly

detection based on short term behavior and trajectory classification using one

class Support Vector Machines and an alternation of continuous Hidden Markov

Models also used as one class classifiers.

2 Related Work

Human motion analysis is receiving increasing attention from computer vision

researchers [8]. For behavior recognition in video streams, many features based

on motion, trajectory or shape of the object are used in different methods. For

example, Ribeiro et al. in [9], deal with the problem of feature selection and

they present features based on the motion and the trajectory of the object, like

velocity, speed, optical flow, etc.

Most approaches for 2D interpretation of human body structure focus on mo-

tion estimation of the joints of body segments between consecutive frames. Leo

et al. in [10] attempt to classify actions at an archaeological site. They present

a system that uses binary patches and an unsupervised clustering algorithm to

detect human body postures. A discrete HMM is used to classify the sequences

of poses into a set of four different actions. In [11], the used feature is called

Star Skeletonization and is a distance of the extremities of the silhouette from

the blob’s center of gravity. In [12] the vertical and horizontal projections of the

blob are used to recognize people posture. A simple nearest neighbour classifier,

that compares the current projections with manually tuned models, is adopted.

Roh et al. in [13] base their action recognition task on curvature scale space

templates of a player’s silhouette.

Recently, several researchers have dealt with the problem of anomaly detec-

tion, which is the process of behavior classification as normal or abnormal. A

variety of methods, ranging from fully supervised [14, 15], to semi-supervised [16]

and unsupervised systems [17–20], have been proposed in the existing literature.

It should be noted, however, that most of the existing approaches do not use

multi-camera information, except for Zhou et al. in [21], where multiple video

streams are combined via a coupled Hidden Markov Model.

Tarassenko et al. in [22] are proponents of the idea that learning normality

alone is all that is required for the detection of abnormality.

3 Human Behavior Recognition and Video Indexing

In this thesis we present all steps made during our research work for one person’s

behavior recognition, including two similar approaches.
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Extraction of Semantic Information from Events 3

3.1 First Approaches for Short Term Behaviors ([3])

Our first approaches propose a hierarchical method separated into steps, each

step dealing with a distinct sub-problem. The main idea is to recognize short

term behavior and detect events in order to use this information for long term

behavior recognition. As short term behaviors we define actions observed under

specific time and space constraints and as events we define the change between

two different successive short term behaviors. Long term behaviors are described

as scenarios which involves different short term behaviors and events.

Because the low performance of the first approaches, the fact that the number

of features used in the feature vector increases the computational cost, and based

on the assumption that optical flow by itself can be descriptive enough, we also

propose a different approach for both one person and multiple persons behavior

recognition, using features calculated directly from raw data without tracking

being necessary ([23], [26], [?]).

3.2 Final Approach for Behavior Recognition and Video Indexing

For the behavior recognition problem we propose two methods based on graph

representation. The first method includes graphs (OFPGs) extracted by each

frame containing motion neighbourhood information from the whole frame (WFGA).

The second method is a symbolic approach including two levels of graph repre-

sentation (SGA).

In Whole Frame Motion Representation (WFGA), we use the optical flow

vectors calculated from the whole frame using a pixel-by-pixel analysis. In the

training step we calculate the optical flow vectors from the whole frame, for

each frame. Then, the corresponding OFPG per frame is extracted. Thus, all

observed behaviors in a frame are represented by the same graph. The graphs

extracted from each frame are merged using the U operator into the graphs

which represent the frame’s assigned classes.

After that we describe a frame as a feature vector. The vector contains the

similarities of our frame OFPG to all the class graphs.

Then, an one-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) SV Mc per class c is

trained (see Figure 1).

In the testing step, a similar procedure is used. Each testing instance (frame)

is represented by one graph. We create the similarity-based feature vector. Each

trained SV Mc model decides whether that feature vector (and the corresponding

frame) belongs to class c (see Figure 2)..

In the Symbolic Craph-Based Approach (SGA) the frame is segmented into

equal areas, each of which is represented by its OFPG (see Figure 3). The re-

sulting graphs of this level are used as symbols forming an index of graphs to

hold the different symbols observed in the frame. At the second level, we use

this index in order to map each segment of the frame with a specific symbol.

In the second level of graphs, we use the index of graphs to create a symbolic

representation of the original frame in the video sequence (see Figure 4 for an

overview of the process). We create and update an index, mapping symbols to
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Fig. 1. The training step of WFGA.

Fig. 2. The testing step of the WFGA framework.

Fig. 3. Extraction of OFPGs from each segment.
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subgraphs. These subgraphs are OFPGs of image segments. Each subgraph is

assigned by the index a symbol.

Fig. 4. Extraction of second level graphs.

Once the second level graph of each known class is generated in the training

step, the classification step follows. For the classification, each testing instance is

represented by a second level graph. The similarity feature vectors are extracted

and the SVM classifiers give a binary answer on whether a particular behavior

is observed in the frame or not. See Figure 5 for the overview of the testing

step in the SGA case. Similarly to WFGA, for the video indexing procedure all

behaviors observed in the video are used to tag this video.

Fig. 5. The testing step of SGA.
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4 Anomaly Detection

One of the goals of Smart Surveillance is anomaly detection. Anomaly detection
refers to detecting patterns in a given data set that do not conform to an estab-
lished normal behavior. The patterns are called anomalies and often translate
to critical and actionable information in video surveillance calling for human
attention if necessary. The second subject of this thesis deals with this problem
proposing a novel method for anomaly detection.

The proposed methodology is based on the fusion of data that we collect from
several cameras with overlapping fields of view ([?]). We perform classification
using two different one-class classifiers, a Support Vector Machine (for motion
classification) and a continuous Hidden Markov Model (for trajectory classifica-
tion). A trajectory is the path that a moving object of interest follows through
space as a function of time. In our experiments the trajectory of a person in-
cludes points (x,y) on the common views of multiple cameras. The final decision
on the behavior is made by taking into account outputs from both classifiers.

In motion representation and analysis, our methodology uses information
obtained by preprocessing, namely the object’s bounding box, the object’s blob
and sequential positions.

The short term activity is represented by a 7-dimensional feature vector, as
follows:

f = (v(t), �vT (t), RT (t), F (t), ∆F (t),max (∆H(t)),max (∆SD(t))) (1)

The corresponding features calculated are: speed, algebraic mean speed, al-
gebraic mean bounding box difference, mean optical flow, mean optical flow
difference, max entropy difference and maz standard deviation difference.

The decision whether a short-term behavior is normal or not can be taken
by employing a one-class SVM as proposed by Scholkopf [6].

Our second information source for evaluating behavior is the trajectory. The
problem of discriminating between normal/abnormal trajectories concerns the
definition of a measure that would give sufficiently different values for the two
classes. The variable length of the trajectories poses additional difficulties. Long,
normal trajectories would have cHMM generation probability values comparable
to small values of short, abnormal trajectories, so the observation’s length factor
needs to be removed.

We proved that for a normal observation sequence (Onormal) and for an
abnormal one (Oabnormal) the following condition must hold:

log P (Oabnormal|λ)
length(Oabnormal)

� log P (Onormal|λ)
length(Onormal)

(2)

then we will be able to use it as a classification measure.
Long normal sequences give small values of cHMM probabilities, due to suc-

cessive multiplications, making the logarithm of those probabilities to be too
high to let the 1 to be damaging. Assuming that the approximation log P (O|λ)

length(O)

with �log P (O|λ)�
length(O) is acceptable, it can be inserted to Forward Backward algorithm.
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According to the above approximations, we can express the algorithm as

follows.

1. Initialization:

α̃1(i) � �log πi� + �log bi(O1)�
2. Induction:

α̃t(i) � maxj(α̃t−1(j) + �log aij�) + �log bj(Ot)�)
3. Termination:

P̃ (O|λ) � maxi α̃t(i)

This Observation Log Probability Approximation (OLPA) algorithm helps

us overcome the problem of consecutive multiplications, by making it possible

to use a sum of integers.

5 Experiments

5.1 Behavior Recognition and Video Indexing

For our experiments in behavior recognition and video indexing, we used three

different sets of data. In the first data set, simple behaviors were captured in our

lab1(for Semveillance project). The second data set is the commonly used data

set from the PETS04 workshop [4]. These latter video sequences have already

been used by the CAVIAR project. The third data set is the dataset collected in

The Weizmann Institute of Science, used by the authors in [5], for comparison

reasons.

Our evaluation of the final approach started with the PETS04 data set to

determine whether WFGA is better than SGA. On our corpus, the WFGA failed

to run in some cases, because of memory complexity.

Fig. 6. (a). Experimental results on PETS04 dataset with noise removal. (b) Precision,
Recall and F-measure of SGA on our dataset with noise removal and (c) without noise
removal.

1 The dataset can be made available on demand to the author.
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The results of our experiments using the PETS04 data for both proposed
approaches are shown in Figure 6. The results of the SGA are higher than those
of the WFGA. This indicates that SGA has both lower computational cost and
better experimental results.

The application of the SGA method on our dataset yielded promising results
as well, especially if one considers that we only use optical flow to detect behavior.
The results from experiments using noise removal are shown in Figure 6.

The results of our experiments using the Weizmann data set follow the leave-
one-out method, i.e. for every video sequence we remove the entire sequence from
the database while other actions of the same person remain. The results are
shown in the Figure 7. The results presented in those tables include again low
precision values but higher recall values. This is, again, due to the fact that the
classes are unbalanced. In Figure 7 we included the results after noise removal
and sampling our data set. The latter results are in most cases lower than the
results without sampling, due to the fact that video sequences in this data set are
small enough (few frames per video) and important information was excluded
due to sampling. The same is valid for noise removal.

The experimental results for video indexing using the PETS04 data are shown
in Figure 7. These results imply that, when a behavior observed in the video is
not included in the training set — and thus not modeled — the system can
make the decision that the specific behavior does not belong to any observed
and modeled behavior. The specificity values are high enough (∼ 0.83), allowing
us to conclude that in video indexing the success of the approach follows the
success of the behavior recognition case.

Fig. 7. (a). Precision, Recall and F-measure of SGA on Weizmann dataset with noise
removal. (b) Experimental results for video indexing.
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5.2 Anomaly Detection

As a scene for our experiments we have used our lab, where we installed three
cameras, and there we tried to simulate some common scenarios2. The exper-
iments measure the performance of two variations of our process, namely the
offline and the real-time process.

Fig. 8. Example of normal trajectory in the scene.

Fig. 9. Examples of abnormal behaviors in the scene.

We have performed a 10-fold cross validation method to test the effectiveness
of our system using the offline approach. The videos with normal behaviors
2 The custom corpus used within our experiments can be made available to any inter-

ested party, via e-mail correspondence.
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illustrate a person entering the room, buying a ticket, browsing and looking

around for several minutes and exiting the room using a preset path (Figure

8). The abnormal behaviors consist of running, abrupt motion or unexpected

trajectory (Figure 9).

Fig. 10. a. Percentage normality in normal and abnormal behaviors for Support Vector

Machine, b. output of continuous Hidden Markov Model for normal and abnormal

behaviors. Black color is for normal behaviors and red for abnormal behaviors

For SVM-based classification we set the threshold to be the following function

of the mean and the standard deviation of the distribution of the number of

allowed abnormal frames within a normal sequence:

thresholdSV M = mean(Hsvmnormal)− 2.5 · std(Hsvmnormal) (3)

For HMM outputs the minimum value of the distribution of normalized log-

probabilities of the normal instances was considered to be the threshold value

that separates normal trajectories from the abnormal ones:

thresholdHMM = min(Hhmmnormal), (4)

where Hsvm is the histogram of SVM’s outputs and Hhmm is the histogram

with HMM’s outputs.

Precision and recall have been calculated for the offline and the real-time

experiments. For each approach we give the performance for both the SVM and

HMM classifier models separately, as well as for the whole system in Figure 11.

6 Conclusions

This thesis was concentrated on high level processes of behavior recognition

problem extracting semantic information from events taking place in a video.

The first part of this thesis includes preprocessing steps such as background

subtraction and tracking in order for the proposed high level approach that we

propose to accomblish behavior recognition. In the second part of this thesis a
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Fig. 11. Precision and Recall for 3-camera and one camera System on our dataset. The
column “Overall” indicates the performance of the combined decision.

bottom-up approach for human recognition understanding is presented, using a

multi camera system for anomaly detection.

For behavior recognition adn video indexing we have presented a unified

system, which needs no preprocessing steps and a priori knowledge about the

surveillance room or how many people are being observed. We have proposed

two innovative approaches for classification — and consequently semantic anno-

tation — and indexing of videos, using graph-based representations and analysis

methods, with promising experimental results.

Our experimental results demonstrated the good performance of the proposed

approaches in the task of recognizing human behaviors in a somewhat noisy

environment, with different scenarios of action and participation of different

actors. The experiments were implemented using two different datasets with

good performance, implying the robustness of the method.

For anomaly detection we have presented a set of theoretical and practical

tools for the domain of behaviour recognition, which have been integrated within

a unified, automatic, bottom-up system based on the use of multiple cameras

performing human behaviour recognition in an indoor environment, without a

uniform background.
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Abstract. The present dissertation examines the didactic utilization of cases, 
specifically through digital learning environments. The review of existing digi-
tal case-based learning environments indicated the need for the development of 
an environment that enables the creation of learning activities of different types 
based on one or more than one cases. Towards this end, the design of the learn-
ing environment CASTLE (CASes for Teaching and LEarning) is proposed. In-
novative characteristics of CASTLE concern: the distinction of cases and activi-
ties that are handled as different entities, the generic design that can be speci-
fied for teaching different subject matters and the support of interaction be-
tween users. A prototype of CASTLE for teaching Programming has been cre-
ated and is described, along with a proposed template of Programming cases 
which is supported by experimental evidence. Finally, the evaluation of 
CASTLE prototype and an investigation for the specification of CASTLE in 
Didactics are presented.  

Keywords. Cases, Problems, Learning Activities, Educational scenarios, Di-
dactics of Programming 

1 Introduction 

One of the most salient goals of modern education is the development of problem 
solving skills [1-2]. Cases which are context-rich problem descriptions are essential 
ingredients of learning environments aiming at enabling students to deal with prob-
lems. Context information included in cases helps students understand the meaning-
fulness of dealing with the problems and therefore increases their motivation for en-
gagement in the problem solving process [3-4].  

In bibliography there is neither a unique definition for the term case nor a consen-
sus for case content or structure [5-7]. This is due to the fact that cases are being used 
in a great variety of learning activities, some of which demand only the problem de-
scription and others necessitate that this description be accompanied by one or more 
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solutions [8]. Jonassen [9] characterizes cases as “building blocks of problem-based 
learning environments” and summarizes seven different ways of case utilization in 
teaching: 1) cases as problems to solve, 2) cases as worked examples, 3) case studies, 
4) cases as analogues [10], 5) cases as prior experiences [11-13], 6) cases as multiple 
perspectives [7], 7) cases as simulations. The aforementioned applications of cases 
differ in terms of: a) the structuredness of the problems (well structured or ill struc-
tured) [1], b) the number of different cases that are being involved (one or more than 
one case) and c) how the case is being used i.e. as an example to be studied or as a 
problem to be solved. Within the wide range of different learning activities that can be 
designed based on cases there have been included activities adequate for both novices 
and experts on a subject matter. Moreover, the fact being that case authoring is a 
rather demanding task, the need to maximize case utilization through the creation of 
more than one learning activities based on one case is emphasized. 

In the last decades a large number of digital case-based learning environments have 
been developed, covering a variety of learning subject matters. The extended review 
performed, and analytically described in the dissertation, focused on the structure and 
content of cases as well as on the types of activities based on the cases in the exam-
ined learning environments.  

Considerable differences have been noticed in the length of the cases included in 
the reviewed environments. Cases in the form of story problems in learning environ-
ments for Mathematics [14] or Physics [15] are rather short (a couple of paragraphs), 
while cases describing design problems in Architecture [16] or Computer Engineering 
[17,18] are quite long (multiple pages, collections of files connected by analytical 
narratives of the problem situation and the solution process). Moreover, besides the 
problem description, a case may contain or not the description of its solution process 
given by an expert.  

As far as the case-based learning activities are concerned, each learning environ-
ment usually contains one single type of activity. In particular, there are environments 
where students are asked to solve the case problems [19]; others where students can 
study cases already solved by experts [16] and others where students have to partici-
pate in group discussions based on one case [20].  In another group of environments 
students working on a case are engaged in a sequence of activities, which is always 
the same for all cases included in the environment [21]. Finally, only a small number 
of environments support activities asking for comparisons between cases [22]. 

Furthermore, few learning environments allow case authoring [23]. In the majority 
of the environments the case collection is created by their developers and no author-
ing functionalities are available for the final users (instructors or learners).  Finally, 
none of the reviewed case-based environments have social software functionalities 
that would allow the exchange of comments on the learning material between users.  

To sum up, the review of existing case-based digital learning environments has in-
dicated that the creation of distinct learning activities based on one case remains an 
open research issue. The development of such a learning environment is of critical 
importance as there are case-based activities adequate for both novices and advanced 
learners in a subject matter. Moreover, case authoring is an exacting task. Thus, a 
learning environment that supports case authoring and case reuse in distinct case-
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based activities may consist a powerful tool for the instructor by enabling him/her to 
create learning activities adapted to the educational needs of his/her students.  

Towards this end the present dissertation proposes the design of the learning envi-
ronment CASTLE (CASes for Teaching and LEarning), which aims to support teach-
ing and learning through cases. The design of CASTLE is generic and can be adapted 
to the specific needs of a learning subject matter through the specification of the de-
sign of cases and case-based learning activities. In the dissertation experimental evi-
dence is presented concerning: the development of a prototype of CASTLE for teach-
ing Programming, the evaluation of this prototype by novice and expert Programming 
teachers who used the environment as authors, and an investigation for the specifica-
tion of CASTLE in Didactics.   

2 The design principles of CASTLE  

The main requirement for the design of CASTLE was to support the authoring of 
cases as well as the authoring and elaboration of different types of learning activities 
based on cases. Within the different types of activities, the same case may play a role 
ranging from being an already solved problem offered to be studied as an example, to 
being presented as a novel problem to be solved. Other types of activities may involve 
two or more cases. Such an activity asks students to compare the solutions of two 
isomorphic case problems (different story, same procedure)[24] in order to identify 
structural similarities, or to study a solved case and engage in solving an isomorphic 
one. This fundamental requirement is being met in CASTLE by handling cases and 
case-based learning activities as distinct entities which are interrelated between them. 

Three different user roles are being supported in CASTLE: teacher, learner and 
administrator. In CASTLE a teacher can: author cases and case-based activities; or-
ganize learning activities in collections; create sequences of learning activities in or-
der to form educational scenarios; assign these scenarios to learners and follow their 
elaboration. Learners engage in the elaboration of educational scenarios individually 
or in groups. Learners are also allowed to author cases themselves. Administrators in 
CASTLE are responsible for the management of user accounts, subject matters and 
learning material in the form of cases, activities and scenarios. 

Additionally, CASTLE supports the interaction between the groups of teachers and 
learners thus supporting the formation of communities. In other words, CASTLE has 
social software functionalities [25]. For example, a case author, after publicizing a 
case in CASTLE, can receive both verbal comments on the case and an arithmetical 
grade from 1 to 5 by other users, teachers and learners. The received comments and 
feedback can facilitate the optimization of the learning material as authors have the 
possibility to commit improvements. Every case is owned by its author in the sense 
that only its author can make changes on a case and create an updated version of it. 
However, no ownership is required on a case in order to create a learning activity 
based on it. This means that there are interactions between users during the creation of 
the learning material.  
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Furthermore, data from user interaction is collected in CASTLE while students 
elaborate educational scenarios. This data is used as an input to the open learner 
model [26, 27] of CASTLE and enables the provision of personalized feedback to the 
learners. 

The generic design of CASTLE presented here needs further specification in order 
to meet the special demands of each learning subject matter. This procedure takes 
place through the selection of case content and structure as well as the types of case-
based learning activities adequate for a given subject matter. In the following para-
graph the specification process leading to the prototype of CASTLE for Programming 
teaching and learning is described.  

3 Specification process of CASTLE in Programming .  

3.1 Specification of case structure  

In order to specify the case structure for the subject matter of Programming, a review 
of the relevant literature was conducted [28]. Two different Programming case study 
structures have been found in bibliography: Structure A proposed by Linn and Clancy 
[29] and Structure B proposed by Spooner and Skolnick [30] (see Table 1). These 
structures have both similarities and differences when compared. For example, both 
structures propose that a case should contain the problem description (Programming 
problem statement in Structure A, Motivation, Background in Structure B), an expla-
nation for the problem solution (Solution process description in Structure A, Algo-
rithm development and New Programming concepts in Structure B), the code of the 
program produced to solve the problem (Code listing in Structure A, Solution pro-
gram in Structure B) and questions on the solution (Study & Test questions in Struc-
ture A, Discussion & Further study in Structure B).  

Table 1. Programming Case study structures 

Structure A Structure B 
Programming Problem statement 
Solution process description 
Code listing 
 
 
 
Study questions 
Test questions 

Motivation 
Background 
Algorithm development 
New Programming concepts 
Solution program 
 
Discussion  
Further study 

 
 
In CASTLE, Cases and case-based Activities are considered different entities and are 
handled independently. In the Case study structures described above, there are parts 
that correspond to the Case entity of CASTLE and parts that correspond to the Activi-
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ties (e.g Study & Test questions in Structure A and Discussion & Further study in 
Structure B). The comparison between the two structures shows that differences re-
side in the Case part of the Case studies and, more specifically, in the parts referring 
to the explanation of the problem solution. In particular, Structure A proposes an ex-
planation of the critical decisions reached by an expert programmer while writing the 
solution program. On the contrary, Structure B suggests a gradual introduction of the 
solution, starting with the description of the algorithm development and proceeding 
with the new programming concepts required in the program code.  
In order to select the structure of Cases in the CASTLE prototype for Programming 
teaching, the two structures have been compared in two empirical studies.   

First empirical study.  
The first empirical study aimed to compare the two structures in terms of their effi-

ciency and their acceptance by the learners.  

In particular, the research questions were:  

! does the structure of a programming case affect the ability of learners to develop 
programs for resolving similar problems? 

! does the structure of a programming case affect the time required to study it? 
! what are the opinions of the learners about the structure and the usefulness of 

cases? 

Participants.  
102 first-year students participated in the study. They had enrolled to the course 

“Introduction to Informatics and Telecommunications” at the Department of Infor-
matics and Telecommunications of the National and Kapodistrian University of Ath-
ens. The students formed two groups of 51 members each: Group 1 and Group 2. 

Procedure.  
The empirical study consisted of the following phases: 

! Phase A, Pre-test (30 min): the students of both groups worked on a programming 
problem and were asked to develop a program in order to solve it. 

! Phase B, Case study (60 min): the students of Group 1 worked on a Case study 
structured according to Structure A and the students of Group 2 worked on a Case 
study structured according to Structure B. The case problem for both groups was 
the same.  

! Phase C, Post-test (30 min): the students of both groups worked on a problem iso-
morphic to the problem of the pre-test phase. As in phase A, their task was to de-
velop a program. 

! Phase D, Filling the questionnaire (15 min). All students were asked to fill in a 
questionnaire on their opinions on the Case study assigned to them in phase B. 

Students were also asked to write down in their response sheet the actual time they 
had spent on the completion of phases A, B and C. 
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Results.  
The programs developed by the students during the pre-test and post-test phases have 
been evaluated independently according to criteria set by two experienced Program-
ming teachers who assigned a five-point scale grade (0-4) for each criterion. The total 
grade of each program has been calculated as the mean value of the distinct criteria 
grades. Disagreements between evaluators were resolved through discussion.  

Pre-test performance between the two groups has been compared using an inde-
pendent samples t-test. No significant difference was found in the t-test performed 
(t(100)= 0,107, p=0,915) (mean pre-test scores Group1=2,5620, Group2=2,5375).  

Subsequently, repeated General Linear Model (GLM) measures analysis of vari-
ance on students’ performances in pre- and post-test, with Case (pre-test vs. post-test) 
as the within-subjects factor, and Case structure (Group1 vs. Group2) as the between-
subjects factor has been conducted. The corresponding multivariate tests revealed that 
the Case factor contributes to the improvement of the post–test performance of both 
groups’. The “Case x Case structure” interaction yielded no significant effects (mean 
post-test scores Group1=2,995, Group2=2,743).  The results of the repeated measures 
analysis are presented in !able 2. 

Table 2. Multivariate tests for time factor and for the interaction Case x Case structure 

Factor F(1) p 
Case 11.68 0.001 

Case x Case structure 1.48 0.226 

As can be seen in Table 2, no evidence was found supporting the assumption that 
Case structure may affect the ability of students to develop programs that resolve 
similar (to the case) problems.   

Data concerning the other two research questions has also been analyzed. In spe-
cific, this data concerned: a) the time students spent studying the Case in Phase B, b) 
the students’ opinions on the structure and usefulness of Case. The data analysis 
showed that: a) there was a significant difference in the time students of the two 
groups spent studying the Case, with students of the Group 1 spending less time than 
those of Group 2, b) there was a significant difference of opinions of students of the 
two groups about the redundancy of the information contained in the Cases, with 
students of the Group 2 claiming more often that some parts of the Case they worked 
on should be omitted.  

Second empirical study.  

The second empirical study focused on the case authoring process aiming at the inves-
tigation of the difficulties pre-service Computer Science teachers face while acting as 
case authors. In this framework, the proposed case structures (Structure A and Struc-
ture B) have also been compared. Significant differences have been noticed in the 
frequency pre-service teachers select Structure A and Structure B templates, with 
Structure A being preferred by the majority of authors. Moreover, significantly less 
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problems in the case structure have been observed to cases structured according to 
Structure A than those structured according to Structure B.   

Case template in CASTLE Programming prototype. 

Evidence from both empirical studies described above has been considered in order to 
design the Case template for CASTLE Programming prototype. Namely, the selected 
template followed the Structure A outline containing the parts: Problem where the 
case problem is described, Solution where the solution program code is listed and 
Explanation where the most important decisions in the development of the solution 
program are commented.  

3.2 Specification of case-based activities 

Next, the specification of CASTLE Programming prototype proceeded with the selec-
tion of the case-based activities types. Ideas for the types of activities were found in 
the Didactics of Programming bibliography, including the Programming case studies 
structure proposals described above as well as digital learning environments special-
ized in Programming instruction.  

Some of the selected types of activities engage learners to respond to questions af-
ter studying an entire case and others demonstrate only some of the case parts and 
require the completion of the case by the learners. For example, in perturbation ac-
tivities, the entire case template (including the parts problem, solution and explana-
tion) is presented to learners. Learners have to study the proposed solution and expla-
nation thoroughly and solve a new problem themselves. The new problem is created 
by the alteration of the case problem conditions. On the contrary, in explanation ac-
tivities only the problem and solution parts of the case are being presented to the 
learners who have to complete the explanation part themselves. In another set of ac-
tivities, two or more cases are involved. For example, in comparison activities stu-
dents have to study two entire cases and find similarities and differences in their solu-
tions. 

3.3 CASTLE Programming prototype outline 

CASTLE layout.  
The main screen of CASTLE is divided into three areas: the concept tree (Figure 1, 

A), the information frame (Figure 1, B) and the presentation tabs (Figure 1, C). Cases 
appear as leaves in the concept tree, appended from the concept they refer to. Once a 
user clicks on the name of a given case, the case unfolds into a new presentation tab. 
Simultaneously, a list of all activities based on this case appears in the information 
frame. A user may select an activity from the list in order to view it in a new presenta-
tion tab.  
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Case management.  
Case authoring in CASTLE is a two-step activity. In the first step the author fills in 

the case name, the problem description, the problem constraints (if any), the main 
concept and (optionally) the group of cases containing isomorphic problems. In the 
second step the problem solution (code listing) together with the explanation of criti-
cal decisions are completed. This enables the submission of multiple solutions to a 
given problem description. Every solution is divided into parts which are labeled ac-
cording to their function. Explanation is listed below the solution, following the same 
labels.  

 
Fig. 1 CASTLE Snapshot where A. the concept tree, B. the information frame  & C. the 

presentation tabs  
 

Activity management.  
CASTLE facilitates the case activity authoring by appropriately presenting and hiding 
parts of a case according to the selected activity type. An activity author should com-
plete the following steps in order to create an activity: 

1. Name the activity 
2. Select the activity type out of the list of activities included in CASTLE 
3. Select the case (or the cases) the activity is based on 
4. Write the activity question 
5. Provide information about: the estimated difficulty level (1 to 5) and the required 

elaboration time (in minutes). 

An activity author may base his/her activities on cases previously authored by 
him/herself, but also on cases authored by others. If the adequate case is not already 
included in CASTLE, the author should first create the case and then proceed with the 
creation of the activity. 
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Comment exchange functionalities.  
CASTLE users may exchange comments on the cases and activities included in 

CASTLE. This commenting mechanism provides authors with feedback on the learn-
ing material they have created thus enabling them to make improvements. In specific, 
a case author may receive both verbal comments and a numerical evaluation in a five-
point scale (1 to 5). Activities authors, in addition to the verbal and numerical evalua-
tion, receive feedback concerning the estimation of other users on the activity diffi-
culty level (1 to 5) and the required elaboration time.     

Other functionalities.  
CASTLE supports the creation of educational scenarios, which are sequences of 

learning activities. In order to help teachers create their scenarios, CASTLE provides 
them the opportunity to organize sets of activities in collections. Moreover, a teacher 
is able to monitor and support the elaboration of scenarios by his/her students who 
work with CASTLE.    

3.4 CASTLE Programming prototype evaluation 

The prototype of CASTLE for Programming has been used and evaluated by a 
group of 66 pre-service programming teachers and a group of 17 expert programming 
teachers. Pre-service teachers were four-year students at the Department of Informat-
ics and Telecommunications of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens 
who had enrolled to the course “Introduction to Informatics and Telecommunica-
tions”. Expert teachers were in-service teachers of Informatics with many years of 
teaching experience in secondary education. Teachers had to work with CASTLE 
prototype in order to create cases and case-based learning activities. Next, they were 
asked to submit comments on cases and case-based learning activities authored by 
their peers. At the same time, they had to fill in an evaluation questionnaire contain-
ing both Likert-scale and open-ended questions. The analysis of the teachers’ answers 
in the questionnaires revealed that both groups of teachers had expressed positive 
opinions on CASTLE. In specific, teachers agreed that CASTLE manages to handle 
successfully cases and activities as distinct entities, supporting users adequately in 
finding activities based on a given case. Moreover, teachers of both groups found the 
comment exchange functionalities of CASTLE really useful, recognizing how impor-
tant it is not only to receive but also to submit comments themselves. Few significant 
differences on the opinions of the two groups of students have been observed. For 
example, pre-service teachers responded that CASTLE is more adequate for beginner 
learners in Programming than it is for more advanced learners. Expert teachers do not 
share this opinion as they consider CASTLE equally useful for learners of all levels. 
Suggestions for the next versions of CASTLE have also been collected from the 
evaluation of the prototype. Evaluators indicated that help information should be up-
graded. Finally, interesting ideas for layout improvements have been reported and will 
be taken into consideration.  
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4     Specification process of CASTLE in Didactics.  

The specification of CASTLE in Didactics has also been investigated in the frame-
work of this dissertation. Many examples of case utilization in teacher education have 
been reported in the last years. An empirical study was conducted to examine whether 
the way a case is being studied (through an online learning environment or in class) 
affects the ability of teachers to design learning activities [31]. No significant differ-
ences have been reported. The examination of how case-based activities of Didactics 
can be implemented through a digital learning environment provided evidence that 
CASTLE design is adequate for this subject matter as well.  

5 Conclusions  

The review of relevant bibliography indicated the need and usefulness of a learning 
environment that enables the authoring of learning activities of different types based 
on one case, as this remains an open issue in the domain of digital case-based learning 
environments. There is a large variety of learning activities that may be created on a 
given case, including activities both for novices and for advanced learners. Addition-
ally, case authoring is a demanding task. These facts stress the importance of case 
reuse in different types of activities. 

In the framework of the present dissertation the architectural design of the web-
based case-based learning environment CASTLE (CASes for Teaching and LEarning) 
is presented. CASTLE handles cases and case-based learning activities as distinct 
entities. An author may create his/her own cases in CASTLE or find interesting cases 
created by others and use them to create different types learning activities. Some 
types of learning activities in CASTLE may refer to two or more cases (e.g. compari-
son activities). Additionally, CASTLE enables the creation and elaboration of educa-
tional scenarios that are formed as sequences of case-based learning activities. Fi-
nally, comment exchange on cases, learning activities and educational scenarios is 
supported, enabling authors to constantly improve their learning material. 

The specification of the generic design of CASTLE in two subject matters has been 
also examined. Programming and Didactics have been selected as representative sub-
ject matters that contain mainly well-structured and ill-structured problems respec-
tively. The investigation showed that CASTLE may be specified in both subject mat-
ters. In Programming, the investigation went further and a prototype of CASTLE for 
Programming teaching has been developed. The Programming case template used in 
CASTLE prototype has been selected after the experimental comparison of two tem-
plates found in bibliography and is proposed. Finally, CASTLE prototype has been 
evaluated by pre-service and expert teachers. Both groups of teachers expressed over-
all satisfaction with CASTLE, found that it succeeds to support users to find the learn-
ing activities based on a given case and recognize the importance of receiving and 
submitting comments on the learning material.  
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Abstract. With the vast amount of available RDF data sources on the
Web increasing rapidly, there is an urgent need for RDF data manage-
ment and RDFS reasoning. In this thesis, we focus on distributed RDF
data management in peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. More specifically, we
present results that advance the state-of-the-art in the research area of
distributed RDF query processing and reasoning in P2P networks. We
fully design and implement a P2P system, called Atlas, for the distributed
query processing and reasoning of RDF and RDFS data. Atlas is built
on top of distributed hash tables (DHTs), a commonly-used case of P2P
networks. Initially, we study RDFS reasoning algorithms on top of DHTs.
We design and develop distributed forward and backward chaining algo-
rithms, as well as an algorithm which works in a bottom-up fashion using
the magic sets transformation technique. We study theoretically the cor-
rectness of our reasoning algorithms and prove that they are sound and
complete. We also provide a comparative study of our algorithms both
analytically and experimentally. In the experimental part of our study, we
obtain measurements in the realistic large-scale distributed environment
of PlanetLab as well as in the more controlled environment of a local
cluster. Moreover, we propose algorithms for SPARQL query processing
and optimization over RDF(S) databases stored on top of distributed
hash tables. We fully implement and evaluate a DHT-based optimizer.
The goal of the optimizer is to minimize the time for answering a query
as well as the bandwidth consumed during the query evaluation. The
optimization algorithms use selectivity estimates to determine the cho-
sen query plan. Our algorithms and techniques have been extensively
evaluated in a local cluster.

1 Introduction

More than just a vision nowadays, the Semantic Web has begun to be realized
by the publication of large datasets according to the principles of the Linked
Data initiative1. The Linked Data initiative aims at connecting data sources on
the Web and exposing real life data using semantic technologies offering a new
way of data integration and interoperability. The result of this effort is a Web

� Dissertation Advisor: Manolis Koubarakis, Professor
1 http://linkeddata.org/
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of Data, where URIs identify real life things, dereferencing URIs returns RDF
information about those things, and this RDF information contains related URIs
which are links to other resources enabling further exploration. The Linked Data
community have established a set of best practices for collaboratively publish-
ing and interlinking structured data on the Web. There are numerous sources
that expose their data on the Web in the form of Linked Data ranging from
community-driven efforts to governmental bodies or scientific groups. DBpedia2,
BBC music information [18], open government data3 are only a few examples of
the constantly increasing Linked Data cloud4.

With the vast amount of available RDF data sources on the Web increasing
rapidly, there is an urgent need for RDF data management. RDF storage, query
processing and reasoning have been at the center of attention during the last
years in the Semantic Web community and more recently in other research fields
as well. Many systems have been developed for storing and querying RDF data.
The first attempts were centralized approaches, such as Jena [32], Sesame [4]
and RSSDB [1]. However, managing the avalanche of available RDF data has
become a challenge for such RDF stores. This has necessitated the careful per-
formance evaluation of existing RDF stores on appropriately designed bench-
marks and very big data sets and the development of novel implementations
based on efficient indexing techniques and relational-style statistics-based query
optimization [22, 31]. Performance results published very recently indicate that
state-of-the-art systems like RDF-3X [22] can execute complex join queries on
RDF data sets containing close to a billion triples in a few seconds.

Although some existing RDF stores have excellent performance, they can
be overwhelmed by user requests when used in wide-area network applications
such as content-sharing, Web/Grid service registries, distributed digital libraries
and social networks such as the ones discussed in [16, 27] More generally, since
centralized RDF stores are lacking the reliability properties typically associated
with large distributed systems, (e.g., fault-tolerance, load balancing, availabil-
ity), researchers have also studied parallel and distributed solutions for RDF
and RDFS query processing and reasoning. These include solutions based on
peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, distributed computing platforms built on powerful
clusters and, more recently, cloud computing platforms using the MapReduce
framework [6].

In this thesis we concentrate on RDF query processing and reasoning using
P2P networks. The results of this thesis have been published in major interna-
tional conferences [14, 15] of the Semantic Web community, workshops [12, 17]
and journals [13, 16].

2 http://dbpedia.org
3 http://www.data.gov/, http://data.gov.uk/
4 http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/lodcloud/state/
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2 Dissertation Summary

In a setting where several heterogeneous sources of data are geographically dis-
tributed, P2P systems enable the aggregation and integration of these data
sources in an efficient way. P2P networks have gained much attention in the
last ten years, given all the good features they can provide to Internet-scale ap-
plications. There have been several proposals of P2P architectures and amongst
them distributed hash tables (DHTs) [2] are the most prominent class. DHTs
allow for full distribution, high-performance, scalability, resilience to failures, ro-
bustness and adaptivity in applications such as distributed digital libraries and
others we mentioned above.

An RDF repository built on top of a DHT simplifies the integration of data
from many distributed heterogeneous data sources compared to other distributed
approaches. Additionally, DHTs can be used to ensure efficient query answering
from all these heterogeneous sources. DHTs have been proposed for the storage
and querying of RDF data at Internet scale by several works such as [5, 11, 19].
This thesis also focuses on DHTs as the P2P architecture of choice. Thus, the
algorithms of this thesis can run on commodity machines deployed all over the
world, as it is the case with many other P2P applications. This is in contrast to
other distributed approaches that rely on distributed platforms built on powerful
clusters such as [7, 9, 23] and cloud computing platforms using MapReduce [20,
28], which typically demand high-end, locally deployed infrastructures whose
cost can be very high in many cases.

When designing a DHT-based system for RDF data management, there are
several challenges that have to be faced. The first one is how to distribute the
data among the nodes of the network. DHTs utilize an efficient protocol for
indexing data items in the network and thus, an indexing scheme for RDF data
that conforms with this protocol may be adopted. Another issue that has to be
faced is whether RDF data and RDFS ontologies should be handled uniformly
or RDFS ontologies should be globally known by all nodes.

The adopted storage scheme will help us deal with the second challenge: an-
swering SPARQL queries efficiently. A key aspect here is to design efficient query
processing algorithms which are able to combine RDF data distributed across
different nodes of the network to answer user queries. Another important need
in Semantic Web applications is modeling application knowledge and reasoning
about this knowledge. Therefore, in the context of RDF, we have to deal not only
with a huge amount of distributed data, but also with a set of RDFS ontologies
that give meaning to this data. Naturally, SPARQL queries need to be answered
in a way that take into account both RDF data and RDFS ontologies, as well
as the RDFS entailment rules given in [10].

Another challenging issue for RDF data management in a DHT environment
is query optimization. RDF query optimization techniques in a DHT-based sys-
tem have to be carefully considered given that data are distributed across all
nodes of the network. Although query optimization has been extensively studied
in the database area and is widely used in modern DBMSs, RDF query optimiza-
tion has been addressed only recently even in centralized environments [21,22,26].
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The contributions of this thesis are summarized in the following paragraphs.

In this thesis we fully design and implement a DHT-based system for the
distributed query processing and reasoning of RDF and RDFS data. The index-
ing scheme we deploy in our system is the triple indexing algorithm originally
presented in [5] where each RDF triple is indexed in the DHT three times. An
important aspect of our indexing scheme is that data and schema information
is handled uniformly. Although other distributed approaches such as [28, 30]
assume that each node keeps all RDF schema information, we adopt a more
generic approach where no global knowledge about the schema is required. In
this way, our system can also handle scenarios with very big ontologies where
other systems such as the above might not scale.

With respect to RDFS reasoning, our contribution is the design and develop-
ment of distributed forward and backward chaining algorithms on top of a DHT.
The forward chaining (FC) approach has minimal requirements during query
answering, but needs a significant amount of storage for all the inferred data.
In contrast, the backward chaining (BC) approach has minimal storage require-
ments, at the cost of an increase in query response time. There is a time-space
trade-off between these two approaches, and only by knowing the query and up-
date workload of an application, we can determine which approach would suit it
better. This trade-off has never been studied in detail in a distributed Web-scale
scenario and this is a challenge we undertake. Our backward chaining algorithm
is the first distributed top-down algorithm proposed for RDFS reasoning in a
decentralized environment in general. Current forward chaining approaches in
various distributed architectures demonstrate a big rate of redundant informa-
tion occurred from the inferred RDF triples [28, 30]. Our forward chaining al-
gorithm (FC*) is the first one that deals with an important case of generating
redundant RDF information. In addition, we present an algorithm (MS) which
works in a bottom-up fashion using the magic sets transformation technique [3],
a technique that has not been studied in the literature for distributed RDFS rea-
soning. We study theoretically the correctness of our reasoning algorithms and
prove that they are sound and complete. We also provide a comparative study of
our algorithms both analytically and experimentally. In the experimental part
of our study, we obtain measurements in the realistic large-scale distributed en-
vironment of PlanetLab as well as in the more controlled environment of a local
cluster.

We propose a query processing algorithm adapted to use a query graph model
to represent SPARQL queries in order to avoid the computation of Cartesian
products. In addition, as URIs and literals may consist of long strings that are
transferred in the network and processed locally at the nodes, we show how to
benefit from a mapping dictionary to further enhance the efficiency of the query
processing algorithm. Although mapping dictionaries are by now standard in
centralized RDF stores, our work is the first that discusses how to implement
one in a DHT environment. Our experiments conducted in both PlanetLab and a
local cluster showcase the importance of having a distributed mapping dictionary
in our system.
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In the context of query optimization, we fully implement and evaluate a
DHT-based optimizer. The goal of the optimizer is to minimize the time for
answering a query as well as the bandwidth consumed during the query eval-
uation. We propose three greedy optimization algorithms for this purpose: two
static, namely NA and SNA, and one dynamic, namely DA. The static query
optimization is completely executed before the query evaluation begins, while
the dynamic query optimization take places during the query evaluation creating
query plans incrementally. These algorithms use selectivity estimates to deter-
mine the chosen query plan. We propose methods for estimating the selectivity
of RDF queries utilizing techniques from relational databases. We discuss which
statistics should be kept at each network node and use histograms for summariz-
ing data distributions. We demonstrate that it is sufficient for a node to create
and maintain local statistics, i.e., statistics for its locally stored data. These lo-
cal statistics are in fact global statistics needed by the optimization algorithms
and can be obtained by other nodes by sending low cost messages. This is a
very good property of the indexing scheme we adopt from [5] that has not been
pointed out in the literature before.

Using the above techniques, we have implemented a P2P system, called Atlas,
for distributed query processing and reasoning of RDF and RDFS data. Atlas
is publicly available as open source under the LGPL license5. Although our
proposed algorithms and techniques have been implemented in Atlas using the
Bamboo DHT [24], they are DHT-agnostic; they can be implemented on top of
any DHT.

3 Results and Discussion

In this section, we present a brief experimental evaluation of our reasoning al-
gorithms and optimization techniques. All algorithms have been implemented
as an extension to our prototype system Atlas. In the latest version of Atlas,
we have adopted SQLite as the local database of each peer since the Berke-
ley DB included in the Bamboo implementation was inefficient. In our algo-
rithms, we have also utilized the dictionary encoding implemented in Atlas,
where URIs and literals are mapped to integer identifiers. For our experiments,
we used as a testbed both the PlanetLab network as well as a local shared
cluster (http://www.grid.tuc.gr/). Although we have extensively tested our
techniques on both testbeds, here we present results only from the cluster where
we achieve much better performance. The cluster consists of 41 computing nodes,
each one being a server blade machine with two processors at 2.6GHz and 4GB
memory. We used 30 of these machines where we run up to 4 peers per machine,
i.e., 120 peers in total.

For our evaluation, we use the Lehigh University benchmark (LUBM) [8] that
provides synthetic RDF datasets of arbitrary sizes and 14 SPARQL queries.
LUBM benchmark consists of a university domain ontology modeling an aca-
demic setting and is widely used for testing RDF stores. Each dataset can be de-
fined by the number of universities generated. For example, the dataset LUBM-1

5 http://atlas.di.uoa.gr
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Fig. 1. Storing LUBM-1

involves one university, while the dataset LUBM-10 involves 10 universities. The
more universities are generated the more triples are produced. Since answering
a query in the LUBM benchmark might involve RDFS reasoning, All measure-
ments are averaged over 10 runs using the geometric mean which is more resilient
to outliers.

3.1 Comparing the reasoning algorithms

In this section, we compare the performance of the forward chaining algorithm
(FC) with the backward chaining algorithm (BC) when storing RDF(S) data in
the network. Alongside the results of the forward chaining algorithm we have
presented in [15], we also present results from the forward chaining algorithm
which generates less redundant information (FC*) and the algorithm that uses
the magic sets transformation (MS).

For this set of experiments, we stored an increasing number of triples from the
LUBM-1 dataset which consists of 102, 737 triples. We compare the behaviour of
BC, FC and FC*. Figure 1 shows results regarding the store message load and
the bandwidth consumption. The x-axis shows the number of triples initially
inserted in the network. The results of this experiment are similar regarding the
comparison of BC with FC and FC*. However, in this case, FC and FC* produce
almost the same number of messages resulting in similar bandwidth consumption
and cause almost the same load in the network, with FC* performance slightly
better. The difference between FC and FC* in this case is not so evident because
of the nature of the LUBM schema. LUBM schema includes only small RDFS
class hierarchies whose depth is at most 2. Therefore, the number of redundant
triples generated from FC is very small.

In the next experiment, we use the LUBM dataset whose schema contains
several independent class hierarchies. We created a network of 156 nodes in
the cluster and stored the complete LUBM-20 dataset consisting of 2, 782, 435
triples. We want to retrieve the instances of the following classes of the LUBM
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Fig. 3. Query optimization performance for LUBM-50

schema: ub:Student, ub:Faculty, ub:Organization, ub:Publication, where
ub is the appropriate namespace. For MS, we sent a request with the predicate
m type and argument the class name, while for BC we run the query that asks for
all instances of the respective class. Figure 2 shows the bandwidth consumption,
the total DB load and the time required for each algorithm to terminate. In this
experiment as well, we observe that BC outperforms MS. Since we deal with a
bigger dataset the advantage of using BC is more evident, as shown in Figure
2(c).

3.2 Comparing the optimization algorithms

In the following, QG denotes that the query graph is used to avoid Cartesian
products but no other optimization is utilized. The naive algorithm using the
bound-is-easier heuristic is denoted by NA−, while the naive and semi-naive
algorithm using the analytical estimation is denoted by NA and SNA, respec-
tively. Finally, DA denotes the dynamic optimization algorithm. Details about
these algorithms can be found in [14]. In this section, we compare and evaluate
the optimization algorithms. For this set of experiments, we store all the inferred
triples of the LUBM-50 dataset (9, 437, 221 triples) in a network of 120 peers.
Then, using each optimization algorithm, we run the queries.

In all graphs of Fig. 3, the x-axis shows the LUBM queries while the y-axis
depicts the metric of interest. Figure 3(a) shows the query response time (QRT)
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Fig. 4. Exploring the query plan space for LUBM-10

for the different LUBM queries. QRT is the total time required to answer a query
and it also includes the time required by the query optimizer for determining a
query plan (optimization time). Figure 3(b) shows the total bandwidth consumed
during query evaluation.

Queries Q2 and Q9 consist of 6 triple patterns having only their predicates
bound. In both queries, there exists a join among the last three triple patterns
(in the order given by the benchmark) and the combination of all three triple
patterns is the one that yields a small result set. DA finds a query plan that
combines these three triple patterns earlier than the other algorithms. This re-
sults in producing smaller intermediate result sets, as it is also shown by the
bandwidth consumption in Fig. 3(b), and thus results in better QRT. Although
NA and SNA perform close to DA for query Q2, they fail to choose a good
query plan for Q9 affecting both the QRT and the bandwidth consumption. At
this point, we should note that QG and NA− depend on the initial order of a
query’s triple patterns. For this reason, both algorithms choose a relatively good
query plan for query Q9 since the order in which its triple patterns are given by
the benchmark is a good one. Q4 is a star-shape query with all its triple pat-
terns sharing the same subject variable, while only the first two triple patterns
have two bound components. Therefore, since these two triple patterns are the
more selective ones, all optimization algorithms choose the same query plan and
perform identically in terms of both QRT and bandwidth. The same holds for
query Q7 where QRT is significantly reduced when using either optimization
technique compared to QG. Q8 is a query similar to Q7.

In Fig. 3(c), we show the total optimization time in msec on a logarithmic
scale. For QG and NA− the optimization overhead is negligible and is not shown
in the graph. The optimization time contains the time for retrieving the required
statistics from the network, the time for the selectivity estimation and the time
spent by the optimization algorithm. As expected, DA spends more time than
the other optimization algorithms since it runs at each query processing step.
However, the optimization time is still one order of magnitude smaller than the
time required by the query evaluation process. Therefore, although DA requires
more time than the other optimization algorithms, the system manages to per-
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Fig. 5. Varying dataset and network size

form efficiently for all queries whenDA is used. We observe similar results for the
bandwidth consumed by the query optimizer. NA and SNA consume ∼ 2KB
while DA consumes ∼ 7KB, still one order of magnitude less than the bandwidth
spent during query evaluation. We omit this graph due to space limitations.

3.3 Effectiveness of query optimization
In this section, we explore the query plan space of the LUBM queries to show
how effective the optimization algorithms are. The size of the query plan space
of a query consisting of N triple patterns is N !. Since query plans that involve
Cartesian products are very inefficient to evaluate in a distributed environment,
we consider only triple pattern permutations which do not produce any Cartesian
product. In this experiment, we store the LUBM-10 dataset in a network of 120
peers and run all possible query plans for several LUBM queries. In Fig. 4(a),
we depict the QRT of all possible query plans for query Q2 in ascending order.
The query plan space of Q2 consists of 335 query plans which do not involve any
Cartesian product. In this figure, we highlight the position of the query plans
chosen by the different optimization algorithms. We observe that DA chooses
one of the best query plans, while NA and SNA perform worse choosing the
27th best query plan. NA− performs poorly choosing one the worst query plans.
Similar results are observed for the other queries as well. In Fig. 4(b), we list
the QRT for all queries of the best and the worst query plan together with the
QRT when using DA. We observe that the QRT when using DA is very close to
the QRT of the optimal query plan for all queries. Note that without the query
plans that involve Cartesian products, the difference between the min and the
max QRT of all queries is not very large.

3.4 Varying the dataset and network size
In these sets of experiments, we study the performance of our system when
varying the number of triples stored in the network and the number of peers.
We show results only for Q2 which involves a join among three triple patterns.

Figure 5(a) shows the behavior of our system using each optimization algo-
rithm as the dataset stored in the network grows. In a network of 120 peers, we
stored datasets from LUBM-1 to LUBM-50. Every time we measured the QRT
of query Q2 using each optimization algorithm. As expected, QRT increases as
the number of triples stored in the network grows. This is caused by two factors.
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Firstly, the local database of each peer grows and as a result local query process-
ing becomes more time-consuming. Secondly, the result set of query Q2 varies as
the dataset changes. For example, for LUBM-1 the result set is empty, while for
LUBM-50 the result set contains 130 answers. This results in transferring larger
intermediate result sets through the network which also affects the QRT of the
query. Besides, this experiment brings forth an interesting conclusion regarding
the optimization techniques. While query plans chosen by NA, SNA and DA
perform similarly up to approximately 1.8M triples stored (i.e., LUBM-10), we
observe that for bigger datasets the query plan chosen by DA outperforms the
others. This shows that the system becomes more scalable with respect to the
number of triples stored in the network when using DA. Similar results are ob-
served for Q9, while for the rest queries all optimization algorithms choose the
same query plan independently of the dataset size.

In the next set of experiments, we start networks of 5, 10, 30, 60, 90 and
120 peers and store the LUBM-10 dataset. We then run the queries using all
optimization techniques. In Fig. 5(b), we show the QRT for Q2 as the network
size increases. We observe that QRT improves significantly as the network size
grows up to 60, while it remains almost the same for bigger network sizes. The
decrease in the QRT for small networks is caused by the fact that the more peers
join the network the less triples are stored in each peer’s database and thus local
processing load is reduced. The same result was observed in other queries where
QRT either improved or remained unaffected as the number of peers increased.

3.5 Discussion

We have also experimented with different datasets using the SP2B benchmark
[25] as well as a real world dataset of the US Congress vote results presented in
[29]. The results were similar to the ones observed using LUBM. For all datasets,
DA consistently chooses a query plan close to the optimal regardless of the
query type or dataset stored and without posing a significant overhead neither
to the total time for answering the query nor to the bandwidth consumed. On
the contrary, the static optimization methods are dependent on the type of
the query and the dataset, which make them unsuitable in various cases (as
shown earlier for query Q9). In addition, we have also tested indexing all possible
combinations of the triples’ components, as proposed in [19]. In this case, we have
used histograms at each peer for combinations of triples’ components as well.
However, we did not observe any difference in the choice of the query plan and
thus, showed results only with the triple indexing algorithm. This results from
the nature of the LUBM queries which mostly involve bound predicates and
object-classes for which we kept an exact distribution in both cases.

4 Conclusions

We presented a system that is able to support full-fledged management of RDF
data in a large-scale decentralized environment. In particular, we fully designed
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and implemented a P2P system, called Atlas, for the distributed query process-
ing and reasoning of RDF and RDFS data. One of the main focus of this thesis
was to enable Atlas to support RDFS reasoning. Two well-known reasoning tech-
niques we studied are forward chaining and backward chaining. Our work was
the first that investigated the trade-off of the two algorithms in detail in a dis-
tributed Web-scale scenario. Our forward chaining algorithm was the first one
that dealt with an important case of generation of redundant RDF information,
while our backward chaining algorithm was the first distributed backward chain-
ing algorithm proposed for RDFS reasoning in a decentralized environment in
general. Moreover, a magic sets transformation technique for distributed RDFS
reasoning has not been studied in the literature before.

Finally, this thesis addressed the problem of query optimization over RDF
data stored on top of DHTs and fully implemented and evaluated a DHT-based
optimizer. Our optimization algorithms ranged from static to dynamic ones and
focused on minimizing the size of the intermediate results computed during query
evaluation. In this way, we achieved to decrease the time required for answering a
query and the bandwidth consumed during the query evaluation. Our algorithms
utilized selectivity estimates to determine a query plan that minimizes the size of
the intermediate results. We also proposed methods for estimating the selectivity
of RDF queries utilizing techniques from relational databases. We defined which
statistics are required at each node of the network for the computation of the
selectivity estimates and used histograms for summarizing the distribution of
these statistics.
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Abstract. Nonlinear behaviour appears in almost all digital commu-
nication systems, such as satellite systems, telephone channels, mobile
cellular communications, wireless LAN devices, radio and TV channels,
digital magnetic systems, etc. Linear approximations that do not take
into account this type of behaviour, may lead to system performance
degradation as well as loss of information. Therefore, appropriate mod-
els should be developed that tackle nonlinear system characteristics. An-
other important issue in studying both linear and nonlinear systems is
that of the order (memory length) of the associated subsystems. It is crit-
ical, because knowing the exact subsystem orders may lead to accurate
system identification and channel equalization. The primary objective
of this dissertation is the solution of the structure determination prob-
lem in system identification. More specifically, the following two main
objectives are pursued:
– To develop methods and algorithms for the order determination of

both linear and nonlinear systems.
– To develop methods and algorithms for system identification and

channel equalization.

1 Introduction

Equalization or deconvolution is essentially a signal processing procedure to
restore a set of source signals which were distorted by an unknown linear or
nonlinear system, whereas system identification is a signal processing procedure
to identify and estimate the unknown linear or nonlinear system. The two prob-
lems prove important in a variety of areas of telecommunication applications.
In this dissertation, we study blind equalization and identification methods, not
only for linear systems but also for nonlinear systems modelled by finite Volterra
series [1]. The approach we take towards blind identification/equalization is the
following. We develop a method that identifies the orders (memory lengths) of
the discrete subsystems that comprise the total system (either linear or non-
linear). This method is implemented by a computationally efficient algorithm.
The algorithm detects the different subsystem orders as well as the number of

� Dissertation Advisor: Nicholas Kalouptsidis, Professor
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subsystems that attain the same order. This is done both for Single Input Multi-

ple Output (SIMO) and Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) Linear Time

Invariant (LTI) Finite Impulse Response (FIR) systems as well as for nonlinear

SIMO Volterra systems [2, 3] .

Once the orders have been determined, subsystems are clustered in groups of

the same memory length. For linear systems, Blind Source Separation techniques

(BSS) are used to identify the system kernels. For nonlinear Volterra systems

equalization is performed [3]. The complexity of the algorithm that is introduced

depends on the number of subsystems that comprise the total system, the num-

ber of output channels, the degree of nonlinearity, the number of output samples

and finally the statistical properties of the input. Our effort is concentrated on

developing an algorithm that minimizes complexity with respect to all the above

parameters.

This summary is organized as follows; First, in section 2 the model with the

underlying assumptions, the data structures used and the order determination

algorithm are presented. Section 3 provides the kernel identification algorithm

for LTI FIR MIMO systems and the equalization algorithm for SIMO Volterra

systems. In Section 4, conclusions and future work are presented.

2 Order Determination

Given an LTI FIR system or a nonlinear system described by a finite Volterra

series, our objective is to establish that

(a) The number of discrete inputs can be computed.

(b) The orders (memory lengths ) of the subsystems that comprise the total

system are determined.

(c) Computations can be carried out by an efficient algorithm. Specifically, if

L1, L2, · · · , LP are the different subsystem orders, they may be grouped into r
distinct numbers J1, J2, · · · , Jr such that J1 < J2 < · · · < Jr. Then for all i,
1 ≤ i ≤ r, the number mi of subsystems that have order Ji can be computed by

the proposed algorithm.

2.1 LTI FIR MIMO Systems

We shall be concerned with FIR MIMO systems of the form:

x(k) =
P�

i=1

Li�

j=0

hi(j)si(k − j) (1)

The system has P inputs and M outputs. Thus the output signal x(k) is

an M × 1 dimensional vector. The input sequences consist of the signals s1(k),
s2(k), · · · , sP (k). The orders of the P subsystems are given by the integers

L1, L2, · · · , LP . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ P , and 0 ≤ j ≤ Li, hi(j) is the corresponding

M × 1 kernel tap.
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Memory lengths of the P subsystems are given by the integers L1, L2, · · · , LP .
In the general case, some of the above integers may be equal to each other.
Therefore, the r distint integer values appearing in the set L1, L2, · · · , LP that
denote the different subsystem orders, will in the following be denoted by J1, J2,
· · · , Jr and we shall assume, without loss of generality, that J1 < J2 < · · · < Jr.
In addition, for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, mi will denote the number of subsystems
attaining the same order Ji.

2.2 SIMO Volterra Systems

The nonlinear systems under consideration are assumed to be SIMO, discrete-
time, time-invariant, causal and of finite memory. Furthermore, we assume that
any small changes to the system’s input s(n) result in small changes in the sys-
tem’s output. Any such system can be approximated over a uniformly bounded
set of input signals by a truncated Volterra series expansion of finite order P .

The output y(n) of a real valued SIMO Volterra system, as stated in [1], can
be described as:

x(n) = h0 +
P�

p=1

N−1�

mi=0

· · ·
N−1�

mp=0

hp(m1, · · · ,mp)s(n−m1) · · · s(n−mp) (2)

+η(n)

As stated in [1], for a narrowband communication system input-output rela-
tionship is described by the equation:

x(n) = h0 +
P�

p=1

N−1�

mi=0

· · ·
N−1�

mp=0

hp(m1, · · · ,m2k+1)s(n−m1) (3)

· · · s(n−mk+1)

s∗(n−mk+2) · · · s∗(n−m2k+1)

+η(n)

2.3 Model Equivalence and Assumptions

We may cast a nonlinear system described by a finite Volterra series as a linear
MIMO system. It should be noticed that there is no physical equivalence of the
two types of systems since the inputs of the casted Volterra system are products
of the original input. However, the casting is useful for algebraic manipulations.
Due to the casting, any of the systems under consideration can be described as:

x(k) =
B�

i=1

Li�

j=0

hi(j)si(k − j) (4)
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or equivalently

x(k) = [H(z)]s(k) (5)

where [H(z)] is the system transfer function and s(k) = [s1(k) · · · sP (k)]t.
If Lq, 1 ≤ q ≤ P , denotes the maximum of L1, L2, · · · , LP , then the channel

polynomial matrix H(z) can be written as

H(z) =

Lq�

i=0

H(i)z−i
(6)

with

H(i) = [h1(i)h2(i) · · ·hP (i)] (7)

Again, the r distint integer values that denote the different subsystem orders,

will in the following be denoted by J1, J2, · · · , Jr and we shall assume, without

loss of generality, that J1 < J2 < · · · < Jr. In addition, for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, mi

will denote the number of subsystems attaining the same order Ji.
For LTI FIR MIMO systems the following assumptions are made:

A1) The input sequences s1(k), s2(k), · · · , sP (k) are stationary Independent Iden-

tically Distributed (I.I.D.) zero mean signals of finite variance that are mutually

independent with each other.

A2) An upper bound L of the subsystems’ orders is known.

A3) The number of inputs P is strictly less than the number of outputs M .

Furthermore, the channel polynomial matrix H(z) is irreducible and column

reduced.

For SIMO Volterra systems the following assumptions are made:

B1) The input sequence s(n) is zero mean, i.i.d., with values in a finite alphabet

of at least P + 1 complex numbers. Examples include PSK or QAM signals.

B2) The system transfer matrix G(z) is irreducible. This guarantees that there

are no common zeros in the (FIR) transfer functions of every pair of the sub-

channels involved. It is a common assumption in all methods based on Second

Order Statistics.

B3) The memory of the linear kernel is strictly greater than the memory of any

nonlinear term. Furthermore, the first element of the zero-th tap of this kernel

is equal to unity.

B4) An upper bound L of B is known.

2.4 Definition of Data Structures

Assuming that k,Q ∈ Nand Q > k, we collect successive output vectors in the

matrix

T(k) = [x(k) x(k + 1) · · ·x(Q)] (8)
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Likewise, we combine successive input values in row vector form as follows

s1(k) = [s1(k) s1(k + 1) · · · s1(Q)]

...
...

sB(k) = [sB(k) sP (k + 1) · · · sB(Q)] (9)

Using a window of length w, we form the following array of output samples:

Xk,w =




T(k)
...

T(k − w + 1)



 (10)

Xk,w is the data matrix defined by stacking w consecutive such observations,
starting with T(k) and going back to T(k−w+1). Similarly, for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ B,
we have

Sj
k,w =




sj(k)
...

sj(k − w + 1)



 (11)

Next, we consider the row spaces

Xk,w = R (Xk,w) (12)

Sj
k,w = R

�
Sj
k,w

�
(13)

Finally, for any l ∈ N we define the vector space

Ṡk,l =
�
S1
k−1,L1+w ⊕ · · ·⊕ SB

k−1,LB+w

�

� �
S1
k+l+w,L1+w ⊕ · · ·⊕ SB

k+l+w,LB+w

�
(14)

If we think of l as a smoothing window, we see that Ṡk,l is a subspace constructed
from both past and future data observations. Based on the above, we state the
following theorem that establishes the isomorphic relationship between input
and output subspaces.
Theorem 1: For all w ≥ w0, Xk,w

.
= S1

k,L1+w ⊕ · · ·⊕ SB
k,LB+w.

Then, we define the projection error matrix and the kernel-input product
matrices that are necessary to the development of the algorithm. The projection
error matrix Ek,l is defined as

Ek,l =





T(k + l)−T(k + l)|Ṡk,l

T(k + l − 1)−T(k + l − 1)|Ṡk,l

...
T(k)−T(k)|Ṡk,l
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Ek,l is a (M(l+1))×(Q−k+1) matrix. Each block entry T(k+m)−T(k+m)|Ṡk,l

of Ek,l is formed by the error resulting from the projection of T(k +m) on the

space Ṡk,l generated by past and future input values. In the following analysis,we

shall fix k, without loss of generality since the carried out analysis is valid for any

choice of it. For all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let hi1 ,hi2 , · · · ,himi
, be the mi subsystems that

attain order Ji. Denote by si1 , si2 , · · · , simi
the inputs to the above subsystems.

Then, for a given subsystem his , for all l, J1 ≤ l ≤ L and t, 1 ≤ t ≤ mi, we

define the matrix:

Dl,Ji(hit) =





hit(0) · · · 0M×1
.
.
.

. . .
.
.
.

hit(Ji)
.
.
. hit(0)

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.

0M×1 · · · hit(Ji)





,

Next, for all subsystems attaining the same order Ji, we form the matrix:

Gl,Ji =
�
Dl,Ji(hi1) · · · Dl,Ji(himi

)
�
,

Collect input values of the above subsystems, to form the matrix:

S̃l,Ji=





si1(k + l − Ji)
.
.
.

si1(k)
.
.
.

simi
(k + l − Ji)

.

.

.

simi
(k)





Finally, for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r and for all l, Ji ≤ l ≤ L we define the matrices

Ψl,Ji = Gl,Ji S̃l,Ji (15)

Having defined the projection error matrix and the kernel-input product matrices

we proceed to:

Theorem 2
(i) For any l : l < J1, El = 0

(ii) For l : J1 ≤ l < J2,
El = Ψl,J1 (16)

(iii) For n : 3 ≤ n ≤ r and l : Jn−1 ≤ l < Jn,

El −
n−2�

m=1

Ψl,Jm = Ψl,Jn−1 (17)
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(iv) For l : Jr ≤ l ≤ L,

El −
r−1�

m=1

Ψl,Jm = Ψl,Jr (18)

Next we establish the ranks of the projection error matrices El.

Theorem 3: The following statements are true:

(i) For any l : l < J1, rank(El) = 0

(ii) For l : J1 ≤ l < J2,

rank(El) = (l − J1 + 1)m1 (19)

(iii) For n : 3 ≤ n ≤ r and l : Jn−1 ≤ l < Jn,

rank(El) =

n−1�

i=1

(l − Ji + 1)mi (20)

(iv) For l : Jr ≤ l ≤ L,

rank(El) =

r�

i=1

(l − Ji + 1)mi (21)

Theorem 3 indicates how to compute the system’s different orders, as well

as the number of subsystems that attain it in a straightforward manner. In-

deed, starting with l = 0 we compute rank(E0) and we increase l by one until

rank(El) > 0. Equation (19) suggests that this value of l equals the smaller

of the orders J1. Moreover, it also gives the number m1 of the subsystems that

attain it. Having determined m1, we increase l in steps of one. As long as l < J2,
rank(El) remains a multiple of m1. When this stops to hold (20) suggests that

l = J2. At this point having computed m1, J1 we use (20) to determine the

number m2 of the subsystems that attain the order J2. We continue increasing

l. As long as l < J3, rank(El) increases by m1 + m2 each time l increases by

one. Again, when this stops to hold, (20) suggests that l = J3. At this point,

having computed J1,m1, J2,m2 we use (20) to determine the number m3 of the

subsystems that have order equal to J3. We keep increasing l by one until we

reach L and proceed in the same way, using (20) and (21) to determine Ji,mi

for all i : 1 ≤ i ≤ r. When l = L, we compute the number P of input signals as:

P =

r�

i=1

mi (22)

3 LTI FIR MIMO Systems Kernel Identification and

Volterra Systems Equalization

Given an LTI FIR system or a nonlinear system described by a finite Volterra

series the objective of the algorithm is
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(a) To identify the kernels of the system in case it is LTI FIR MIMO.

(b) To equalize input symbols in case of SIMO Volterra systems.

The model as well as the assumptions used have already been defined in the

previous chapter. An extra assumption is required for SIMO Volterra systems.

Specifically, the memory of the linear kernel is strictly greater than the memory

of any nonlinear term, while the first element of the zero-th tap of this kernel

is assumed to be equal to unity. Data structures required, have already been

defined in the previous section. In this section we state and prove a number of

lemmas and theorems that establish the validity of the algorithm. In addition,

the steps of the algorithm are presented.

Assuming k is fixed, we shall denote Ek,l by El, to simplify notation. We

state theorem 4 that is essential to the development of the proposed algorithm:

Theorem 4

For all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r and each l, Ji ≤ l ≤ L, the elements of each one of the ma-

tricesΨl,Ji can be computed from the elements of the matricesEJ1 ,EJ2 , · · · ,EJi .

3.1 Algorithm Description

A batch algorithm that performs system identification/equalization is developed.

For LTI FIR MIMO systems the algorithm uses the Joint Diagonilization Princi-

ple through the JADE algorithm as described in [9]. The outline of the algorithm

is the following.

A. Order Estimation

– Step A1: At the receiver, group the collected symbols in blocks of Q symbols

per block.

– Step A2: Using the first block, for all l, J1 ≤ l ≤ L compute the matrices El.

Store the matrices.

– Step A3: Compuite the orders J1, J2, · · · Jr of the different subsystems that

comprise the overall system following the algorithm established in [12]. Store

J1, J2, · · · Jr.
– Step A4: For FIR LTI MIMO systems execute part B of the algorithm, for

SIMO Volterra systems execute part C.

B. LTI FIR MIMO Systems Identification

– Step 1: Use matrices El computed in part A, to compute the matrices Ψl,Ji ,

according to theorem 1.

– Step 2: Set l = J1. Using the equation

EJ1 = ΨJ1,J1 (23)

and the JADE algorithm identify the kernels corresponding to the subsys-

tems of order J1 as columns of the matrix GJ1,J1 .

– Step 3: Set l = J2. Using the equation

EJ2 −ΨJ2,J1 = ΨJ2,J2 (24)
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and the JADE algorithm identify the kernels that correspond to subsystems
of order J2 as columns of the matrix GJ2,J2 .

...
– Step r + 1: Set l = Jr. Use equation

EJr −
r−1�

i=1

ΨJr,Ji = ΨJr,Jr (25)

and the JADE algorithm to identify the kernels corresponding to subsystems
of order Jr as columns of the matrix GJr,Jr .

– End of Kernel Identification

C. Volterra Systems Equalization

– Step 1: Based on theorem 3, compute the matrices ΨJr,Jm , for all m, 1 ≤
m ≤ r − 1.

– Step 2: Set l = Jr and compute the matrix

EJr −
r−1�

m=1

ΨJr,Jm = ΨJr,Jr (26)

– Step 3: Use the first row of the computed matrix ΨJr,Jr to equalize the input
vector. Due to assumption A3 and the definition of ΨJr,Jr , the first row of
ΨJr,Jr equals the vector [s(k) s(k + 1) · · · s(k +Q− 1)].

– Step 4: Use the next block of Q received symbols, to compute for all i, 1 ≤
i ≤ r the matrices EJi . Store the matrices.

– Step 5:Repeat steps 1− 4 to equalize next block of Q symbols. Do so, until
all received symbols have been processed.

– Step 6:End of Equalization

For Volterra systems, after equalization has been performed, the vector of
the linear kernel taps can be evaluated as the first column of ΨJr,Jr divided
by s(k). Furthermore, in order to equalize input symbols using equation(26) we
only need to know the values of the first row of each of the matrices ΨJr,Jm .

4 Conclusions

4.1 Order Determination

The performance of the proposed algorithm in the presence of noise relies heav-
ily on the determination of the effective rank of a matrix perturbed by noise,
is the most sensitive. In [5] various criteria are given that estimate the effec-
tive rank of a perturbed matrix using its singular values. All but one out of
these, use threshold values that either do not appear to be based on any explicit
analytical expressions but are selected on an ad hoc basis, or lower and upper
bounds for them can be derived analytically assuming known noise statistics.
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The only criterion among those presented in [5] that does not use either an ad
hoc threshold value or a threshold with upper and lower bounds based on known
noise statistics, determines the numerical rank t of a perturbed matrix B from
its singular values β1 ≥ β2 ≥ · · · ≥ βr as the index t for which βt >> βt+1. It is
straightforward to see that it is equivalent to the criterion used by the proposed
method.

Simulation experiments showed the following:

– For MIMO systems, the validity of the method was established even for low
SNR values. On the other hand, the rank pattern suggested by Theorem 3
is harder to detect in the presence of noise.

– For SIMO systems the proposed method outperforms the algorithm given in
[4] in all cases at least by 6dB, while MDL achieves the 90% success rate
at about the same SNR levels with the proposed method. The new method
outperforms the J-LSS algorithm by at least 14dB, while J-LSS performed
poorly in the case of true microwave channels.

– Denoising improved dramatically the algorithm’s performance for MIMO
systems. For SIMO systems, denoising had a mixed effect. However, we
should mention the performance boost that was achieved when denoising
was applied at the J-LSS method.

– In all our simulation experiments w was chosen equal to L the upper bound
of system’s orders. This is because, as noticed in [8], for a fixed data length,
large values of w imply fewer columns in the algorithm’s data matrices that
correspond to smaller sample size when projections on subspaces are evalu-
ated. Therefore, we tried to keep w as small as possible.

– The algorithm gives analogous results for order detection of Volterra Sys-
tems. It is important to notice that using 1500 symbols the algorithm achieves
high rates of successful order detection even for low SNR values such as 10dB.
This is due to the special structure of the Volterra systems, that is due to lin-
earization of the system, where the new inputs were redefined as subproducts
of delayed input values.

– The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(M3Q2(L +
1)4+M3QL3(L+1)+M3Q2L3(L+1)+M3Q(L+1)3(L−J1+1)) for MIMO
systems. This reduces to O(M3Q2(L+1)4+M3QL3(L+1)+M3Q2L3(L+1))
for SIMO systems. In the above M is the number of outputs and Q is the
number of output data samples used. This suggests that the oversampling
rate or the number of diverse sensors M used at the receiver should be kept
small to avoid heavy computations. In addition, the less output samples used
and the tighter the estimate of the system orders’ upper bound L is, the less
expensive computations become.

4.2 LTI FIR MIMO Kernel Identification and SIMO Volterra

Systems Equalization

For LTI FIR MIMO systems the algorithm allows kernel identification in steps,
based on the JADE algorithm. Kernels are identified in groups, depending on the
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memory length of the subsystems they belong to. Performance improvement as

compared with the algorithms given in [9, 10] emanates from the fact that kernel

identification is performed in steps, starting with the subsystems attaining the

lower memory and progressing to the subsystems with the higher memory. The

computational complexity of the proposed method is O(Q4 + (ML Q log2(Q))),

where Q is the size of symbols block, This is because, even though the method

is SOS based, the involvement of the JADE algorithm increases the complexity,

as it requires the computation of fourth-order cumulants.

For Volterra systems, the performance of the algorithm is quite satisfactory,

as compared with the ones given in [6, 11]. The overall algorithm complexity is

therefore, (
N
Q )O(ML Q log2(Q)).

For both LTI FIR MIMO systems and SIMO Volterra systems, selecting

the appropriate size Q of symbol blocks affects the correct order determination

and by that the matrices El based on which identification/equalization are per-

formed. Selection of Q depends on SNR as well as the complexity of the system

examined, that is the number of subsystems it comprises of and their orders.

Extensive simulation experiments, involving both LTI FIR MIMO and Volterra

systems triggered by different types of PSK input, suggested that Q ≥ 1500.

4.3 Future Work

As it has already been mentioned the algorithm’s complexity is O(M3Q2(L +

1)4+M3QL3(L+1)+M3Q2L3(L+1)+M3Q(L+1)3(L−J1+1)) for the order

identification part of MIMO systems and O(M3Q2(L+ 1)4 +M3QL3(L+ 1) +

M3Q2L3(L+1)) for SIMO systems. Moreover, we pay O(Q4+(ML Q log2(Q)))

operations for identification or (
N
Q )O(ML Q log2(Q)) for Volterra systems equal-

ization. It is obvious that there should be some future work to improve computa-

tional complexity. This can be achieved either by ausing a recursive implementa-

tion scheme or by introducing other type of BSS techniques, with less complexity

than the JADE algorithm.
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O+?&%+,*-(1(9.+07&+0"+,.#112&>$(#6>#-67&,#-&2.+16&,()"#$#%.;+&#6;#-%#9+0&.-&,(/-:
%$.+0@&C#0+6&(-& %*+&#00/)"%.(-& %*#%& .-,()+& .0& $+1#%+6&?.%*&>$(#6>#-6&"+-+%$#%.(-7& #&
P$#-9+$&,#/0#1.%2&%+0%&.0&#""1.+6&.-&FQ&,(/-%$.+0&?($16?.6+&GQI@&5*+&,#/0#1.%2&,#0+&.0&
%+0%+6&0+"#$#%+12&.-&6+;+1("+6&#-6&6+;+1(".-9&,(/-%$.+07&#0&'#$&#0&.-&6.''+$+-%&1+;+1&('&
>$(#6>#-6& 6.''/0.(-@& 5*+& #-#120.0& #.)+6& %(& +L#).-+& %*+& $+1#%.(-0*."& A(-+:?#2& ($&
>.6.$+,%.(-#1B&>+%?++-&P$(00&O#%.(-#1& 3-,()+&"+$&,#".%#&#-6&>$(#6>#-6&"+-+%$#%.(-&
1+;+1@&&&&
5+,*-(1(9.,#1&#6("%.(-7&?.%*&#-&+)"*#0.0&(-&3457&.0&,(-0.6+$+6&#0&#&6+,.0.;+&'#,:

%($&'($&%*+&(;+$#11&6+;+1(")+-%&('&+#,*&,(/-%$2@&R($&%*.07&%*+&D/$("+#-&4()).00.(-&
AD4B&*#0&1#/-,*+6&#&-/)>+$&('&"(1.,2&'$#)+?($=07&?*.1+&$+,+-%12&D4&6+,.6+6&%(&0+%&
0()+&#66.%.(-#1&%#$9+%07&.-&($6+$&%(&'#,.1.%#%+&#&?.6+$&#6("%.(-&('&.-'($)#%.(-&0+$;.,+0&
#-6&)#L.).K+& +,(-().,#1& #-6& 0(,.+%#1& >+-+'.%0@& 3-& 1.-+&?.%*& %*.07& %*+& +''+,%& ('& %*+&
6$.;.-9&'#,%($0&%*#%&#,,+1+$#%+&%*+&/"%#=+&('&"/>1.,&+:0+$;.,+07&%(9+%*+$&?.%*&%*+&.)"#,%&
('&%+,*-(1(9.,#1&#6("%.(-&(-&%*+&0(,.(:+,(-().,&0%#%/0&.0&0%/6.+6&GSI@&!&-+?&"#$#)+:
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!"#$ %&$ %'!#()*+"),$ !-"$ .!%/%01!%('$ (2$ 3(44*'%+1!%('&$ 5"!6(#7$ 8(!"'!%1/$ 9.358:,$
6-%+-$ "+-("&$ !-"$ ;'2(#41!%('$<(+%"!=$ 9;<:$41!*#%!=$ /">"/?$@'$ 1'1/=&%&,$ 2(+*&%'A$('$
4('%!(#%'A$ !-"$ B#(A#"&&$ (2$ B*C/%+$ 1')$D*#(B"1'$3(44%&&%('$ 9D3:$ 1+!%('&$ %&$ 1))%E
!%('1//=$B#"&"'!")$%'$(#)"#$!($1&&"&&$!-"$">(/*!%('$(2$!-"$;<$41!*#%!=$/">"/$%'$!-"$D*#(E
B"1'$ 1#"1?$ F-"$ %4B1+!$ (2$ !6($ 41%'$ B*C/%+$ )"B"')")$ %')"G"&,$ %?"?$ &!#*+!*#1/$ 1')$
C"'+-41#7%'A$%')%+1!(#&,$('$!-"$.358$41!*#%!=$/">"/$%&$">1/*1!"),$!(A"!-"#$6%!-$!-"$
%'2/*"'+"$(2$!-"$/1!!"#$(>"#$&(+%(E"+('(4%+$B1#14"!"#&?$
F-"$*&"$(2$;3F$!*#'")$(*!$!($C"$1$7"=$21+!(#$%'$!-"$B#(+"&&$(2$!-"$6%)"#$)">"/(BE

4"'!$(2$1$+(*'!#=?$;!$%&$!-"#"2(#"$>"#=$*&"2*/$!($"&!%41!"$;3F$">(/*!%('$C=$!-"$4"1'&$
(2$1'$1BB#(B#%1!"$4"!#%+?$H1&")$('$&!1!%&!%+1/$)1!1$2#(4$IJK$+(*'!#%"&,$!-"$;3F$L1!*#E
%!=$M">"/$;')"G$9;LM;:$%&$B#(B(&")$1')$"&!%41!")$C=$*&%'A$<!#*+!*#1/$DN*1!%('$L()E
"//%'A$9<DL:$OJP?$F-%&$%')"G$%&$1$4"!#%+$4"1&*#%'A$!-"$%'2(#41!%('$&(+%"!=$%'$1$+(*'E
!#=$ 1')$ +('&%&!&$ (2$ !-#""$ &*CE%')%+"&$ 6-%+-$ 1#"$ 1++"&&,$ *&"$ 1')$ &7%//&?$ ;!$ %&$ 1'$ %4E
B#(>"4"'!$(2$!-"$;3F$)">"/(B4"'!$%')"G,$B#(B(&")$C=$!-"$;F.$%'$QRRK?$F-"$1'1/=&%&$
)%>%)"&$!-"$+(*'!#%"&$%'!($!6($A#(*B&,$!-"$)">"/(B")$1')$!-"$)">"/(B%'A,$)*"$!($41S(#$
)%&B1#%!%"&$ %'$ !-"%#$ &!1!%&!%+1/$ )1!1?$ F-"$ +#%!"#%('$ *&")$ !($ )"2%'"$ !-"$ A#(*B&$61&$ !-"$
%'+(4",$1&$"GB#"&&")$C=$!-"$T#(&&$51!%('1/$;'+(4"$B"#$+1B%!1?$F-"$%4B1+!$(2$1$'*4E
C"#$(2$ %'2/*"'!%1/$ B1#14"!"#&$('$ !-"$ ;3F$41!*#%!=$ /">"/$ %&$ ">1/*1!")$ 1')$ %!$ C"+(4"&$
(C>%(*&$ !-1!$ !-"#"$ %&$1$&*C&!1'!%1/$)%22"#"'+"$ %'$ !-"%#$ %4B1+!$C"!6""'$)">"/(B")$1')$
)">"/(B%'A$ +(*'!#%"&?$ U%'1//=,$ 1$ B#(+")*#"$ !-1!$ 1//(6&$ !-"$ #1'7%'A$ (2$ !-"$ +(*'!#%"&,$
C1&")$('$;LM;,$%&$B#"&"'!")?$
@))%!%('1//=$!($!-"$1C(>",$1$B((/$(2$C*&%'"&&$&(/*!%('&$2(#$L"!#(B(/%!1'$@#"1$5"!E

6(#7&$ 9L@5&:$ )">"/(B4"'!,$ "&B"+%1//=$ 2(#$ !-"$ T#""7$ +1&",$ %&$ B#(B(&")$ C1&")$ ('$
)"!1%/$ 1'1/=&%&$ 1')$ C"'+-41#7%'A$ (2$ %'!"#'1!%('1/$ B#1+!%+"&$ OVP?$ U%'1//=,$ ('"$ (2$ !-"$
4(&!$6%)"/=$*&")$B(6"#$/16&$1BB/%")$%'$)"4(A#1B-%+&,$!-"$W%B2X&$/16,$%&$!"&!")$(>"#$
*#C1'$ +%!%"&$ %'$ T#""+"?$ @B1#!$ 2#(4$ !-"$ "G14%'1!%('$ (2$ W%B2X&$ /16$ >1/%)1!%('$ (>"#$
B(B*/1!%(',$!-"$)%&!#%C*!%('$(2$B(B*/1!%('$)"'&%!=$1&$21#$1&$B(B*/1!%('$)%22"#"'!%1!%('&$
%'$!-"$/1&!$)"+1)"&$1#"$&!*)%")$OYP?$$$

2 Digital Divide Gap Convergence in Europe 

Z"&B%!"$!-"$!1#A"!")$1+!%('&$%'%!%1!")$C=$!-"$D3$1')$!-"$4"4C"#$&!1!"&,$!-"#"$1#"$&!%//$
/1#A"$ )%22"#"'+"&$ %'$ !-"$ +(##"&B(')%'A$ C#(1)C1')$ B"'"!#1!%('$ #1!"&$ OYP?$ [(6">"#,$
!-"#"$ %&$ &!%//$ #((4$2(#$ %4B#(>"4"'!$ !-1!$+(*/)$ /"1)$ !($1$-%A-"#$C#(1)C1')$1)(B!%('?$
F-"$)1!1&"!$*&")$%'$!-%&$1'1/=&%&$61&$"G!#1+!")$2#(4$D*#(&!1!$1')$!-"$!"#4$B"'"!#1!%('$
)"&+#%C"&$!-"$'*4C"#$(2$+(''"+!%('&$(>"#$B(B*/1!%('$9$%?"?$(>"#$!-"$Q\$D*#(B"1'$+(*'E
!#%"&$+('&%)"#"):$OKP?$L(#"$&B"+%2%+1//=,$!-"$)1!1&"!$+('&%&!&$(2$Q\$N*1#!"#$!"#4&,$2#(4$
Z"+"4C"#$QRRI$*B$!($Z"+"4C"#$QRRK?$F-"$)">"/(B4"'!$(2$ !-"$B#(B(&")$4"!-()(/E
(A=$%&$B#"&"'!")$%'$ !-"$2(//(6%'A$B1#1A#1B-&,$ %'$ !"#4&$(2$ !-"$1&&*4B!%('&$41)"$1')$
!-"$41!-"41!%+1/$2#14"6(#7$*&")?$$
U(#$"1+-$N*1#!"#$!"#4,$t,$1')$2(#$"1+-$('"$(2$!-"$+('&%)"#")$+(*'!#%"&,$i,$!-"$B#(B(#E

!%('$ (2$ %!&$ B"'"!#1!%('$ (>"#$ !-"$4"1'$ B"'"!#1!%('$ #1!"$ %&$ +1/+*/1!")?$ F-"$ #"&*/!&$ 1#"$
B/(!!")$1A1%'&!$!%4"$1')$)"B%+!$!-"$#"/1!%>"$B"'"!#1!%(',$RP,$(2$"1+-$+('&%)"#")$+(*'E
!#=$1')$2(#$"1+-$B"#%()$(2$!%4"?$F-"$2(#4*/1!%('$2(#$+1/+*/1!%'A$!-"$RP$%&$)"&+#%C")$C=$$
DN?I?$$
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Fig. 1 E250.,*56"54")(01,*2("9(6(,)1,*56"52()",*/(;"D'("&'*,("95),*56")(4()+",5",'("(+,*/1,(3"

210.(+"163",'("C)(7",5",'("45)(-1+,(3; 
"
D'("905,+"54"199)5@*/1,("4*63*6C+",'1,"45)(-1+,",'("3*C*,10"3*2*3("-562()C(6-("1)("

9)(+(6,(3" *6" B*C;" $;" D'(" 950765/*10" 4.6-,*56" +((/+" ,5" :("/5)(" 9(++*/*+,*-!" 1+" ,'("
-5))(+9563*6C"905,",(63+",5"M((9"16"10/5+,"-56+,16,"3*+,16-("4)5/"F()5!"&'()(1+",'("

Observed Exponential Polynomial

E+,*/1,(3" B5)(-1+,(3"
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!"#$%!%&'()*+,%-&'$%*&!%./*&$*0!*-)$/!1*&$*&2!*3*("'/4*5$6!7!18*0$&2*+$1!-(/&/*'9#):*
&2(&* ;,1$#!(%* -$,%&1'!/* 6'))* -$9!* -)$/!18* '%* &!19/* $+* 01$(.0(%.* .'++,/'$%4* <2,/8*
0(/!.*$%* &2!*!"#$%!%&'()*9$.!)8* &2!*2$9$=!%'>(&'$%* '/*!"#!-&!.* &$*0!*9!&*(+&!1* &2!*
?@&2*A,(1&!18*62'-2*-$'%-'.!/*%$&*0!+$1!*&2!*+'1/&*A,(1&!1*$+*BCDE4*F+*-$,1/!8*&2'/*1!G
/,)&*1!+)!-&/*&2!*-,11!%&*.:%(9'-/*$+*&2!*/:/&!98*0(/!.*$%*&2!*)!7!)*$+*'%+),!%-!*$+*&2!*
+(-&$1*&2(&*(++!-&*&2!*#1$-!//8*62'-2*)!(./*&$*2,=!*.'++!1!%&'(&'$%/*'%*01$(.0(%.*#!%!G
&1(&'$%*1(&!/*(9$%=*-$,%&1'!/4**

3 Driving Factors During the Different Stages of Broadband 
Diffusion: A Non-Parametric Approach and the relationship 
with income                                                  

<2!*-$%&1'0,&'$%*$+*&2'/*6$1H*'/8*+'1/&):8*&$*,/!*(*%$%G#(1(9!&1'-*1!=1!//'$%*'%*$1.!1*&$*
'.!%&'+:*&2!*(*#1'$1'*,%H%$6%*%(&,1!*$+*&2!*1!)(&'$%*0!&6!!%*01$(.0(%.*.'++,/'$%*I.!G
#!%.!%&*7(1'(0)!J*(%.*/$-'$G!-$%$9'-*+(-&$1/*I'%.!#!%.!%&*7(1'(0)!/J4*K!-$%.):*'/*&$*
(//,9!*&2(&*&2!*'%+),!%-!*$+*/$-'$G!-$%$9'-*+(-&$1/*$7!1*01$(.0(%.*.'++,/'$%*.'++!1/*
.,1'%=* &2!* &6$*9('%* /&(=!/* $+* &2!* .'++,/'$%* #1$-!//8* '4!4* 0!+$1!* (%.* (+&!1* '%+)!-&'$%*
#$'%&*ILMJ4*
<2!*+'1/&*/&!#*-$11!/#$%./*&$*&2!*.!&!19'%(&'$%*$+*&2!*1!)!7(%&*/$-'()8*!-$%$9'-*(%.*

$&2!1* #(1(9!&!1/* (%.* .(&(* -$))!-&'$%* +$1* !(-2* -$%/'.!1!.* -$,%&1:8* +1$9* ;,1$/&(&N/*
.(&(0(/!* OPQ4* <2!%* &2!* !/&'9(&'$%* $+* &2!* LM* $+* !(-2* -$,%&1:* 0(/!.* $%* &2!* %$%G
/:99!&1'-*R$9#!1&>*9$.!)*(--$1.'%=*&$*&2!*+$))$6'%=*#1$-!.,1!*'/*-$%.,-&!.S*T(/!.*
$%* &2!* !"'/&'%=* .'++,/'$%* .(&(8* +$1* !(-2* -$,%&1:8* &2!* R$9#!1&>* 9$.!)* 6(/* &1('%!.8*
,/'%=*%$%G*)'%!(1*/A,(1!/*IUVKJ*ODCQ4*<2'/*#1$-!.,1!*-$%-),.!.*6'&2*&2!*!/&'9(&'$%*
$+* &2!*.'++,/'$%*#(1(9!&!1/8* '4!4* &2!* .'++,/'$%* 1(&!* (%.* &2!* /(&,1(&'$%* )!7!)8* +$1* !(-2*
-$,%&1:4* W$))$6'%=* &2'/8* &2!* '%+)!-&'$%* #$'%&* '/* -()-,)(&!.* (&* &2!* X@8@PY* $+* &2!*
!/&'9(&!.* /(&,1(&'$%* )!7!)8* (/*.!1'7!/* +1$9* &2!* +$19,)(&'$%*$+* &2!* *9$.!)4*U!"&8* &2!*
.(&(*.'7'.!.*'%&$*&6$*=1$,#/8*0(/!.*$%*&2!*!/&'9(&!.*'%+)!-&'$%*#$'%&*$+*&2!*.'++,/'$%*
#1$-!//8*+$1*!(-2*-$,%&1:8*(--$1.'%=*&$*&2!*#1$-!.,1!*.!/-1'0!.*'%*&2!*#1!7'$,/*/&!#4*
Z'++,/'$%*.(&(* &2(&*2(7!*)$6!1*7(),!/*&2(%*&2!*'%+)!-&'$%*#$'%&*(1!*-$))!-&!.*'%&$*&2!*
+'1/&*=1$,#8*62')!* &2!* 1!/&* (1!* -$))!-&!.* '%&$* &2!* /!-$%.4* L%*(..'&'$%8* &2!1!* '/* (* &2'1.*
=1$,#* 62'-2* -$%/'/&/* $+* &2!* 62$)!* .(&(/!&* 62'-2* '/* ()/$* (%():>!.8* 9('%):* +$1*
-$9#(1'/$%*1!(/$%/4*[+&!1*&2(&8*&2!*K)'-!.*L%7!1/!*\!=1!//'$%*IKL\J*()=$1'&29*(##)'!.*
&$*())*&21!!*=1$,#/*ODDQ4*<2'/*6'))*1!/,)&*'%&$*&2!*'.!%&'+'-(&'$%*$+*&2!*9$/&*'%+),!%&'()*
#(1(9!&!1/*(%.*&2!*!"-),/'$%*$+*&2!*)!//*1!)!7(%&*$%!/8*)!(.'%=*&$*.'9!%/'$%*1!.,-&'$%*
6'&2*%$*)$//*$+*'%+$19(&'$%4*K,0/!A,!%&):8*(*]!1%!)*/9$$&2'%=*&!-2%'A,!*6(/*(##)'!.8*
'%* $1.!1* &$* 1!7!()* &2!* 0!2(7'$1* $+* &2!* .!#!%.!%&* (=('%/&* &2!* '%.!#!%.!%&* 7(1'(0)!/4*
<2'/* 6'))* /!17!* (/* (* .1'7!1* +$1* &2!* -$%/&1,-&'$%* $+* &2!* #$$)* $+* &2!* -(%.'.(&!* )'%H*
+,%-&'$%/4*W'%()):8*[H('H!*L%+$19(&'$%*^1'&!1'$%*I[L^J*ODBQ*(%.*T(:!/'(%*L%+$19(&'$%*
^1'&!1'$%*ITL^J*ODXQ*6!1!*!/&'9(&!.8*'%*$1.!1*&$*-$%-),.!*&$*&2!*)'%H*+,%-&'$%*&2(&*0!/&*
.!/-1'0!/*&2!*9$.!)!.*/:/&!98*'%*&!19/*$+*(##1$#1'(&!*/&(&'/&'-()*9!(/,1!/4*
<2!*.(&(/!&8*&2(&*&2!*(%():/'/*6(/*0(/!.*$%8*-$%/'/&/*$+*-1$//G/!-&'$%()8*&'9!G/!1'!/*

.(&(8*$7!1*B?*;,1$#!(%*-$,%&1'!/*OPQ4*_$1!*/#!-'+'-()):8*/!9'(%%,()*.(&(*6!1!*,/!.8*
/&(1&'%=* +1$9* &2!* /!-$%.*/!9!/&!1*$+*:!(1*BCCD*,#* &$*Z!-!90!1*BCCP8* +$1*())* -$,%G
&1'!/4*T!+$1!*&2!*(%():/'/*6(/*#!1+$19!.*(+&!1*(*.(&(/!&*&1(%/+$19(&'$%8*0(/!.*$%*&2!*
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Abstract. In the context of this dissertation, issues related to design and devel-
opment of educational games that support the teaching of programming are stu-
died. Specifically, the dissertation is placed in the context of supporting the 
learning process by utilizing the Web and especially Web based, Adaptive Edu-
cational Games. A Web based Adaptive and Multiplayer Educational Game 
TALENT (Teaching ALgorithms EnvironmeNT) was designed and imple-
mented, which motivates and supports students in learning programming.  

Keywords: Programming, Mini-Languages, Adaptive Systems, Educational 
Computer Games, Computer Science Education 

1 Introduction 

Much of the existing research, in the computing education literature at least, focuses 
on new and interesting ways to teach programming [1]. One way is to focus on game 
based learning, which can be defined as the use of a computer game based approach 
to deliver, support, and enhance teaching, learning, assessment and evaluation [2]. 
Computer games are well suited to use within an educational environment because 
they build on theories of motivation, constructivism, situated learning, cognitive ap-
prenticeship, problem-based learning and learning by doing [3]. Furthermore, educa-
tional computer games improve intrinsic motivation through challenge, curiosity, 
control and fantasy [4]. 

On the other hand educators have to get more attention on the fact that today high 
school students have been brought up in a technologically rich environment. They 
belong to the generation called “digital natives” or “net generation” [5]. These stu-
dents were "born digital" and they have been heavily influenced by the latest highly 
interactive and individual technologies such as iPods, iPhones, iPads, Wii, Xbox, 
Playstation game consoles, as well as Wi-Fi Internet access and graphic rich multip-
layer Internet gaming. In addition, as result of the Internet, students  learn much more 
collaboratively today than in previous generations. Thus, there is an important need 
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for educators to embrace and adopt approaches to teaching and learning that are better 
suited to the learning styles that the younger generation of learners now adopt and 
provide a more stimulating and engaging learning environment. 
According to [6], the most common method of introducing students to programming 
is the gradual presentation of programming structures for a general purpose computer 
language and also, the presentation of increasing difficulty problems, based on these 
structures. This approach is inadequate for students, as it provides them a series of 
obstacles [7]. This is augmented by the fact that students today seem to be motivated 
by graphically rich learning environments that have multimedia characteristics [8]. 
An alternative and more effective approach for introducing students to programming 
is to provide them with mini environments, based on micro worlds and mini languag-
es [1], [9]. According to this approach, students learn to program by instructing a 
virtual entity (e.g. turtle, robot) in a virtual micro world. This virtual entity can be 
controlled by a small set of instructions and basic programming structures like. condi-
tions and loops. There are several examples of games that provide interaction through 
a mini environment and a mini language like Robocode (2000), Gun Tactyx (2004), 
Ceebot (2005), Robomind (2005), Sheep (2006), Rapunsel (2007), LightBot (2008) 
and Marvin’s Arena. The main issues of these educational games are the type and the 
story of the game, the programming language they are using, the method of program-
ming, the capabilities of the execution of the program, the ability to support many 
users at the same time that are able to communicate with each other and the exploita-
tion of the web technologies. 
In addition,  all the above games they do not take into account the student model 
which provides an additional resource of the learning process that is believed to en-
hance the learning [10], [11]. The student model is a representation of understanding, 
difficulties and misconceptions of the student [12] enabling the system to adapt to 
student needs and current learning requirements [13].  
In the context of supporting programming education the design of a web based mul-
tiplayer adaptive educational game is proposed, referred to as TALENT (Teaching 
ALgorithms EnvironmeNT) [14], [15], [16], [17], which (i) is based on a story-
context and the activities are grouped according to learning goals, (ii) uses specially 
designed mini language that supports all programming structures: sequence, selection 
and repetition, (iii) utilizes visual programming techniques to create programs with no 
limitation on the number of program’s instructions, (iv) allows the programming of 
variables corresponding to the properties of objects transforming the virtual world 
from static to dynamic, (v) allows a step by step execution of program’s instructions, 
(vi) creates and utilizes the model of student providing adaptation, (vii) exploits the 
potential of the internet, does not require any installation, supports the simultaneous 
presence and interaction  of many users and the synchronous communication between 
them as well and (vii) includes the design of an authoring tool. 
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2 The TALENT Environment 

TALENT is designed as an adventure multiplayer web based educational game for 
teaching programming. Adventure games offer powerful opportunities for learning 
and development of problem-solving abilities [18]. Adventure games are also suitable 
for science concepts that may be hard to visualize or manipulate with concrete mate-
rials [19] and programming is a kind of such a concept. In addition, adventure games, 
which are consisted of tasks, provide a clear progression overall in the game [20].  

2.1 Programming in the game 

In the educational game TALENT, when a student is engaged in a programming ac-
tivity, they have to use the mini language to instruct a robot vehicle to do the neces-
sary actions in order to succeed in mission in the microworld. More complex missions 
require more complicated programming. For this reason the student in TALENT is 
able to construct more advanced programs by using programming structures (e.g. 
selection, repetition). The student is able to construct the programs in the environment 
with the support of a prototype online programming tool (fig. 1) which combines a 
program editor and an interpreter running on the web. The online program editor 
permits students to drag instructions, represented by buttons, from the instruction 
toolbox and drop them on programming area. The student’s program is formed by this 
drag and drop of several instructions and programming structures.  

 
Fig. 1. The programming tool of the Game 
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When the program is ready, the student can go on with execution using the embedded 
interpreter. On program execution, the environment maintains both the micro world 
and the student’s program, visible on the screen. The program executes one instruc-
tion at a time, while the interpreter highlights programming constructs in the source 
code as they are being executed and the effect is simultaneously shown in the micro 
world. This makes the connection between a mini language instruction or construct 
and its effect on the micro world obvious. The programming tool has no limitation 
about the number of the instructions, a drawback found in other games. 

2.2 Student Modeling and Adaptation 

The first step to create an adaptive educational game environment is to create several 
different activities, indicate for each the learning goals involved and then group these 
activities into activities groups [21]. Activity is the basic unit of the game structure 
and indicates a programming task to be performed. Following this methodology we 
divided the whole game world into three tiers Map, Place and Mission. The Map tier 
is the general map of the game world that is presented to the student when the game 
starts and outlines the places that a student can visit. A Place is the part of the game 
which outlines the missions that are proposed to the student. Finally, Mission corres-
ponds to a programming activity presented to the student. Each programming activity 
has its own learning goals. There exist many learning goals concerning programming 
concepts like the use of variables, selection and repetition. Finally, a set of program-
ming activities with the same learning goal is grouped together forming the Activity 
Groups. The number of the different activity groups is equal to the number of the 
different learning goals. 
The first time the student enters the game, he has to register. During registration the 
student gives his own personal characteristics (age, gender etc,), chooses a nickname, 
which must be unique, and builds the presence of his own avatar so to be distin-
guished by the other students. These data records are saved in the game database and 
are associated with the student model.  

The TALENT game gathers information about learner’s navigation, the use of 
tools, the progress in programming activities and the achievement of learning goals. 
In addition, data that concerns the sequence of places and programming activity selec-
tion, the total time spent on a place or a programming activity, the total number of 
times that the student asked for help in a programming activity, the visits to a pro-
gramming activity or a place, the number of times he communicated with the other 
students in the game and the progress on learning goals are saved in a separate data-
base record according to student’s nickname. The system uses all of these data 
records to build the student model and to adapt on students abilities with curriculum 
sequencing and navigation support. This means that system proposes the next mission 
to the student and also helps the student to navigate to this mission. Student model is 
visible by the student providing student with power over his learning [22]. Further-
more, one can compare the information in his model with that produced with the 
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mean data of all the other students that is argued to motivate student to try to succeed 
more in the activities [23].  

3 The Empirical studies 

For the evaluation of the Educational Game TALENT, two empirical studies were 
carried out, the first with university students and the second with high school students. 
In the following subsections we are going to present the procedures and the results of 
the two studies. 

3.1 The 1st empirical study - Use of TALENT by University Students  

The first empirical study was conducted during the lesson “Informatics and Educa-
tion” of the Informatics and Telecommunications Department of the University of 
Athens.  The participants of the research were 122 four year graduate university stu-
dents of the lesson. The students were already taught concepts related to ICT in Edu-
cation, educational software, educational games, educational programs, simulations, 
programming languages, educational resources on the web, educational case studies, 
distance learning, the role of the teacher and evaluation of educational environments.  

The evaluation of TALENT was given as one of the written exercises of the lesson. 
Students were asked to use the programming environment of the game and then to 
rate the system’s usability, to write down advantages and disadvantages, and finally to 
propose didactic scenarios to be embedded in the game. For the rating of the system 
usability the Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ) [24] was used. The 
questionnaire includes 19 questions about system usability in a 7-point Likert scale 
[25] (7=strongly agree, 1=strongly disagree).  

Furthermore, in order to collect the students’ opinions, comments and suggestions 
about the operation of system components a second questionnaire with open type 
questions was used. Indicative questions of the second questionnaire were “what do 
you think about the usefulness of TALENT in the process of teaching elementary 
programming concepts”, “summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the use of 
TALENT”, and “what was your experience from the design of didactical scenarios 
with TALENT’s mini language”. 

The research lasted about a month and the procedure of the research consisted of 
the following three phases:  

Phase 1: Prior the evaluation, the students participated in a four hour class lesson. 
The lesson was divided in one hour lecture and three hours in the computer laborato-
ry. During the one hour lecture several subjects about educational computer games, 
design issues and results from game based learning research was discussed. During 
the three hour lesson in computer laboratory several paradigms of educational com-
puter games especially for computer programming were presented, as well as the 
syntax and the educational tool of the mini language of the TALENT.  

Phase 2: After the four hours lesson the university students had to deal with an ex-
ercise which was the use of the game mini language in given didactic scenarios about 
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the three programming structures, sequence, selection, repetition. Specifically, stu-
dents had to program some activities using the mini language tool of the game. 

Phase 3: After the use of the programming tool of the game, students had to answer 
the two questionnaires, the Computer System Usability Questionnaire and the ques-
tionnaire with open type questions about the advantages and disadvantages of the 
system as an educational tool. Finally they had to propose a programming activity that 
could be embedded in the game. 

3.2 The 2nd Empirical study - Use of TALENT in Classroom settings 

The second empirical research was conducted in the curriculum of the lesson “Infor-
matics Applications” in a high school of Athens, Greece. Overall, 65 students (n=65), 
33 females and 32 males participated in the research. Students were at the age of 15-
16 and were already familiar with programming, as they were taught programming 
languages from the junior high school. The research was carried out in the computer 
laboratory of the high school and the duration of the research was 8 weeks. At the 
beginning, all the students participated in a pre-test. After the pre-test, students were 
randomly assigned to one of two groups, the control group and the experimental 
group.  There was no significant difference found on the t-test performed between the 
two groups according to the pre-test performance (t=-0.255, df=63, 2-tailed p=0.799). 

The concept of “if-then-else” and “while loops” in informatics teaching was used 
as the experimental content. At the end, all the students participated in a post test. The 
procedure of the 8 weeks research consisted of the following five phases: 

Phase 1: Introduction to TALENT game environment (1st and 2nd week) – lasted 4 
hours. During the first phase the components of the game was presented to students (2 
hours) and all the students were engaged in programming tasks about the concept of 
variables (2 hours). 

Phase 2: All the students completed the Computer System Usability Questionnaire 
(CSUQ), like the university students, about the system usability (3rd week) – lasted 1 
hour. 

Phase 3: Pre-test (3rd week) - lasted 1 hour. All the students took the pre-test con-
sisted of questions and exercises about “if-then-else” and “while loops”.  

Phase 4: Working in groups (4th-5th-6th-7th week) - lasted 8 hours. Experimental 
group studied the concepts of research using only the TALENT environment. The 
students used the game and mini language tool of the game to program the game ac-
tivities. An example of such a programming activity for the concept of selection con-
trol structure is shown in figure 3. The role of the teacher was limited on the support 
of system operations, when needed. On the other hand, the control group participated 
in a traditional lesson where the teacher carried out lectures about the main concepts 
of the research. During the traditional lesson, the teacher made questions in order to 
address the prior knowledge, explained the concepts, answered queries and solved 
exercises. 

Phase 5: Post-test (8th week) - lasted 1 hour. All the students from the experimental 
and control group participated to a final written test. 
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The research tools were the questionnaire, the log files created by the students’ ac-
tions in the game and finally the two tests, pre-test and post-test. The questionnaire 
was based on Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ) extended with three 
open questions in order to extract students’ opinions about the advantages and disad-
vantages of the system. The log files used in the research were automatically created 
by the environment from students’ actions. Data in the log files consists of a) the 
username of the student in the game, b) the student’s action (e.g. entering in pro-
gramming activity, clicking on the help button, sending message), c) the precise time 
(date and time) the action was done. Data in the log files are used by the system to 
construct the student model at runtime.  

Finally, the first written test (pre-test) was consisted of two programming activities 
about the research concepts. The goal of the pre-test was to extract students’ prior 
knowledge. The second written test (post-test) was carried out with the completion of 
the research. It was consisted of five closed type questions to control further know-
ledge of the concepts and two programming activities. The programming activities 
were the same as in the first written test. 

4 Results 

4.1 Results from the 1st Empirical study 

The results of the 1st study, according to the score of the questionnaires and the stu-
dents’ answers, can be divided in three categories: system usability, the usage of the 
system as an educational tool for teaching programming and the capability of design-
ing and embedding new programming activities. The results for these categories were: 

• The usability of the system: According to the score of Computer System Usability 
Questionnaire, the rating of the system usability is high. The final mean of the 
score in each question and for all the system components is 5.18 for a maximum of 
7 (SD 1.2). Making the reduction in [0, 100] scale it arises a total score of 74/100 
for the whole system usability. In spite of the high total scoring, there were two 
questions with a low score. These questions where question 9 that “system gives 
error messages that clearly tell me how to fix problems” where mean score was 
3.78 (SD 1.8) and question 11: “the information (such as online help, on-screen 
messages, and other documentation) provided with system is clear” where mean 
score was 4.08 (SD 1.69). The low rating in these two questions shows that stu-
dents need more guidance and better advises from the environment. In order to 
support these needs some improvements were made in online help and a system tu-
torial about the use and the capabilities of the mini-language programming tool 
was developed. 

• The usage of the system as an educational tool: According to the university stu-
dents’ answers the system is pleasant, is attracting the interest, increases motiva-
tion, has a nice interface, is characterized by simplicity, functionality and ease of 
learning. Furthermore, one of its major advantages is that is web based and it is not 
depended on particular architecture or installations. Indicative students’ comments 
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were: “Very amusing and satisfying”, “interesting activities with high level of crea-
tivity that it will attract curiosity and interest of students”, “Simplicity, ease of un-
derstanding and learning”, “with fantasy and desire you can make nice exercises 
for children”, “very nice interface, drag and drop f instructions is very useful”, “it 
is very positive that works in web browser”, “it is important that it does not need 
installation but only an internet connection, that simplify things”. 
As a tool for supporting the teaching of programming the answers of university 
students in the research stated that it is very easy for someone to learn program-
ming with the mini language, drag and drop of instructions makes programming 
easier, it eliminates syntax errors and is very useful for novice programmers. Indic-
ative students’ comments were: “system simple use helps and encourage students 
to learn programming through gaming”, “very clever idea that differs from today 
traditional and boring method of teaching programming”, “an innovative method to 
introduce children in programming”, “drag and drop is a very intuitive method of 
inserting instructions and making a program eliminating syntax errors”, “tracing of 
the program in addition to execution visualization helps student to learn program-
ming easier”. 

• Designing and embedding new programming activities: In their work students 
designed several didactic scenarios that need the use of programming with system 
mini-language tool. Students designed prototype didactic scenarios that could be 
embedded in the knowledge base of the system. At the end they wrote down their 
thoughts and proposals about this task. According to students’ answers the design 
was very pleasant and developed their fantasy, instructions of mini language are 
sufficient for designing new didactic scenarios and proposed an authoring tool that 
could help in embodiment of the new activities in the game. Sample students’ an-
swers were: “Scenarios design was very pleasant, I was feeling like designing a 
game”, “I was impressed! The design of didactic scenarios improved my fantasy 
limit”, “mini language has all the instructions I needed to design the scenario”, “an 
authoring tool could be helpful to try out the proposed scenario”. 

4.2 Results from the 2nd Empirical study 

The results of the 2nd empirical study are based on the scores of the questionnaires, 
log files and students’ grades in pre-test and post test and they can be divided in three 
categories: system usability, the utilization of the game as presented by the students’ 
models and the usefulness of the system as an educational tool for teaching program-
ming to high school students. The results for these categories were: 

• The usability of the system: According to the score of Computer System Usability 
Questionnaire, the rating of the system usability is high, like in the first research. 
The final mean of the score in each question for all the system components is 5.01 
for a maximum of 7 (SD 1.6). Making the reduction in [0, 100] scale it arises a to-
tal score of 72/100 for the whole system usability. The interventions in the help 
component of the system made after the first research seemed to have positive ef-
fect on students’ evaluation of the system usability. More specific, question 9: 
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“system gives error messages that clearly tell me how to fix problems” the mean 
score was 4.85 (SD 1.3) showing an increase from the first research where mean 
was 3.78 (SD 1.8). Furthermore, on question 11: “the information (such as online 
help, on-screen messages, and other documentation) provided with system is clear” 
the mean score in the second research is 4.86 (SD 1.18) showing again an increase 
from 4.08 (SD 1.69). The demonstration of the game by the teacher played of 
course an important role in increasing these ratings.  In spite of that increase the 
help component of the system seems to demand further development in order to 
provide more support to the students. From the students’ answers in open type 
questions of the questionnaire was concluded that the game environment is plea-
sant, easy to use, arouses interest and supports motivation.  From the observation 
of students’ behavior it was clear that students were highly motivated and were try-
ing to succeed in programming activities the same time they had fun. Sample 
comments were: “I’m satisfied with all”, “it is comprehensible and funny”, “It was 
an enjoyable and creative activity”, “very easy handling, very nice in general” and 
“It could be better if there were more activities”. 

• Students’ models data and system utilization: As already stated, the student 
model consists of data about the knowledge level of the student, the time spent in 
programming activities and also the time spent in other components of the system 
like help, chatting and wandering in the game world. The data for every action of a 
student are saved in log files automatically and permit the system to construct the 
individual learner model at runtime. From the log files of the second research the 
mean time of the overall system usage for every student in the experimental group 
calculated equal to 339.18 minutes. During this time students used the program-
ming tool of the game for 235.16 minutes, searched for help for 40.7 minutes, chat 
with other students for 36.17 minutes and 17.13 minutes were spent on wandering 
in the game world.  
From the measures it is concluded that the 70% of the total time was spent on pro-
gramming activities. The percentages make clear that the environment is doing 
well in arousing the interest and motivating the student to be engaged in program-
ming activities. Furthermore from the total 235.16 minutes participating in pro-
gramming activities, a percentage of 54% of the time was spent on selection con-
trol structures (if then else) and the rest 46% of the time was spent on repetition 
structures (while). Students of the experimental group worked on 7 programming 
activities, 4 for selection structure (57% of total activities) and 3 for the repetition 
one (43% of total activities). From this observation concludes a good analogy to 
the difficulty of the activities. Finally, as the level of knowledge is concerned, the 
mean of knowledge level of the students of the experimental group was70%. For 
the computation of the mean was used the mean of successful activities for every 
research concept, that was 74% in selection structure (2.94 successful to 4 total ac-
tivities) and 75% in repetition structure (2 successful to 3 total activities). The re-
sult is in agreement with the mean grade of the experimental group in the post-test, 
which is presented below. 

• The usefulness of the system as an educational tool for teaching programming 
to high school students: As stated above, during the 3rd week all of the students 
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participated in first written test (pre-test) and after that the students were randomly 
assigned to control group and experimental group. According to the statistical 
analysis from the t-test in pre-test grades there was no significant difference be-
tween the mean grades of the control group (mean=12.13, SD=8.27) and experi-
mental group (mean=11.61, SD=8.11). On the other hand the grades in the second 
test (post-test) for the students in experimental group was significant higher 
(mean=68.61, SD=17.22) than those of the control group (mean=48.63, 
SD=21.18). The results of pre-test and post-test for the two groups are presented in 
table 1.  

Table 1. Mean and SD for the two groups in pre-test and post-test 

Students’ Group - Method of 
Teaching – number of Students 

Performance 
Pre-test Grade 

Performance  
Post-test Grade 

Control Group - Traditional Teach-
ing (n=32) 

12,13  
(8,27) 

48,63  
(21,18) 

Experimental Group - Working 
with TALENT (n=33) 

11,61  
(8,11) 

68,61  
(17,22) 

Total (n=65) 11,87  
(8,19) 

58.62  
(19,2) 

 
From the results it is concluded that students in both groups, control and experimen-
tal, improved their performance by increasing the average rating from 11.87 
(SD=8.19) in pre-test to average 58.62 (SD=19.2) in post-test. As implied by compar-
ing the results of the two groups, students in experimental group had a significantly 
higher performance than students in control group. This indicates that there is some 
evidence that the use of TALENT contributes positively in learning programming 
concepts than the traditional method of teaching. 

5 Conclusions 

In the context of this thesis, we presented TALENT a web based adaptive educational 
multiplayer game for supporting the teaching of programming. TALENT is a combi-
nation of an adventure and a role play game and it utilizes web technologies in order 
to motivate the student to engage in programming activities. An innovative web pro-
gramming tool which exploits visual programming techniques and embed an interpre-
ter which executes student’s program step by step. TALENT adapts to student abili-
ties by providing adaptation in curriculum sequencing and adaptive navigation sup-
port. It also includes an authoring tool which can be used by an author to add or alter 
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educational content in knowledge base of the system or used by the teacher to monitor 
students’ performance. 

Two empirical studies have been conducted. The results from these studies are pos-
itive and indicate acceptance and satisfaction of participating students for the usability 
of the environment. Furthermore, the environment achieves to attract the interest of 
students and motivate them to keep on their programming efforts. Finally, the perfor-
mance of students in an experimental group as opposed to these of a control group 
shows some evidence that teaching with TALENT has a positive contribution to the 
learning process in contrast to the traditional way of teaching. 

Our future plans include the development of appropriate modules that would in-
crease the collaboration between the students, the analysis of students’ communica-
tion and also the exploitation of different adaptive methods and techniques in order to 
provide more personalized learning. 
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Abstract. The current thesis takes into account the advances in the field of electronic bi-lateral 
negotiations, adopting state-of-the-art protocols and strategies that characterize the behavior of each 
party. The research objective is the application of predictive strategies that have their basis on the 
estimation of the counterpart’s next offer, and give the agent the advantage to establish agreements 
that are more beneficial. An issue that is contemplated is that of risk when employing predictive 
skills. To enable the adoption of different risk attitudes, a new strategy is proposed, developed and 
assessed. This thesis also examines the AI-based models that are incorporated in the strategic core of 
negotiation software agents to estimate the counterpart’s next offer. The main problem of the majority 
of related applications is their inability to capture the dynamics of turbulent negotiation environments, 
and to provide accurate estimations also in cases where the data distributions change. For this reason, 
the utilization of models trained with data that are acquired from the current negotiation discourse is 
considered of vital importance. This thesis sheds light to the application of models that are retrained 
in each negotiation round and to models that adapt their structure in time. More specifically, 
application of neural networks that adapt their structure on the basis of a genetic algorithm, and 
application of an evolving connectionist structure that does one-pass learning of data (eMLP) are 
examined. Numerous experiments that result from simulations of different negotiation environments 
and justify the proposed solutions are provided. Finally, future research issues that relate to the 
domain of application of the proposed strategy, as well as to the utilization of other learning models 
that estimate the counterpart’s next offer, are suggested. 
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Keywords: electronic negotiations, negotiating agents, neural networks, genetic algorithms, 
predictive strategies 

1 Introduction 

There is a grand variety of problems drawn from everyday life where negotiations are evident. A typical 
list would contain economic transactions, distribution of services, management of business processes, 
labor negotiations, political and juridical disputes etc. Such scenarios do not always relate to conflict as 
might be assumed. Negotiation is the key decision-making approach that is used to reach consensus 
whenever a person, organization or another entity cannot achieve its goals unilaterally. It can be defined 
as an iterative communication and distributed decision-making process, where participants are searching 
for an agreement. Negotiation is thus a mechanism that can be used for allocating and sharing resources. 
The term ‘resource’ is used in the broadest possible sense and may involve commodities, services, time, 
money etc. Yet it is not guaranteed that an agreement always exists or that it will be established. 
During the last decades, scientists belonging in various scientific areas such as anthropology, psychology 
and sociology, law, political science, economics, mathematics and computer science have made efforts to 
model and study negotiation interactions. These efforts have resulted to different methodologies, 
architectures and approaches.  
Among many significant contributions is the transfer of negotiation encounters in electronic settings. 
Electronic platforms have been designed to facilitate the conduct of negotiations. Furthermore, computer 
scientists have contributed to the development of software components that either assist negotiators in 
various stages of the negotiation process (Negotiation Support Systems, NSSs), or in some cases are 
capable of undertaking stages or even the whole negotiation process. This thesis focuses on the latter 
category, where negotiation software agents (NSAs) are used for the representation of market 
stakeholders. 
An agent can be viewed as an encapsulated computer system that is situated in an environment and is 
capable of flexible, autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives. Negotiation Software 
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Agents are good representatives of human negotiators. The specific rules of the interaction, which 
constitute the negotiation protocol, are predefined in negotiations between autonomous agents. Based on 
the negotiation protocol, agents need to plan their specific actions, their strategy, in order to meet their 
objectives. The action planning is usually not disclosed to the other participants and takes place before the 
actual conduct of negotiation (at a pre-negotiation phase). Yet, it is possible that during the interaction an 
agent reassesses the negotiation problem and adapts his strategy to the responses of his counterpart. State 
of the art negotiating agents use learning techniques in order to increase their profits or fulfill their 
objectives. Learning techniques usually assist agents to select optimal or suboptimal strategies and better 
model their counterparts. 
 In order to facilitate comprehension of the domain, in this thesis we provide a categorization of strategies 
that are enhanced with learning techniques and are used by state of the art automated negotiators. In this 
respect, we devise agents to those who use explorative, repetitive and predictive strategies, either at the 
planning phase or during discourse [1]. Explorative strategies imply the search for new solutions and are 
based on trial and error learning processes, such as Q-learning and Genetic algorithms. Repetitive 
strategies are based on knowledge reuse, and specific knowledge is acquired by repeated execution of 
actions. Case-based reasoning is one such technique. Finally, in predictive strategies learning is 
introduced in the form of predictive decision making, where estimations of factors that influence strategy 
selection or update serve as input to the agents’ decision making.  
In this thesis we focus on the third category and particularly on agents who update their strategy based on 
estimations of their counterpart’s future responses. The main objective is to induce more satisfying 
outcomes, by employing the predictive skill. Previous offers and domain-specific information are used as 
input to the forecaster in order to calculate the next offer of the opponent. This encourages more 
sophisticated decision making, irrespective of the type of e-market component (negotiation support 
system or negotiating software agent). Negotiation support systems, enriched with tools that undertake 
single-lag predictions are very powerful. Carbonneau, Kersten, and Vahidov [2] depict the development 
of a neural network predictive model in order to facilitate “What-if” analysis and generate optimal offers 
in each negotiation round. The support tool simulates the possible response to the offer the user is 
contemplating and assesses offers and counter-offers based on the users’ utility function. This capability 
allows optimization of potential offers, with the purpose of finding the most beneficial for the current 
situation. A similar negotiation support tool is applied by Lee and Ou-Yang [3] in a supplier selection 
auction market, where the demander benefits from the suppliers’ forecasts, by selecting the most 
appropriate alternative in each round. As far as autonomous negotiating agents with predictive abilities 
are concerned, most models extend the formal decision functions presented in [4] [5]. These functions are 
used to generate the next offer during a discourse, and are based on a series of tactics dependent on time, 
resources and opponents’ behavior. Learning agents manage to control the negotiation outcome by 
foreseeing the next move of their opponents, as is depicted by the following papers. Papaioannou, 
Roussaki, and Anagnostou ([6], [7]) developed an agent who applies the predictive mechanism only at the 
pre-final step of the process, in order to increase the likelihood of achieving an agreement, and to produce 
an outcome of maximal utility. An older work concerning single-lag predictions in agents’ strategy can be 
found in [8]. Trading scenarios via an internet platform are facilitated with the use of SmartAgent, 
enhanced with predictive decision making. 
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2 Disser tation Summary 

In related work, the estimation of the counterparts’ next move leads to increased utility when agreements 
are established. However, in some situations agents tend to prolong the negotiation discourse and this 
increases the risk that negotiation breaks off, as the counterpart may decide to terminate the process. 
 The first issue we investigate is how such strategies affect the establishment of negotiating agreements. 
In this vein, we propose a negotiation strategy that introduces a risk related parameter, mainly linked to 
the prolongation of the negotiation discourse [9] [10]. This parameter allows the specification of different 
attitudes towards risk, where risk measures an agent’s willingness to stay in negotiation in order to use the 
predictive mechanism more extensively and heighten his gains. For example a negotiator with a risk-
seeking behavior would decide to exhaust negotiation time in order to increase his profits, while a risk-
averse agent would act more conservatively, and would not risk prolonging negotiation time.  
We have considered a number of negotiation environments and we have measured the average increase in 
utility that incurs to the predictive agent compared to the non-learning one. An agent with a highly risk-
seeking attitude achieves on average 12.05% increase in utility, while a predictive agent with a more 
conservative behavior (risk-averse) achieves 0.94% increase in utility. However, the trade-off of the 
highly increased utility is the decrease of the number of agreements, which is due to prolongation of the 
negotiation time. In the case of the highly risk-seeking agent the number of agreements is decreased by 
20.78% compared to the non-learning case. To address this issue, we propose a reformed strategy that 
appropriately sets the risk-related parameter in each negotiation discourse, based on the estimation of the 
counterpart’s deadline. We have conducted a number of experiments with the reformed strategy which 
resulted to 12.017% average increase in utility, and 0.61% average decrease of agreements. As it is 
observed, the average increase approximates the one attained by the risk-seeking agents and the average 
decrease approximates the one attained by the risk-averse agents. 
Another issue that is studied in this thesis is the type of learning mechanism that is used by predictive 
negotiators who estimate their counterpart’s future offers. When it comes to forecasting the partners’ 
future offers, techniques can be summarized into those based on statistical approaches (particularly non-
linear regression) [11] [12], mathematical models [13] [14], and connectionist approaches, particularly 
some special types of neural networks, Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) and Radial Basis Function 
Networks (RBFN) [2] [3] [6] [7] [8] [15] [16]. From the above methods we argue that neural networks are 
best applicable for the purpose of forecasting the counterpart’s future offers. Experiments have shown 
that mathematical models give poorer results when compared to non-linear regression models [12], and 
non-linear regression models are very restrictive, since they require specific assumptions regarding the 
function form of the opponent’s strategy. On the other hand neural networks are applicable in the general 
case, without assuming implicit knowledge of the function that maps input to output data. This is 
particularly desirable for negotiation forecasting situations where data relations are not known.  
In current research approaches neural networks are trained at a pre-negotiation phase with data extracted 
from past negotiations, and are then used in the current discourse to provide estimations of the 
counterpart’s future offers. However, the accuracy of the forecasting tool depends heavily on data 
acquired from previous interactions. We investigate how the forecasting accuracy is affected when data 
distributions change, and propose building and training neural networks with data extracted from the 
current interaction. We term agents that exploit data from the discourse session-long learning, and prove 
that a small neural network with few training examples is capable of capturing the negotiation dynamics 
[17]. In this thesis we introduce two types of session-long learning agents: Static session-long learning 
agents (SSLAs), who use a neural network with a static structure during the negotiation process, and 
adaptive session-long learning agents (ASLAs), who use a neural network which evolves its structure and 
input features based on a genetic algorithm.  
To illustrate the superiority of SSLAs compared to agents that employ pre-trained networks (Pre-Trained 
Agents, PTAs) in cases where data distributions change, we have conducted a number of experiments 
considering single-issued negotiations and we have computed the absolute error yielded in each decision 
making step. SSLAs are proved more accurate, as the mean of the errors is reduced by 92.67% compared 
to the PTAs. However, they do not yield satisfying results in negotiations with short deadline. This is due 
to the small size of the training data set compared to the number of parameters of the neural network that 
need to be learned. The incorporation of an optimization technique for the selection of the networks’ 
architecture to address this issue has led to the introduction of ASLA. ASLA evolves its structure and 
input features with the use of a genetic algorithm in each negotiation round. We empirically prove the 
superiority of ASLAs compared to SSLAs as far as accuracy is concerned. More specifically, we have 
conducted a number of experiments and we have computed the mean, the standard deviation and the 
maximum values of the absolute errors at the end of each negotiation. ASLAs are proved more accurate 
as the average mean of the absolute errors is reduced by 38.34%, the average of the maximum values is 
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reduced by 44.75% and the average of the standard deviation is reduced by 38.03%. ASLA is a smoother 
predictive model as it proves more accurate with decreased standard deviation and maximum error values. 
However it is not as fast as SSLA and has higher storage requirements, which makes it difficult to apply 
in real situations. 
 We also study the use of another adaptive structure, eMLP, which is a simple evolving connectionist 
system that engages in one-pass, lifelong learning. eMLP adapts its structure with each new training 
pattern, and is much faster than ASLA as it conducts one-pass learning [18]. However agents enhanced 
with eMLP structures are less accurate than agents enhanced with MLP structures.  
The idea of static session-long learning agents is extended to support multi-issued negotiations. 
Forecasting is again conducted with the use of Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) and the training set is 
extracted during the negotiation session. Two cases are examined: one where separate MLPs are used to 
estimate each negotiable attribute and one where a single MLP is used to estimate the counterpart’s 
response. It is shown that simple MLPs with one hidden layer are adequate for forecasting the 
counterpart’s offer vectors, and are tested in order to find the appropriate number of nodes on input and 
hidden layer. The network that yields the lowest error, incurs to the predictive agent 10.78% average 
absolute increase of his individual utility (gain), which is close to the increase in utility incurred by the 
highly risk-seeking agent enhanced with the ideal forecasting tool. 

3 The Proposed Predictive Strategy 

In this section we provide an analytical description of the predictive strategy and discuss how it affects 
the negotiators that adopt it. If the two agents do not employ any learning technique, and each applies the 
default strategy, as illustrated in [4], an agreement will be established at a point which we term the 
“Meeting Point” (MP). The proposed predictive strategy is based on the assumption that in each decision 
making step, if the negotiators decide to send a counter-offer, the risk-averse agent will adopt a 
conservative behavior and generate an offer that will be accepted by his counterpart, while the risk-
seeking agent will provoke gradual concessions of his counterpart, so as to increase his individual gain. 
The main objective of the proposed predictive strategy is to prolong negotiation beyond MP and increase 
the incurred utility of the agent, by taking into account the two extreme attitudes. In this respect, the agent 
pre-defines a reference point that is related to his willingness to prolong the discourse. He adopts the risk 
seeking behavior until that reference point and the risk-averse behavior from the reference point until 
expiration of his deadline or termination of the discourse. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 1.  
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Fig. 1. The Proposed Predictive Strategy 

 
It is essential to distinguish the different usages of the predictive skill. When agents employ a predictive 
strategy as the one described by Oprea [8], they run into the danger of prolonging the negotiation process, 
and increase the risk the other party exhausts his deadline and walks out of the process. Prolongation is 
due to the fact that the counterpart tends to respond with a counter-offer to the predictive agent, which is 
the case of a risk-seeking attitude. On the other hand, when agents employ a predictive strategy at the pre-
final step of the process, as the one discussed in [6] [7], they manage to increase the number of successful 
negotiations if the counterpart has equal or higher deadline than the predictive agent. In this second case, 
the predictive agent sends an offer that is likely to be accepted by the counterpart, which is the case of a 
risk-averse behavior.  
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The proposed strategy combines the virtues of the two strategies with the introduction of a parameter 
noted risk portion “RP”. It is a predictive strategy that allows agents pre-specify in percentage terms how 
much they are willing to prolong the negotiation process in order to achieve a more satisfying outcome 
compared to the outcome they would achieve in the non-learning case.  
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(S ) of the predictive agent to generate offers until the detection of a “meeting point” (MP) with the 
“opponent”. MP is a point which would result an established agreement if the agent was guided solely by 
his default strategy. When such point is detected, and according to the agent’s attitude towards risk, agent 
risks staying in the negotiation in order to maximize the utility of the final agreement. In this respect two 
extreme attitudes can be generated:  risk-seeking and risk-averse. The risk-seeking agent is willing to 
spend all the remaining time until expiration of his deadline engaging in an adaptive behavior to turn the 
estimations of his counterpart’s responses to profit. This risk-seeking behavior is based on the decision 
rule discussed in [8] and is extended to support multiple issues. More specifically: 
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On the other hand risk-averse agents follow a more conservative behavior when they detect an MP. They 
use the decision rule discussed in ([6], [7]) and thereafter do not make any further concessions and insist 
on sending their previous offer, waiting for the opponent to establish an agreement.  

When MP is detected: 
Risk-Averse Behavior : 
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Fusions of the two extreme attitudes have led to the specification of risk portions (RPs) which 
characterize the predictive agent’s behavior after the detection of MP. RP

aTmax

 determines the percentage of 
the distance between MP and deadline that agent  is willing to adopt the risk-seeking behavior.  
After RP  is consumed agent adopts the risk-averse behavior. For a predictive agent who is not willing to 
take any risks RP  is set to 0%, while for an agent who is willing to risk until expiration of his deadline 
RP

If  
is set to 100%. The decision making rule repeated in each step is thus formulated as follows: 

default
t
ba

at
ab

a XUXU 1ˆ  (detection of MP) 

     If  RP
Generate Offer adopting Risk-Seeking Behavior 

 is not consumed 

     Else 
Generate Offer adopting Risk-Averse Behavior 

Else 
 Generate Offer default

t
baX  

where default
t
baX  is the offer gener ime t based on his default strategy, and aU is 

his utility function that permits the comparison of different offer vectors. 
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In the following example we consider negotiations conducted between an electricity provider and a 
consumer agent over the service terms of an electricity trade. The negotiable object is characterized by 
four attributes representing the number of Kwh, the Price per Kwh (measured in euro cents), the Penalty 
term (percentage of the sum which will be returned to the consumer in case of dissatisfaction), and the 
duration of service provision (measured in hours). The deadline of the consumer is set to 150 rounds and 
that of the producer is set to 152 rounds. We assume that the two agents have opposing interests; the 
consumer will start from a low price and a low number of Kwh, which he will increase in each round, 
while he will start from a high percentage of returns and high service duration which he will decrease in 
each round. At the same time the producer will initially request high price per Kwh, and high number of 
Kwh which he will lower in each round, and low penalty and duration of service provisioning which he 
will increase in each round. In the example we assume that the two agents have set the same reservation 
(min and max) values as demonstrated in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. The reservation values of the negotiable attributes 
 

Attr ibute Min Value Max Value Consumer  Role Provider  Role 
Duration (in hours) 10 30 Decreasing Increasing 
Kwh 20 200 Increasing Decreasing 
Price (euro cents) 10 100 Increasing Decreasing 
Penalty (% returns) 5 80 Decreasing Increasing 

 
Figure 2(a) illustrates the negotiation discourse of the two agents when they do not employ any learning 
techniques. The offered values of each negotiable attribute in each round are depicted with blue for the 
consumer and with red for the producer.  

 

 
Fig. 2 (a). Negotiation between two non learning agents 

 
In the non-learning case (Figure 2(a)), negotiation terminates at round 116, where the consumer agent 
decides to accept his counterpart’s offer. The final offer vector (Duration, Kwh, Price, Penalty) is (14.95, 
155.36, 77.68, 23.59) and the utility incurred to the consumer agent is 0.248.  
Figure 2(b) illustrates a discourse where the consumer agent applies the proposed strategy with RP=0%. 
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Fig. 2 (b). Negotiation with a consumer agent employing the proposed strategy with RP=0% 

 
At round 116, the consumer agent detects the meeting point (MP) and initiates the predictive behavior. 
Since RP is set to 0% (it is consumed upon detection of MP), the agent generates the risk-aversive 
behavior and sends the predicted offer to his counterpart. Negotiation terminates at round 117, where the 
provider decides to accept the consumer’s offer. The final offer vector (Duration, Kwh, Price, Penalty) is 
(15.40, 151.34, 75.67, 25.27) and the utility incurred to the consumer agent is 0.2703. Note that in case 
RP=0%, the predictive strategy incurs 2.23% absolute increase in utility, without much prolongation of 
the negotiation discourse. The maximum prolongation of the discourse when the risk aversive behavior is 
applied is by 1 round (the counterpart will accept the predictive agent’s proposal in the next round). 
In continuance, in Figure 2(c) we illustrate a discourse with a consumer agent who uses the proposed 
strategy with RP=50%. At round 116, the consumer detects the MP and adopts the risk-seeking behavior, 
until round 134 where the RP is consumed. The offer sent at round 134 is based on the risk-averse 
behavior and the offer vector (Duration, Kwh, Price, Penalty) = (20.66, 101.39, 51.30, 45.42) is accepted 
by the provider at round 135. The utility incurred to the consumer in this case is 0.5403, thus the absolute 
increase compared to the non-learning case is 29.23%. 

 
Fig. 2 (c). Negotiation with a consumer agent employing the proposed strategy with RP=50% 
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4 Results and Discussion 

Since the objective is to increase the utility that incurs to the predictive agent, focus is set on studying the 
change of the agent’s utility, as well as the change of the number of agreements with variable RP values. 
For this reason a number of experiments are conducted assuming negotiations between a predictive agent 
who makes very accurate estimations and a non-learning counterpart employing many different types of 
time-dependent behaviors. In the experiments conducted, the strategy of the counterpart is known to the 
predictive agent, who simply applies the expected values of the counteroffers to the proposed decision 
rule.  
The strategy is tested with consumer agents assumed to have perfect predicting skills and providers 
following TD strategies. The experimental workbench issues nine different scenarios with respect to 
deadline, and overlap of agreement zones of the two negotiators ( 
{   Pr

maxmax TT Con , Pr
maxmax  TT Con , Pr

maxmax  TT Con } ! {  max
aT   [50:100:350], 

erlap of the agreement zones [4]. In each scenario a 
variety of concession curves, defined by parameter  = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1, 3, 5, 7}, is considered in order to 
build the default strategies of the opposing agents. For each of the 2,352 generated negotiation 
environments different RPs are set to the predictive agent (consumer) (RPCon  [0:5:100]), leading to an 
overall of 49,392 experiments. The objective is to measure the gain of consumer agent with respect to the 
RP parameter, and highlight the value of forecasting counterpart’s next offer in multi-issued negotiations. 
From a total of 2,352 negotiation environments, average utilities of negotiations conducted between non-
learning agents (AvgUtil_NL) and between predictive and non-learning agents employing different RP 
values (AvgUtil_L(RP)

100%*)AvgUtil_NL)AvgUtil_L(AvgAbsInc (RP)(RP)

) are computed. Since utilities are specified in range [0,1], the average absolute 
increase in utility incurred to the agent who employs the proposed strategy is computed as follows: 

 

Figure 3 depicts the average absolute increase for each RP value. 

 
Fig. 3. (%) Average gain in Utility with respect to RP 

 
As it is shown in Figure 3 an agent with RP 0% incurs an average increase of 0.94% in utility, while an 
agent with RP 100% incurs an average increase of 12.05% in utility. Additionally, the concavity of the 
curve shows that the marginal increase of the utility decreases as RP grows. For different values of 
RP>60%, the increase in utility does not change significantly. 
However employment of the predictive strategy increases the time (number of negotiation rounds) of the 
discourse, as the learning agent continues the negotiation after detection of the meeting point (MP). The 
time consumed, TCons, in each negotiation round is normalized thus: 

),min( Pr
maxmax TT

nRoundsNegotiatioTCons Con . For the total of 2,352 negotiations between non-learning agents the 

average consumed time (AvgCons_NL) is computed. For each RP value the average consumed time 
AvgCons_L(RP)

100%*)AvgCons_NLAvgCons_L(AvgAbsCons (RP)(RP)

 is also computed. Finally the average absolute increase of the time consumed by the agent 
who employs the proposed strategy is derived as follows: 
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Figure 4 illustrates the increase of negotiation time with respect to the risk portion. 

 
Fig. 4. (%) Average Increase of Negotiation Time with respect to RP 

 
As it is shown in Figure 4 the average increase of negotiation time is 0.96% when RP is set to 0% and 
23.07% when RP is set to 100%. 
Prolonging the negotiation procedure is the main cause of decrease of negotiating agreements, as it likely 
that the counterpart reaches his deadline and terminates the process.  
From a total of 2,352 negotiations conducted between non-learning agents the number of agreements 
(Num_NL) is computed. The number of agreements of negotiations conducted between predictive and 
non-learning agents for each RP value (Num_L(RP)

%100*
_

__ )(
)( NLNum

LNumNLNum
ementAvgDecAgre RP

RP

) is also computed. The average relative decrease of 
the number of established agreements by the agent who employs the proposed strategy is derived as 
follows: 

 

Figure 5 illustrates how the number of agreements is affected by the adoption of the predictive strategy. 

 
Fig. 5. (%) Average Decrease of the number of agreements with respect to RP 

 
More specifically, when RP is set to 0% the number of agreements is not decreased, while when RP is set 
to 100%, the number of agreements shows an average decrease of 20.78%. 
It is empirically proved that as RP value increases the agent may increase his individual utility. For each 
negotiation environment experiments were conducted for the 21 predefined RP values. However, some of 
the selected RPs did not necessarily satisfy the rationality condition, and this led to negotiation 
breakdowns. As it is observed, failing to establish an agreement increases with increasing RP value, as the 
counterpart reaches his deadline before the predictive agent adopts the risk-averse behavior. Setting the 
appropriate RP values is crucial for a predictive agent who wishes to attain the maximum possible utility 
gain and avoid negotiation failures. 
Appropriate selections can be made if estimations of the opponent’s deadline are also available. In this 
case, RP can be set just before the expiration of the opponent’s deadline. The predictive agent can make 
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use of the risk-seeking behavior until that point and then employ the risk-averse behavior, which will 
result in acceptance from the counterpart, before the expiration of the latter’s deadline. 
In order to set appropriate RPs, if an estimation of the counterpart’s deadline bTmax

ˆ is available, predictive 

agenta should distinguish the two cases: If bTmax
ˆ falls in agent’s a turn, then he should adopt the risk-

averse behavior at round bTmax
ˆ  - 2. On the contrary, if it falls in agent’s b turn, then agent should adopt 

the risk aversive behavior at round bTmax
ˆ  - 1. In the first case RP can be set upon detection of MP as 

follows: 

%100*)2ˆ(

max

max

MPT
MPTRP a

b

   (1) 

While in the second case RP can be set upon detection of MP as follows: 

%100*)1ˆ(

max

max

MPT
MPTRP a

b

   (2) 

Equations (1) and (2) apply if opponent’s deadline is shorter than the player’s deadline. Contrarily, the 
predictive agent can set RP to 100%. In this respect the predictive agent can attain the maximal possible 
increase of his individual utility by adopting the risk seeking behavior after detection of MP, and the risk-
averse behavior only in the final round. Estimating the counterpart’s deadline is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. However, to assess the extension with the appropriate RP values, we have assumed knowledge of 
the opponent’s deadline by the predictive agent. The proposed strategy with the appropriate RP values 
when applied to the same experimental settings, yields very satisfying results as the average absolute 
increase in utility is 12.017%, the average absolute increase of the consumed time is 22.53%, and the 
average relative decrease of the number of agreements is reduced to 0.61%.  

5 Conclusion 

Predictive decision making is characteristic to current state of the art socio-technical systems that guide 
negotiation processes under electronic settings. From semi-automated negotiation support systems, to 
fully automated platforms where all processes are undertaken by software agents, the back end 
participants are particularly benefitted by the use of models of computational intelligence. Such models 
provide estimations about the behavior of the negotiator’s counterparts and allow users or agents acting 
on their behalf, to adapt their strategy and evaluate risks and dynamics of current negotiation.  
This thesis contributes to the field of negotiation with the proposal of a predictive strategy that 
incorporates different attitudes towards risk, as well as to the field of application of neural networks in 
negotiations with the introduction of session-long learning agents. 
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We present the foundations related to the negotiation domain, terminologies and classifications, research 
methodologies and software platforms, as well as description of negotiation protocols and strategies that 
constitute state of the art negotiating agents. We categorize “smart” strategies to explorative, repetitive 
and predictive, and particularly focus on the issue of forecasting the counterpart’s next offer in order to 
increase the individual gain. As different attitudes towards risk may emerge, we present a predictive 
strategy that incorporates a risk-related parameter and allows the predictive agent to adapt his consequent 
offers with respect to the estimations of his counterpart’s responses. We demonstrate the increase of the 
individual gain that incurs to the agent and highlight the need to appropriately set the risk related 
parameter in order to avoid negotiation breakdowns.  
The skill of forecasting the counterpart’s future offers is further investigated and selection of Multi-layer 
Perceptrons (MLPs) is preferred to other learning models. A brief overview and comparison of the 
forecasting tools employed by negotiators is provided, and the selection of MLPs is justified. Current 
systems which base their learning models on data acquired from previous interactions or from synthetic 
data provide satisfying results in static negotiation environments (where data distributions do not change). 
However, when data distributions change, the systems no longer provide accurate estimations. A new 
perspective to the issue is introduced, by highlighting the need to learn during the negotiation session. 
Such an approach is viable in open, dynamic negotiation environments. A number of experiments are 
conducted to support this argument and disclose the inability of initially pre-trained networks to capture 
the dynamics of changing distributions. “Session-long learning” agents, static (SSLAs) or adaptive 
(ASLAs), trained with the data of the current negotiation thread, prove capable of capturing the 
negotiation dynamics. From the experiments conducted it is empirically proved that ASLAs provide the 
most promising results (forecasts yield the smallest error), however the combination of neural networks 
with genetic algorithms require a lot of time and resources which is sometimes restricting in negotiation 
domains. This result makes SSLAs a good selection for the problem of forecasting the counterpart’s 
future offers. 
This thesis also outlines a number of issues that can be considered for future research. The first relates to 
the domain of application of the predictive strategy. The decision rule of the risk-seeking agent, as well as 
the decision rule discussed in [8], cannot safely be used in the case where counterparts adopt pure 
Behavior Dependent strategies, as the latter would imitate the ‘smart’ behavior of the predictive agents 
and would push back from the agreement as well. For this reason the predictive agents presented in this 
thesis were only tested with non-learning counterparts who followed Time Dependent strategies. 
However, in hybrid strategies, where linear combinations of time and behavior dependent tactics are 
considered, success of the proposed strategy is expected to depend on the weight of the time dependent 
tactic. In order to broaden the applicability of the proposed strategy, estimation of behavior dependency 
could also be enhanced to the decision rule. Another issue left for future research is the investigation of 
predictive strategies in co-operative environments, where the objective is to maximize the joint rather 
than the individual utility. Moving to the realm of the employed forecasting tool, ASLAs have proved 
more efficient than SSLAs. However the trade-off is the increased computational resources and time of 
convergence. An issue left for future research is therefore to test other adaptive and more efficient 
structures with the predictive agents [19] [20]. Examples of such structures are the Evolving Fuzzy 
Neural Networks (EFuNNs) and DENFIS, which are Evolving Connectionist Systems (ECoS) that 
continuously, evolve their structure and functionality to capture the dynamics of turbulent settings. 
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Abstract. This thesis is focused on the experimental and theoretical study of 
novel quantum dot passively mode locked lasers. The motivation behind this 
endeavour was the fundamental need, of many scientific areas, for high power, 
ultra-short and time stabilized optical pulses, generated directly from highly 
integrated laser devices. Such devices could allow the study of ultra-fast 
chemical and physical effects, or alternatively could provide telecomm 
engineers and medical practitioners with hand-held lasers suitable for a variety 
of applications. The first step consists of a detailed mathematical investigation 
of the mode-locking mechanism so as to depict clearly the fundamental 
limitations associated with ultra-fast high power generation. Through numerical 
modelling a novel semiconductor material (quantum-dots) is successfully 
introduced, whereas the benefits of such an approach are presented. The major 
part of this thesis consists of a detailed experimental investigation of various 
quantum-dot based mode-locked semiconductor structures. Through this 
investigation various new effects were demonstrated, that allowed a deeper 
insight to new regimes of operation. These regimes that namely consist of 
multi-wavelength emission and mode locking, pulse-width narrowing with 
increasing current injection, Q-switching stabilization and feedback-free chaotic 
operation, unlock new areas of applications, present new design guidelines for 
highly integrated semiconductor lasers. Finally, these regimes originate from 
the unique properties of the quantum-dot material and were firstly observed and 
investigated during this thesis. Consequently, this thesis played a major role in 
the future development of this scientific field and led to more than 15 
publications in peer-reviewed journals 4 conference papers and a book chapter.  

 

 

1   Introduction 

The introduction of laser systems during the 1960s allowed the generation of highly 
spectrally and spatially coherent electromagnetic radiation with immense impact into 
traditional scientific fields, whereas it allowed a radical expansion of newly emerging 
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fields like bio-imaging/surgery, ultra-fast physics and high bitrate optical 
communications. Optical pulse generation was a highly sought achievement that could 
further expand the application areas of lasers. Traditional laser structures hinder such 
attempts due to their very large size and the complicated biasing schemes. On the 
other hand the semiconductor counterparts offered excellent integrating capabilities 
but their operating performance were significant inferior. In order to address this issue 
many novel ideas have been put into practice elevating some of the fundamental 
limitations of semiconductor pulsed lasers. During the last years novel material like 
quantum dots (QD) have been introduced offering further improvement compared to 
conventional semiconductor approaches. In detail QD materials offer three-
dimensional confinement of carriers that in turn allow ultra-fast recovery time, low-
linewidth enhancement factor, low thermal sensitivity and high saturation gain [1]. 

In this thesis the major effort was focused on exploiting the inherent advantages 
offered by the QD materials, aiming through device design of new laser structures and 
through identification of new regimes of operation, to further expand the capabilities 
of QD-based mode locked lasers. In detail a detailed numerical model that takes into 
consideration the unique band-structure of the QD material was developed, whereas 
by incorporating time-delayed differential rate equations the full behavior of a passive 
mode locking QD laser was modeled. Through modeling all the basic parameters that 
affect pulse quality and power were identified, thus the experimental and design 
efforts were focused on these aspects.  

The experimental investigation allowed new regimes of operation that consisted of: 
Simultaneous dual wavelength mode locking from the two basic QD energy bands 
(ground-excited state) allowing the creating of two independent train of pulses from 
different wavebands [2]. Using the same concept dual wavelength mode-locking has 
been achieved from the ground state allowing tunable repetition rate of pulses [3]. 
Moreover, the ground state splitting effect allowed the identification of a new regime 
of operation that provided shorter pulses with increasing injection current in the 
presence of dual ground state emission [4-5]. This effect is very significant for the 
design of QD-lasers due to the fact that it allows simultaneous increase of the average 
power and reduction of the pulse width, a trend that cannot be achieved by 
conventional devices. The low linewidth enhancement factor of QD materials 
provided stimulation for a detailed experimental identification of the feedback 
tolerance of QD mode-locked lasers from both wavebands [6-8]. This study provided 
useful information about the isolation requirements of each energy-state, whereas it 
confirmed the strong dependence of pulse stability to the precise length of the external 
cavity. The significant tolerance of QD-lasers to optical-instabilities induced by 
feedback setup provided another urge to study the stability of the lasers under 
asymmetric pumping conditions. In this case optical instabilities and chaotic emission 
was achieved only by asymmetric current injection in the absence of complicated 
feedback setups [9]. Although these findings revealed an unstable operating regime it 
can allow the expansion of QD-lasers to new areas of applications like chaotic 
cryptography. Moreover, through controlled feedback, Q-switching elimination and 
wavelength switching was achieved. This process can remove the amplitude 
modulation that imposes serious restrictions to certain medical modalities [10]. 
Finally, by designing and evaluating QD-lasers with different structural parameters 
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like, cavity length and width, number of QD layers, manufacturing guidelines was 
extracted and the parameters that allow multi-wavelength emission were investigated 
[11] whereas novel tapered structures were designed and constructed that allowed 
record level peak power [12]. 

2 Experimental Setup 

In order to perform the above-mentioned experiments different experimental setups 
were employed. Nonetheless, in all cases some basic components were used. The 
different laser modules were mounted on a custom made 3-axis manipulator equipped 
with a vacuum pump and a thermoelectric cooler in a closed control loop, that 
provided thermal and mechanical stabilization. Optical power from the device was 
collected through a tapered single mode optical fiber with high numerical aperture 
also positioned through an independent 3-axis manipulator. Basic measurements have 
been performed with the help of a RF-spectrum analyzer with electrical bandwidth of 
30GHz. The optical spectrum was evaluated through an optical spectrum analyzer 
with minimum resolution of 0.1nm, optical power measurements were performed 
through a large area InGaAs photodiode, while the temporal properties of the pulses 
were evaluated with the help of a background free optical autocorrelator based on 
second harmonic generation with a minimum resolution of 10fs. In fig. 1 the most 
elaborate experimental setup is presented that was used in order to study the feedback 
tolerance of each waveband. It consists of the laser module, a polarization controller 
aiming to optimize laser-external cavity coupling, a fiber coupler (90/10), where the 
10% branch fed an optical isolator and all the measuring components (RF-Optical 
analyzer and autocorrelator), while the 90% of the coupler was fed to the external 
cavity. This cavity consisted of a free space section with various neutral density filters 
in order to tune the amplitude of the back-reflected optical power and a variable delay 
line, whose aim was to fine tune the length of the cavity. All the other characterization 
experiments were performed with the same experimental setup but with the absence 
of the external cavity module.  
 

 
 Fig.1. Fundamental experimental setup used to investigate feedback tolerance of each 
waveband of QD-mode locked lasers. Basic schematic of the laser structure.  

The devices tested in this thesis consist of Fabry Perot laser structures that were 
grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a GaAs (100) substrate and contain self-
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assembled InAs/InGaAs QD Layers into 440!nm GaAs waveguide surrounded with 
Al0.35Ga0.65As claddings. The back and front facets of the devices were high reflective 
coated (>99%)/low reflective coated (∼10%), respectively, for the operating 
wavelength (1260!nm). Mode locking was achieved though reverse biasing part of the 
laser. The gain/absorption ratio is set to 85/15 for all devices under test. The length of 
the devices used in this paper varies from 2!mm to 4!mm, and the number of QD 
layers was 5, 10, and 15. 

 

3 Results and discussion 

A. Pulse Width Narrowing In the Presence of dual Ground-State Emission.   
 

In this experiment, experimental results related to the existence of dual waveband 
emission from the GS from a multi-section QD mode locked laser are presented. In 
particular, we demonstrate that under specific bias conditions, GS splitting (GSS) 
occurs and in turn enables the narrowing of the generated pulses with increasing 
injection current. This observation leads to pulses of simultaneous increased peak and 
average power with respect to the usual device operation, which is a desired feature 
for biomedical applications. 
The device under test is a multi-sectional QD laser, where the absorber is split into to 
two sections (0.3 mm each of them) and reverse biased, while the rest are forward 
biased. The laser structure contains five self-assembled InAs/InGaAs QD layers. The 
laser chip has a total length of 4 mm and contains stripes with 6!m width. In fig. 2 
corresponding optical spectra for different bias conditions are presented that 
demonstrate the GS splitting effect.  
 

 
Fig.2. (a) Optical spectra in the absence of reverse voltage at the absorbing section 

and for various gain currents. (b) Optical spectra for Vabs=-7V. 
 
This effect can be directly attributed to mode competition effects through the 
homogenous and inhomogeneous broadening. In particular, the splitting effect occurs 
in the GS when the injection current is high enough to enhance spectral hole burning 
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(SHB) at the center of the lasing spectrum. Carriers from these modes are reallocated 
through the inhomogeneous broadening to the outer modes, which initiate stimulated 
emission. The increase in the spectral separation of the two peaks with increasing 
current can be attributed to the fact that with increased modal gain a larger number of 
central modes are subject to SHB.  
Pulse width evolution with the injection current is shown in Fig. 3. Although the pulse 
width is expected to increase monotonically with the current, in our case the opposite 
behavior is observed when double emission from the GS occurs.  
 

 
Fig.3. (a) Pulse width versus current injection for different reverse voltage at the 

absorbing section. 
 

This temporal behavior of the emitted pulses was attributed to the fact that as 
injection current is increased thus more modes participate in the mode-locking 
mechanism. Although this effect theoretically can enhance mode locking in practice 
the larger number of modes tend to lock at different relative phases and consequently 
competition effects can destabilize mode locking. In our case the spectral splitting 
effect reduces the number of modes and thus reduces the competition effects. In 
particular this pulse-width reduction can lead to a significant increase in peak power.  
 
B. Dual Ground-State Mode-Locking 
 
Dual-wavelength mode-locked laser sources have been traditionally developed and 
investigated with other solid-state materials, most notably in Ti:Sapphire, fiber and 
most recently, ceramic lasers Research in this area has been motivated by the variety 
of applications for dual- and multiple-wavelength ultra-short pulses, such as time-
domain spectroscopy, nonlinear optical frequency conversion and wavelength 
division multiplexing. In this context, the compactness, lower cost and direct 
electrical pumping associated with semiconductor lasers are very attractive features 
for reducing the footprint and complexity of the aforementioned applications, with the 
potential to also open up new avenues in ultrafast optical processing and optical 
interconnects. 
By using the same device as described above but employing different bias conditions 
we tried to achieve simultaneous mode locking from the two independent sub-bands 
of the GS under splitting conditions. This regime of operation appeared when the 
reverse voltage at the absorbing section was kept below 3.5 V and the gain current 
was swept from the laser threshold up to 300 mA. The optical spectrum exhibited 
again two discrete GS sub-bands, while the RF spectrum had two discrete peaks 
centered around 10 GHz with separation in the order of 30 MHz. The two RF peaks 
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correspond to two independent groups of modes that were phase locked. The slightly 
different repetition rate (!f!"!30 MHz) occurs due to the refractive index variation at 
each sub-band, which results to a slightly different effective cavity length. The 
absence of any side peaks in the RF spectrum apart from the two main peaks 
observed, imply that there is no amplitude modulation in the generated pulses (Q-
switching) (fig.4).  
Such monolithic lasers emitting mode locked pulses of two different GS sub-bands 
could be exploited for the realization of a low-cost terahertz pulsed source through 
beating in a photoconductor. Taking into account the spectral separation of the two 
sub-bands (2-14 nm), terahertz pulsed radiation in the (350 GHz-2.6 THz) band could 
be generated. Due to the different repetition rates of the optical pulses, the resulting 
terahertz radiation will be modulated by the difference !Frep!=!FGS2-FGS1, where FGS 
are the repetition rates of the fundamental pulses. 
 

 
Fig.4. (a)-(c)RF spectra for increasing gain current and reverse voltage equal to -

3.5V. (b) Corresponding optical spectra.  
 

C. Dual Ground-Excited State Mode-Locking  
 
In this case the structure used in the laser device was grown by molecular beam 
epitaxy on a GaAs substrate. The active region incorporated 5 layers of InAs QDs. A 
two-section QD laser diode was fabricated with a ridge waveguide 6#m wide, a total 
length of 2mm, while the saturable absorber was 300#m long, and was located near 
the back facet. The front and back facets were anti-reflection (~3%) and high-
reflection (~95%) coated, respectively. 
The dual-wavelength mode locking regime was obtained for current levels in the gain 
section between 330 and 430mA, and values of reverse bias between 6 and 10V in the 
saturable absorber section. A map depicting the different mode-locking regimes is 
represented in Fig. 5. It is noteworthy to point out that mode-locking involving solely 
the ES transition is observed both before and after the dual-wavelength mode-locking 
regime. Although these results present again simultaneous from transitions from 
different energy bands available in the QD materials it is worth mentioning that in this 
case mode-locking is not achieved though two discrete ground-sub-bands but from a 
different available transition (ES) thus the spectral separation of the two trains of 
pulses exceeds 80nm. 
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The exploitation of this mode-locked regime could enable a range of applications 
extending from time-domain spectroscopy, through to optical interconnects, 
wavelength-division multiplexing and ultrafast optical processing.  

 
Fig.5. Mapping of the different operational regimes of a QD-passively mode locked 
laser versus current and reverse bias. The striped region corresponds to dual GS/ES 

mode locking.   
 

D. Feedback Tolerance of QD Mode Locked Lasers and Chaotic Emission  
 
The unique band-structure and carrier confinement of QD materials have triggered 
many attempts to study the line-width enhancement factor of such monolithic devices 
alongside their tolerance to feedback induce optical instabilities. During this thesis the 
first evaluation of pulse stability from both bands in the presence of optical feedback 
has been achieved. The experimental setup employed is described previously (fig.1).  
Two cases have been considered the first consists of single GS mode-locking while 
feedback effects were evaluated through calculation of the full-width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of the RF peak corresponding to the fundamental repetition rate. 
In fig. 6 the FWHM of the RF peak versus feedback strength is presented. It can be 
concluded that for feedback strength exceeding -34dB a radical increase in the 
FWHM is observed that corresponds to mode-locking deterioration, while for 
feedback larger than -25dB a complete coherence collapse is observed. On the other 
hand, if only ES mode-locking is present (higher gain current and reverse voltage) the 
system is more resilient to feedback instabilities and the increase of feedback strength 
even enhances the quality of mode locking by reducing the FWHM of the RF peak 
and consequently allow a more efficient phase locking of the longitudinal modes. 
Moreover as it has been shown numerically in the past for quantum well devices the 
exact external cavity length can play a dominant role in mode-locking stability and 
even further enhance mode locking if the external cavity round-trip is an integral 
integer of the intra-cavity round-trip.    
 

 
Fig.6. FWHM of the RF peak and the repetition rate for single GS mode locking.  
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Fig.7. (a) FWHM for single ES mode locking versus cavity delay time. (b) FWHM 

and repetition rate versus feedback strength.  
 
 

The main goal of the aforementioned approaches was to stabilize mode locking and 
investigate the isolation requirements for each waveband. On the other hand there are 
newly emerging applications that encourage coherence collapse and high spectral 
incoherence (multi GHz electrical bandwidth). Such applications like chaotic 
cryptography usually use controlled feedback related schemes that are quite 
complicated especially when high level of integration is required. In our case an 
alternative approach has been utilized in order to destabilize the laser. A two section 
monolithic laser was used where a different current density was employed at each 
section. The investigation revealed two regimes of operation. The first consisted of 
stable self-pulsations with low repetition rate. In this case the small section acted as 
an incomplete slow saturable absorber. The second regime manifest if the current was 
increased at both sections. In this case a significant increase in low frequency noise 
was observed with a 3dB bandwidth exhibiting 5GHz, whereas mathematical analysis 
of the collected experimental time-series revealed high complexity time-series with a 
correlation dimension exceeding 7. This operation regime originates from the 
different gain profiles of the two sections and the dynamic feedback induced due to 
the intra-cavity variations. Furthermore, this regime of operation allows the expansion 
of QD lasers into chaotic applications without the use of complicated feedback setups.  
 

 
Fig.8. (a) Optical spectrum under coherence collapse (b) RF spectrum for the same 

regime (d) correlation dimension versus gain current of both sections exhibiting high 
complexity regimes.  
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E. Q-Switching Elimination and Wavelength Switching Through Controlled Feedback  
In this part of the experimental investigation optical feedback was used in order to 
trigger wavelength switching. In particular through variation of parameters like 
feedback strength and external cavity length, wavelength switching under stable mode 
locked operation was achieved. One of the key benefits of this technique is the 
variation of the range that each regime of operation manifests (single GS/ES or dual 
wavelength emission), which in general is directly related only to the fabrication 
process. Furthermore through application of controlled level of optical feedback we 
were able to demonstrate stabilization of the ES mode locking and strong reduction of 
the pulse amplitude modulation effects (Q-switching), whereas significant reduction 
in device’s current threshold was also recorded.  In particular in fig. the RF spectrum 
for various level of optical feedback is presented. It can be clearly seen that by 
increasing the feedback strength the strong side-bands that imply amplitude 
modulation of the emitted pulses are strongly suppressed. The physical mechanism 
behind this effect is based on the fact that excess photons form the external cavity 
enhance stimulated emission and drive the laser beyond threshold, where the Q-
switching effects tend to be dominant (fig.9).  

 
Fig. 9 RF spectra for the ES mode-locking of a 4mm QD device for various levels of 

controlled optical feedback.  
 

F. Manufacturing Guidelines and Record Level Power Through Tapered Section QD-
Mode Locked Lasers.   
 
In order to exploit the advantages of QD-based pulsed sources, many efforts have 
focused on cavity optimization. These studies have focused on the effect of different 
fabrication related parameters like the number of QD layers and cavity length but 
were related to continuous wave (CW) operation. On the other hand, in the case of 
pulsed operation, most studies focused on the impact of the absorber/gain ratio to the 
mode locking performance. During this thesis we focus on the experimental 
identification of the impact of the number of QD layers on the quality of mode 
locking and the impact of excited state (ES) emission on the ground state (GS) mode 
locking was investigated for the first time. 
In fig. 10 by comparing devices in terms of the number of QD layers independently of 
their length, a common behavior for all available lengths can be observed. The 
increase of number of layers from 5 to 10 induces an enhancement of the mode-
locking performance in terms of pulse width, alongside an increase in the available 
range of bias conditions where mode locking is achievable. In particular, the dark 
grey regimes in the contour plots, which correspond to pulse widths smaller than 5ps, 
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are non-existent or difficult to achieve in the 5 QD layers (!7!V to !8!V and 100!mA 
to 200!mA), while the 10 layers devices exhibit a large range of bias conditions where 
such narrow pulses can be observed (!4!V to !8!V and 200!mA to 450!mA). It is of 
paramount importance to note that in the 5 QD layers case, the limited bias range that 
allows stable mode locking coincides with the early onset of ES lasing (high gain 
current). The increase of the QD Layers number from 10 to 15 does not result in a 
significant improvement of the pulse width, whereas in many cases, a degradation of 
system's performance can be observed (4!mm long devices). 
 

 
Fig.10. Contour plot of the pulse width versus gain current and reverse voltage for 

different laser structures.  
 

In order to explain the experimental observed behavior, a standard mathematical 
formalism was employed that has been used in the past to evaluate the mode-locking 
performance of different QD laser structures. This approach treats mode locking from 
each state (GS-ES) as a simple net-gain modulation phasor with a time constant 
matching the characteristic round-trip of the cavity. Based on this approach, the 
formula predicted that a monotonical degradation of mode-locking quality should be 
observed by increasing the QD layers, due to the fact that differential gain increases 
dramatically for 5 QD layers, whereas remains almost constant for 10 and 15 QD 
layers devices. Although, these results confirm the experimental behavior of 10 to 15 
QD layers, surprisingly in the case of 5 to 10 QD layers, the results are contradictory. 
This discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that ES emission is present in the 5 QD 
layers devices due to early saturation of the GS and due to the absence of any 
additional frequency selection mechanism in the laser cavity that could suppress 
lasing from either band. 
Finally by employing a tapered structure instead of the conventional rectangular 
structure gain saturation effects were suppressed due to increased waveguide width. 
Consequently, a significant gain elevation is observed that allowed sub-pico second 
pulses due to reduced self-phase modulation effects (fig.11) and a peak power of 
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7.5W directly from a monolithically integrated tapered mode-locked laser. Last but 
not least after the end of this thesis the tapered designs that were proposed were 
utilized for both laser and semiconductor optical amplifiers and the final peak power 
achieved after two stage amplifications reached the record level of 34W.  
 

 
Fig.11. Autocorrelation trace for a two section tapered passively mode locked QD 

laser. 

5  Conclusions 

The results reported in this thesis have provided a deeper insight in the mechanism of 
passive mode locking in quantum dot lasers, whereas it revealed through experimental 
investigation new regimes of operations. These regimes consist of ground state 
splitting and the corresponding ability to dual mode lock the two tunable sub-bands, 
whereas by exploiting the same splitting effect a significant pulse width reduction was 
observed with simultaneous increase in the gain current and the emitted average 
power. Moreover, by exploiting the multi-wavelength capabilities of quantum dot 
devices, novel simultaneous dual wavelength mode-locking from the two main 
wavebands was achieved directly from a monolithic device. 
Furthermore, an experimental evaluation of the feedback tolerance of both main 
energy-bands under pulsed operation was also performed for the first time, allowing 
the extraction of isolation requirements for pulses of each wavelength. This effort 
confirmed the low linewidth enhancement factor observed at the excited state 
alongside the strong dependence of pulse stability with the exact roundtrip of the 
external cavity. In the same context an alternative approach utilized in order to 
destabilize the laser operation was the utilization of inhomogeneous pumping in a 
two-section quantum dot Fabry Perot laser. This approach allowed coherence collapse 
and the generation of high complexity time series directly through the device without 
feedback related complicated setups. The beneficial role of feedback was also 
demonstrated by exploiting these dynamics in order to suppress Q-switching effects 
and allow wavelength switching. Finally, throughout this thesis several devices were 
designed and characterized. Through this process the impact of structural parameters 
like device length, width and number of quantum dot lasers on the quality of the 
pulsed operations were extracted, allowing clear guidelines for future devices. Last 
but not least through cavity optimization record level pulse widths and peak power 
were achieved that consist of 7.5W peak power directly from a tapered gain guided 
passively mode locked laser, and 34W through a two stage amplification process that 
employed tapered laser and semiconductor optical amplifier.       
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Abstract. In this dissertation the problem of semi-supervised spectral

unmixing is studied. We describe a framework of Bayesian techniques

that take into account the special characteristics of hyperspectral data

and exploit the prior knowledge of the model’s constraints. The assump-

tion of sparsity on the unmixing process is introduced, which leads to

the development of efficient schemes for spectral unmixing. Besides, a

novel method for Bayesian inference is proposed, termed BI-ICE, which

is computationally efficient, and can be considered as a first-moments ap-

proximation to variational inference methods. Experimental results con-

ducted both on simulated and real hyperspectral data are presented that

illustrate the robust estimation performance of the proposed sparsity-

inducing methods.

Keywords: Hyperspectral imagery, Spectral unmixing, Sparse linear re-

gression, Bayesian analysis, Variational inference.

1 Introduction

Over the past decades hyperspectral image analysis has emerged as one of the
fastest growing technologies in the field of remote sensing. Hyperspectral im-
agery refers to the process of remotely obtaining data about an object (in our
case a geographical area), with the use of hyperspectral sensors. Hyperspectral
sensors have the ability to sample the electromagnetic spectrum in hundreds of
continuous spectral bands. As a consequence, each pixel of a hyperspectral image
is represented by a vector, where each coefficient is a measurement of reflectance
at a respective wavelength.

The immense growth of hyperspectral imaging applications has also been
accompanied by the development of numerous techniques to effectively process
the overwhelming amount of collected data. Sophisticated algorithms have been
proposed in the literature that either ameliorate the shortcomings of hyperspec-
tral data, or focus on the exploitation of their informational content. Among all
possible signal processing applications that exploit hyperspectral data, in this
dissertation we are more interested in the thematic area of spectral unmixing.

The process of hyperspectral unmixing is described by two major steps: (a)
the endmember extraction step, and (b) the inversion process. In the endmember

�
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extraction step the spectral signatures of the endmembers contributing to the

hyperspectral image are determined. Popular endmember extraction algorithms

include the pixel purity index (PPI), [1], the N-FINDR algorithm, [2], and the

vertex component analysis (VCA) method, [3]. The inversion process determines

the abundances corresponding to the estimated endmembers obtained in the pre-

vious step. The abundances should satisfy two constraints, in order to remain

physically meaningful; they should be non-negative and sum to one. Under these

constraints, spectral unmixing is formulated as a convex optimization problem,

which can be addressed using iterative methods, e.g., the fully constrained least

squares method, [4], or numerical optimization methods, e.g., [5]. Bayesian meth-

ods have also been proposed for the problem, e.g., the Gibbs sampling scheme

applied to the hierarchical Bayesian model of [6]. Semi-supervised unmixing, [6,

7], which is considered in this dissertation, assumes that the endmembers’ spec-

tral signatures are available. The objective of semi-supervised unmixing is (a)

to determine how many and which endmembers are present in the mixed pixel

under study and (b) to estimate their corresponding abundances.

2 Work contributions

The scientific contributions that appear in the present work exhibit a Bayesian

treatment for the problem of supervised spectral unmixing. A major advantage

of the Bayesian approach is that it provides a flexible framework to represent

the probabilistic mechanisms of data generation and our prior information about

it. To this end, parametric probabilistic models are considered, and appropriate

prior distributions are employed to capture the uncertainties of the model pa-

rameters.

In the context of hyperspectral signal processing, we were greatly influ-

enced by the wide applicability of Bayesian methods. Our first contribution

is a Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator, published in [8], which

is specifically designed to account for the convex constraints of the abundance

estimation problem. Utilizing the simplicity of the Gaussian distribution and

the symmetry of constraints, closed form expressions are derived for the modes

of the posterior distribution of the abundances. Following this path an efficient

estimator is proposed, which has almost similar estimation performance, but is

computationally more efficient than quadratic programming methods that ad-

dress the same constrained estimation problem.

The applicability of our proposed schemes has also been of concern. A repre-

sentative example is the case study on the unmixing of real hyperspectral data

collected from the OMEGA spectrometer, [9], aboard the Mars Express mission.

The objective of the OMEGA spectrometer is to collect information which will

help to determine the mineral composition of the Mars surface. This is an in-

teresting application for spectral unmixing. Three methods are considered and

compared in the unmixing process: (a) the ENVI-SVD method, which is com-

mercially available through the popular remote sensing software ENVI, (b) the

MAP estimator of the preceding paragraph, and (c) a quadratic programming

method, [5], which is an iterative Newton method. The results of this comparison
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are available in [10, 11], where it is seen that the MAP estimator can provide
reliable results and outperform existing methods.

In the sequel, a significant amount of efforts was invested to leverage sparse
signal processing techniques for spectral unmixing. The primary assumption is
that only a small number of endmembers will be mixed in a single pixel, and
hence, the abundance estimation problem will inherently have a sparse solution.
To the best of our knowledge, we were among the first to introduce the notion
of sparsity to the problem of spectral unmixing. This consideration is exhibited
in the publications [7, 12, 13]. In both publications a variant of the least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator (lasso), [14], was selected to impose sparsity.
In [7], the adaptively weighted lasso, [15], is utilized and special manipulation
is provided for the constraints of the problem. To force the nonnegativity con-
straint, the optimization problem is solved using a modified LARS algorithm,
which retrieves only nonnegative solutions. Moreover, the additivity constraint
is included in the quadratic loss function of least squares, by means of an appro-
priate extra linear equation.

Another contribution of this thesis is the development of a Bayesian hier-
archical model analogous to the adaptive lasso, [15]. In the proposed Bayesian
setup, independent Laplace priors are employed by the model to correspond to
the weighted �1 norm penalization of the adaptive lasso. Besides, the nonnegativ-
ity constraint is incorporated to the model by a truncation operation on the prior
distributions. A novel method for Bayesian inference is then developed, termed
as Bayesian inference iterative conditional expectations algorithm (BI-ICE). BI-
ICE appears to be a first-moments approximation to variational approximation
methods, and is summarized in Section 3. The proposed Bayesian approach is
analytically described in [13].

Finally, a lot of effort has also been invested into the research and develop-
ment of a sparse reconstruction algorithm, in the framework of Bayesian com-
pressive sensing. The previous Bayesian set-up has been adopted to promote
sparse solutions to an underdetermined system of linear equations. To perform
Bayesian inference, a recently proposed sub-optimal, type-II maximum likeli-
hood algorithm was adjusted to fit the needs of the present framework. The
resulting incremental-type algorithm has superior performance when compared
to other Bayesian compressive sensing methods, as illustrated in Chapter 4 of
the dissertation.

3 Semi-supervised hyperspectral unmixing via a novel
Bayesian approach

An interesting perspective of the semi-supervised spectral unmixing problem
arises when the latent sparsity of the abundance vector is taken into account.
A reasonable assumption is that only a small number of endmembers are mixed
in a single pixel, and hence, the solution to the endmember determination and
abundance estimation problem is inherently sparse. This lays the ground for
the utilization of sparse signal representation techniques, e.g., [16–18], in semi-
supervised unmixing. A number of such semi-supervised unmixing techniques has
been recently proposed in [7, 19, 20], based on the concept of �1 norm penalization
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to enhance sparsity. These methods assume that the spectral signatures of many

different materials are available, in the form of a spectral library. Since only a

small number of the available materials’ spectra are expected to be present in

the hyperspectral image, the abundance vector is expected to be sparse.

Let y be a M × 1 hyperspectral image pixel vector, where M is the number

of spectral bands. Also let Φ = [φ1,φ2, . . . ,φN ] stand for the M ×N signature

matrix of the problem, with M > N , where the M × 1 dimensional vector φi
represents the spectral signature (i.e., the reflectance values in all spectral bands)

of the ith endmember and N is the total number of distinct endmembers. Finally,

let w = [w1, w2, . . . , wN ]
T

be the N × 1 abundance vector associated with y,

where wi denotes the abundance fraction of φi in y.

The linear mixture model (LMM) is adopted, that is, the previous quantities

are assumed to be interrelated as follows

y = Φw + n. (1)

The additive noise n is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random

vector, with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) elements, i.e., n|β ∼
N(n|0,β−1

IM ), where β denotes the inverse of the noise variance (precision).

Due to the nature of the problem, the abundance vector is usually assumed to

satisfy the following two constraints

wi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, and

N�

i=1

wi = 1, (2)

namely, a non-negativity constraint and a sum-to-one (additivity) constraint.

Based on this formulation, a semi-supervised hyperspectral unmixing technique

is introduced, where the endmember matrix Φ is assumed to be known a priori.

As mentioned before, each column of Φ contains the spectral signature of a sin-

gle material, and its elements are non-negative, since they represent reflectance

values. The mixing matrix Φ can either stem from a spectral library or it can

be determined using an endmember extraction technique, e.g., [3]. However, the

actual number of endmembers that compose a single pixel’s spectrum, denoted

as ξ, is unknown and may vary from pixel to pixel. Sparsity is introduced when

ξ � N , that is by assuming that only few of the available endmembers are

present in a single pixel. This is a reasonable assumption, that is in line with

intuition, since it is likely for a pixel to comprise only a few different materials

from a library of several available materials. Summarizing, in semi-supervised

unmixing, we are interested in estimating the abundance vector w for each im-

age pixel, which is non-negative and sparse, with ξ out of its N entries being

non-zero.

3.1 Hierarchical Bayesian model

Considering the observation model defined in (1) and the Gaussian property of

the additive noise, the likelihood function of y can be expressed as follows

p(y|w,β) = N(y|Φw,β−1
IM ) = (2π)−

M
2 β

M
2 exp

�
−β

2
�y −Φw�22

�
. (3)
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Accounting for the non-negativity property of w, and assuming that all wi’s
are i.i.d., a normal distribution truncated on the non-negative orthant RN

+ of
the N -dimensional Euclidean space RN is assigned to w, i.e.,

p(w|γ,β)=
N�

i=1

�
N(wi|0,

γi
β
) IR1

+
(wi)

�

= 2N (2π)−
N
2 β

N
2 |Λ|

1
2 exp

�
−β

2
wTΛw

�
IRN

+
(w) (4)

where R1
+ is the set of non-negative real numbers, IRN

+
(·) is the indicator func-

tion1 for RN
+ , γ = [γ1, γ2, . . . , γN ]T is a N×1 vector of hyperparameters, γi ≥ 0,

and Λ−1 = diag(γ).
For β, a conjugate Gamma prior with respect to the Gaussian likelihood of

(3) is selected, expressed as

p(β|κ, θ) = Γ (β|κ, θ) = θκ

Γ (κ)
βκ−1exp [−θβ] , (5)

where β ≥ 0, and κ ≥ 0, θ ≥ 0 are the distribution parameters.
We extend the model of [21, 22], by assigning an independent Gamma distri-

bution to every γi, each parameterized by a distinct hyperparameter λi, i.e.,

p(γi|λi) = Γ (γi|1,
λi

2
) =

λi

2
exp

�
−λi

2
γi

�
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (6)

Then, the combination of the hierarchical priors given in (4) and (6) leads to
a sparsity-promoting, non-negative (truncated) Laplace distribution for w (this
formulation gives rise to the so-called Bayesian lasso [22]). This distribution can
be obtained by marginalizing the hyperparameter vector γ from the model, i.e.,

p(w|λ,β) =
�

p(w|γ,β)p(γ|λ)dγ = β
N
2 |Ψ |

1
2 exp

�
−
�
β

N�

i=1

�
λi |wi|

�
IRN

+
(w),

(7)

where λ = [λ1,λ2, . . . ,λN ]T and Ψ = diag(λ). The motivation to use a hyper-
parameter vector λ instead of a single λ for all γi’s as in [22, 21], is to form a
hierarchical Bayesian analogue to the adaptive lasso, proposed in [15]. Indeed, it
can be shown, that the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator of w, which is
distributed according to (7), is the solution to the following optimization prob-
lem,

w̃ = argmin
w

�
β

2
�y −Φw�22 +

N�

i=1

αi|wi|
�
, s.t. w ∈ RN

+ , (8)

which, excluding the non-negativity constraint, coincides with the definition of
the adaptive lasso, [15].

1 IRN
+
(x) = 1(0), if x ∈ RN

+ (x /∈ RN
+ ).
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It is obvious from (7) that the quality of the endmember selection procedure
depends on the tuning parameter vector λ. We choose to infer the hyperparam-
eter vector λ from the data, by assuming a Gamma hyperprior for each element
of λ,

p(λi|r, δ) = Γ (λi|r, δ) =
δr

Γ (r)
λi

r−1exp [−δλi] , i = 1, 2, . . . , N (9)

where r and δ are hyperparameters, with r ≥ 0 and δ ≥ 0. Both Gamma priors
of β, in (5), and λi, in (9), are flexible enough to express prior information,
by properly tuning their hyperparameters. In this paper, the hyperparameters
κ, θ, r, δ are set to zero as in [6, 21], forming non-informative (Jeffreys’) priors,
although other values can, in principle, be selected.

3.2 Bayesian inference

As it is common in Bayesian inference, the estimation procedure is based on the
computation of the joint posterior distribution of the parameters. For the model
presented in Section 3.1, this posterior is

p (w,β,γ,λ|y) = p (y|w,β) p (w|β,γ) p (γ|λ) p (λ) p (β)
p(y)

, (10)

which is intractable, because p(y) cannot be computed analytically. To overcome
this obstacle, a Markovian Gibbs sampling strategy can be followed, in which
the conditional posterior distributions of the associated parameters are utilized.

Posterior conditional distributions In the following, analytical expressions
are derived for the posterior conditional distributions of the model parametersw,
γ, λ and β. Starting with w, it can be easily shown that its posterior conditional
density is the multivariate Gaussian, truncated in RN

+ ,

p(w|y,γ,λ,β) = N(w|µ,Σ)IRN
+
= NRN

+
(w|µ,Σ) (11)

where Σ and µ are respectively expressed as follows,

Σ = β−1
�
ΦTΦ+Λ

�−1
, µ = βΣΦTy. (12)

The posterior conditional for the precision parameter β, is easily shown to be a
Gamma distribution, i.e.,

p(β|y,w,γ,λ) = Γ

�
β|M +N

2
+ κ,

1

2
�y −Φw�22 + θ +

1

2
wTΛw

�
(13)

Straightforward computations yield that the conditional distribution of γi given
y, wi,λi,β is expressed as

p(γi|y, wi,λi,β) =

�
λi

2π

� 1
2

γ
− 1

2
i exp

�
−βw2

i

2γi
− λi

2
γi +

�
βλi |wi|

�
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N

(14)
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Finally, the conditional posterior of λi given y, wi, γi,β also turns out to be a

Gamma distribution,

p(λi|y, wi, γi,β) = Γ
�
λi|1 + r,

γi
2

+ δ
�
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N. (15)

In the sequel, we propose a deterministic approximation of the Gibbs sampler,

where the randomly generated samples of the Gibbs sampler are replaced by the

means of the corresponding conditional distributions, (11), (13), (14) and (15),

as explained in Section 3.2. Thus, a novel scheme iterating among the conditional

means of w, β, γi and λi arises, which will be termed Bayesian inference iterative
conditional expectations (BI-ICE) algorithm. It should be emphasized that by

following this approach, we depart from the statistical framework implied by the

Gibbs sampler and we end up with a new deterministic algorithm for estimating

the parameters of the proposed hierarchical model.

The proposed BI-ICE algorithm As mentioned previously, BI-ICE needs

the conditional expectations of the model parameters. These are computed an-

alytically as described below:

Expectation of p(w|y,γ,λ,β) w: As shown in (11), p(w|y,γ,λ,β) is a mul-

tivariate Gaussian distribution, truncated in RN
+ . In the one-dimensional case,

the expectation of the truncated Gaussian distribution in R1
+ can be computed

as

x ∼ NR1
+
(x|µ∗,σ∗

) ⇒ E [x] = µ∗
+

1√
2π

exp

�
− 1

2
µ∗2

σ∗2

�

1− 1
2erfc

�
µ∗

√
2σ∗

�σ∗, (16)

where erfc(·) is the complementary error function. Unfortunately, to the best of

our knowledge, there is no analogous closed-form expression for theN -dimensional

case. However, as shown in [23], the distribution of the ith element of w condi-

tioned on the remaining elements w¬i = [w1, . . . , wi−1, wi+1, . . . , wN ]
T
, can be

expressed as

wi|w¬i ∼ NR1
+
(wi|µ∗

i ,σ
∗
ii) (17)

µ∗
i = µi + σT

¬iΣ
−1
¬i¬i (w¬i − µ¬i) (18)

σ∗
ii = σii − σT

¬iΣ
−1
¬i¬iσ¬i, (19)

where matrix Σ¬i¬i is formed by removing the ith row and the ith column

from Σ, the (N − 1) × 1 vector σ¬i is the ith column of Σ after removing

its ith element σii and µi is the ith element of µ. Based on this result, an

iterative procedure is proposed in order to compute the mean of the posterior

p(w|y,γ,λ,β). Specifically, the j-th iteration, j = 1, 2, . . . , of this procedure is
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described as follows2

1. w(j)
1 = E[p(w1|w(j−1)

2 , w(j−1)
3 , . . . , w(j−1)

N )]

2. w(j)
2 = E[p(w2|w(j)

1 , w(j−1)
3 , . . . , w(j−1)

N )]

... (20)

N. w(j)
N = E[p(wN |w(j)

1 , w(j)
2 , . . . , w(j)

N−1)]

This procedure is repeated iteratively until convergence. Experimental results
have shown that the iterative scheme in (20) converges to the mean of w ∼
NRN

+
(w|µ,Σ) after a few iterations.

Expectation of p(β|y,w,γ,λ): The mean value of the Gamma distribution of
(13) is given by

E [p(β|y,w,γ,λ)] =
M+N

2 + κ
1
2�y −Φw�22 + θ + 1

2w
TΛw

(21)

Expectation of p(γi|y, wi,λi,β): It can be shown that the expectation of (14)
is expressed as

E [p(γi|y, wi,λi,β)] =

�
2λi

π

� 1
2
�
βw2

i

λi

� 3
4

exp
��

βλi |wi|
�
K3/2

��
βλi |wi|

�
,

(22)

where Kν(·) stands for the modified Bessel function of second kind of order ν.
Expectation of p(λi|y, wi, γi,β): Finally, the mean value of the Gamma dis-

tribution (15) is

E [λi|y, wi, γi,β)] =
1 + r

1
2γi + δ

. (23)

The basic steps of the proposed BI-ICE algorithm are summarized in Table
1. Regarding the updating of parameter w(t), an auxiliary variable v has been
utilized in Table 1. This is initialized with µ(t) (the value of µ at iteration t)
and is updated by performing a single iteration of the scheme described in (20).
The resulting value of v is assigned to w(t). The rationale behind this choice
is that for Σ diagonal (which happens when the columns of Φ are orthogonal),
it easily follows from (18), (19) that the wi’s in (20) are uncorrelated. Thus, a
single iteration is sufficient to obtain the mean of NRN

+
(w|µ,Σ). Although, this

is not valid when Σ is not diagonal, experimental results have evidenced that
the estimation of the mean of NRN

+
(w|µ,Σ) resulting after the execution of a

single iteration of the scheme in (20) is also sufficient in the framework of the
BI-ICE algorithm.

A basic advantage of the proposed Bayesian approach, which is the Bayesian
analogue to the adaptive lasso, is that all parameters are naturally estimated

2 In the following, for notational simplicity, the expectation Ep(x|y)[x] of a random
variable x with conditional distribution p(x|y) is denoted as E[p(x|y)].
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Table 1. The BI-ICE algorithm

Input Φ, y, κ, θ, r, δ
Initialize γ(0) = λ(0) = 1,β(0) = 0.01 �y�2
for t = 1, 2, . . . do

- Compute w(t) as follows
Compute Σ(t),µ(t) using (12)
Set v(0) = µ(t)

Compute v(1)1 = E
�
p(v1|v(0)2 , . . . , v(0)N )

�
,

using (18), (19), and (16)

Compute v(1)2 = E
�
p(v2|v(1)1 , v(0)3 , . . . , v(0)N )

�
,

using (18), (19), and (16)
...

Compute v(1)N = E
�
p(vN |v(1)1 , v(1)2 , . . . , v(1)N−1)

�
,

using (18), (19), and (16)
Set w(t) = v(1)

- Compute β(t) = E
�
p(β|y,w(t),γ(t−1),λ(t−1)

�
, using (21)

- Compute γ(t)
i = E

�
p(γi|y, w(t)

i ,λ(t−1)
i ,β(t))

�
,

i = 1, 2, . . . , N, using (22)

- Compute λ(t)
i = E

�
p(λi|y, w(t)

i , γ(t)
i ,β(t))

�
,

i = 1, 2, . . . , N, using (23)
endfor

from the data. In contrast, deterministic algorithms for solving the lasso, e.g.
[15], face the problem of fine-tuning specific parameters (corresponding to λ of
our model), that control the sparsity of the solution. As shown in the simula-
tions presented in the next section, the BI-ICE algorithm converges very fast,
and retains the sparsity of the solution. It has been further observed that by ini-
tializing w with µ, a single cycle is sufficient for the inner sampler to converge.
The computational complexity of the proposed method can be further reduced
by avoiding the explicit computation of the matrices Σ−1

¬i¬i in (18), (19).

4 Experimental results and discussion

The performance of the BI-ICE algorithm is illustrated by unmixing a synthetic
hyperspectral image, using data from the USGS spectral library. Specifically, 30
endmembers were selected from the library, to construct a 453 × 220 endmem-
ber matrix, having condition number 36.182 × 106. The number of disparate
endmembers composing a single pixel varied between one (pure pixel) and five,
whereas the abundances were generated according to a Dirichlet distribution, so
as to satisfy the positivity and sum-to-one constraints. The observations were
corrupted by Gaussian noise, whose variance was determined by the SNR level.
First, the fast convergence and sparse estimations of w exhibited by the new
algorithm are depicted in Fig. 1a. In this experiment, a pixel with three non-
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Fig. 1. (a) Estimation of the entries of the sparse vector w, as BI-ICE progresses. The
algorithm is applied to simulated data, generated using a highly correlated matrix of
spectral data. White noise is added (SNR = 25 dB). Dashed lines: true values. Solid
lines: estimated values. (b) MSE as a function of the level of sparsity obtained by
different unmixing methods when applied to simulated data with white additive noise
(SNR = 20 dB)

zero abundances (0.1397, 0.2305, 0.6298) is considered, and white noise is added
to the model, such that the SNR is equal to 25dB. The curves in Fig. 1a are
the average of 50 noise realizations. We observe that less than 15 iterations are
sufficient for the BI-ICE algorithm to converge to the correct sparse solution of
w. That is, it determines correctly the abundance fractions of the endmembers
present in the pixel, while all remaining abundance fractions converge to zero.

Next, the BI-ICE algorithm was compared to: (a) the least squares (LS)
algorithm, (b) a quadratic programming (QP) technique, which enforces the
constraints, but does not specifically exploit the problem’s sparsity, [5], (c) the
orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm, [17], which is a widely used,
greedy, sparsity promoting algorithm, (d) the sparse unmixing by variable split-
ting and augmented Lagrangian (SUnSAL) algorithm, [20, 24], and (e) the con-
strained version of SUnSAL, CSUnSAL, which solves the constrained version of
the lasso operator, (see also [24] for details). In our experiments, the param-
eters used for SUnSAL are µ = 1, and λ = 1, while for CSUnSAL we used
µ = 1, λ = 10−3, and δ = 10−6, see also [20]. Based on the following metric,

MSE = E
�
�w−w̃�2

2

�w�2
2

�
, where w and w̃ are the true and the estimated abundance

vectors respectively, the corresponding MSE curves for different sparsity levels
ranging from 1 (pure pixel) to 20 are shown in Fig. 1b. Due to poor results, the
MSE curve of the LS algorithm is not shown in the figure. It can be seen that
the proposed algorithm outperforms the OMP, QP, and CSUnSAL algorithms
and has similar performance to the SUnSAL algorithm.

In comparison to BI-ICE, the adaptive methods SUnSAL and CSUnSAL are
of lower computational complexity. However, it should be pointed out that the
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comparable performance, in terms of MSE, of the alternating direction algo-
rithms SUnSAL and CSUnSAL with BI-ICE comes at the additional expense
of manually fine-tuning nontrivial parameters, such as the sparsity promoting
parameter λ, (see [24]). Thus, an advantage of the proposed BI-ICE algorithm
over SUnSAL and CSUnSAL algorithms is that all unknown parameters are di-
rectly inferred from the data. Besides that, BI-ICE bears interesting by-products
such as: (a) estimates of all model parameters; a useful parameter in many ap-
plications is the noise variance, (b) estimates for the variances of the estimated
parameters, which may serve as confidence intervals, and (c) approximate poste-
rior distributions for the estimated parameters. In contrast, all other algorithms
considered are iterative algorithms that return point estimates of the parameters
of interest.

5 Conclusions

In this dissertation we have presented a general framework for semi-supervised
Bayesian learning, comprised of soft-constraint Bayesian estimation methods,
sparsity-promoting hierarchical Bayesian models and novel methods for Bayesian
inference. Under the assumption of the linear mixing model, spectral unmixing
has been formulated as a standard linear regression problem, where the param-
eters of interest are the abundance fractions of the endmembers spectra in each
pixel of a hyperspectral scene. A Bayesian MAP estimator has been suitably
adjusted to address the abundance estimation problem, taking into account the
constraints of nonnegativity and full additivity. To the best of our knowledge, we
were among the first to introduce sparsity in the context of spectral unmixing.
In order to induce sparsity, our research efforts have focused around the lasso
and its variants. First, we have successfully applied the adaptively weighted lasso
to the unmixing problem. A fully Bayesian treatment for the unmixing problem
was further developed, wherein a suitably selected hierarchical Bayesian model
and an efficient method to perform Bayesian inference are proposed. Finally, we
attempt to demonstrate the potential of the hierarchical Bayesian model by con-
sidering a sparse image reconstruction problem. To this end, a fast, suboptimal,
type-II maximum likelihood algorithm has been developed.
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Abstract. This PhD thesis introduces a low cost Software-Based Self-Test 
(SBST) fault detection methodology for small embedded cache memories. The 
methodology leverages existing powerful mechanisms of modern ISAs by 
utilizing instructions that we call in this PhD thesis Direct Cache Access (DCA) 
instructions. Moreover, our methodology exploits the native performance 
monitoring hardware and the trap handling mechanisms which are available in 
modern microprocessors. By effectively combining these features of modern 
microprocessors the proposed methodology applies March test operations with 
lower cost (code size, execution time, system performance overhead) when 
compared with other proposed solutions in the literature for fault detection in 
caches through SBST. Finally, a multithreaded optimization of the proposed 
methodology is also presented. The proposed methodology was applied to three 
processor benchmarks: a) OpenRISC 1200 b) LEON3 and c) OpenSPARC T1. 
Experimental results both for the test code size and test execution time of 
several March tests demonstrate the significant improvements in terms of test 
time (86% for instruction L1 cache, 87% for the data L1 cache, about 40% for 
D-TLB and about 82% for I-TLB) and test code size (83% for instruction L1 
cache, 86% for the data L1 cache, 3% for D-TLB and 35% for I-TLB) when the 
methodology is applied to the same benchmarks (LEON3 for L1 caches and 
OpenSPARC T1 for TLBs) and such DCA instructions are exploited compared 
to SBST solutions that don’t utilize these types of instructions.   

Keywords: Microprocessor testing, Reliability, Software-based Self-test, On-
line testing, Memory testing, March tests 

1   Introduction 

During the past 30 years the semiconductor industry has been characterized by a 
steady path of constantly shrinking transistor geometries and increasing chip size. 
However, this technology achievement leads to new reliability challenges for modern 
systems that have not been considered in the past. Such reliability threats are either 
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latent hardware defects that have not been detected by manufacturing tests or 
hardware defects that may occur during system operation by the increased soft error 
rate or by aging degradation effects. On-line testing schemes aim to detect such faults 
both in logic and memory modules of modern chips during their lifetime. Nowadays, 
in modern processors the relative chip area occupation of cache devices is up to 90%. 
Thus, high quality cache memory on-line testing in modern processors is essential. 

Small memories, such as L1 caches and Translation Lookaside Buffers (TLBs) are 
not usually equipped with Memory Built-In Self-Test (MBIST) hardware or lack a 
programmable MBIST scheme because of its impact on chip area and performance. 
Software-Based Self-Test (SBST) is a flexible and low-cost solution for on-line 
March test application and error detection in such small memories. Although, L1 
caches and TLBs are small components, their reliable operation is crucial for the 
system performance due to the large penalties caused when L1 cache or TLB misses 
occur. 

This PhD thesis introduces a low cost fault detection methodology for small 
embedded cache memories that is based on modern Instruction Set Architectures and 
is applied with SBST routines. The proposed methodology applies March tests 
through software to detect both storage faults [1] when applied to caches that 
comprise SRAM memories only, e.g. L1 caches, and comparison faults [2] when 
applied to caches that apart from SRAM memories comprise CAM memories too, e.g. 
TLBs. The proposed methodology can be applied to all three cache associativity 
organizations: direct mapped, set-associative and full-associative and it does not 
depend on the cache write policy. The methodology leverages existing powerful 
mechanisms of modern ISAs by utilizing instructions that we call in this PhD thesis 
Direct Cache Access (DCA) instructions. Moreover, our methodology exploits the 
native performance monitoring hardware and the trap handling mechanisms which are 
available in modern microprocessors. By effectively combining these features of 
modern microprocessors the proposed methodology applies March write and read 
operations with lower cost (code size, execution time, system performance overhead) 
when compared with other proposed solutions in the literature for fault detection in 
caches through SBST. Moreover, the proposed methodology applies March compare 
operations when needed (for CAM arrays) and verifies the test result with a compact 
response to comply with periodic on-line testing needs. Finally, a multithreaded 
optimization of the proposed methodology that targets multithreaded, multicore 
architectures is also presented in this thesis. The proposed multithreaded optimization 
exploits the thread level parallelism of multithreaded, multicore architectures and the 
low level multiple sub-bank organization of modern cache designs to speedup March 
tests while preserving the March test quality. Hence, in case of multithreaded, 
multicore architectures that can adopt the proposed multithreaded optimization, test 
time is further lowered and such SBST routines can be effectively executed 
periodically during the system’s lifetime with an acceptable performance overhead. 

The proposed methodology was applied to three processor benchmarks: a) 
OpenRISC 1200 b) LEON3 and c) OpenSPARC T1. In detail, the methodology was 
applied to the L1 caches of all three processor benchmarks and to the TLBs of 
OpenSPARC T1 processor. The multithreaded optimization was demonstrated on the 
multithreaded, multicore OpenSPARC T1. Experimental results both for the test code 
size and test execution time of several March tests demonstrate the effectiveness of 
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the proposed methodology, its high adaptability and the significant improvements in 
terms of test time and test code size when compared with other proposed solutions in 
the literature for fault detection in caches through SBST that do not exploit DCA 
instructions [9] [13].  

Finally, a test evaluation framework was implemented in this thesis for several on-
line periodic test scenarios in order to evaluate the system performance overhead of 
the proposed methodology. Simulation results indicate that the proposed March test 
implementation through SBST slightly influences the system’s performance, even in 
intensive test scenarios with high test frequency requirements. 

1.1 Related Work 

Several SBST approaches have been proposed [3] – [13] to apply March tests to L1 
caches but none for TLBs. Besides, none of the proposed SBST approaches in the 
literature exploits special instructions that can be considered as DCA instructions. In 
[3], the first systematic approach for transforming March B test algorithm for in-
system testing of Intel 860 processor cache is proposed. In [4], a March test 
transformation methodology is proposed for in-system testing of both data and tag 
arrays of data and instruction cache memories with various organizations by taking 
advantage of features such as enable/disable or freeze. In [5], the authors propose a 
methodology to transform March tests for in-system testing targeting only the data 
cache memory tag without providing implementation details. The transformation 
methodology targets direct mapped caches and is applied on March B and March X 
tests. In [6], the methodology of [4] is enhanced to exploit microprocessor’s 
performance monitoring hardware and on-line hardware detectors to improve test 
observability. In [7], a SBST approach is proposed to develop March-based self-test 
programs for the data array of both instruction and data caches. Experimental results 
for traditional memory faults are provided for a MIPS R3000 processor model for 
different March tests. In [8], March tests are translated in order to effectively test the 
data and tag part of set-associative caches with Least-Recently Used (LRU) 
replacement and both write-back and write-through policies. In [9], a software-based 
methodology is presented for testing memory arrays and logic modules of a direct-
mapped data cache. Experimental results are provided for an ARM-compatible 
processor both for the cache arrays and the logic modules. In [10], a hybrid SBST 
approach is proposed to test data and instruction cache controllers by combining 
instruction-based pattern generation and an I-IP module insertion for observability. 
Experimental results for the cache controllers of OpenRISC 1200 processor are 
provided. In [11], a test program generation approach is proposed to generate suitable 
programs for testing the replacement logic in set-associative caches. Experimental 
results of a cache that implements the LRU policy are provided. In [12], the 
capabilities and limitations of CPU-based at-speed memory testing are presented 
based on test routine examples for an ATMEL RISC microcontroller. Such SBST 
routines can be also adopted for testing cache arrays. Recently in [13], a methodology 
to exploit the ISA to translate generic March tests into SBST programs for set-
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associative instruction cache memories is presented and was applied on the instruction 
cache of the LEON3 microprocessor. 

2   Cache arrays testability challenges 

There are three basic cache organizations: direct mapped, set-associative and fully-
associative. In processor design, data and instruction L1 caches are usually organized 
as direct mapped and set-associative caches whereas data and instruction TLBs are 
always organized as fully associative caches.  

A typical L1 cache organization comprises of at least two SRAM memory arrays 
(or two SRAM arrays per way in set-associative organizations) - the data array and 
the tag array - whereas a fully-associative TLB organization comprises of one SRAM 
array - the data array - and one CAM array - the tag array. CAM is a special type of 
memory that compares all the stored data in parallel with incoming data and is 
utilized in the tag part of fully associative caches to speed up the tag comparison. 
Further down, those arrays will be denoted as DL1-Data, DL1-Tag, IL1-Data and 
IL1-Tag for the data and instruction L1 cache whereas for TLBs those arrays will be 
denoted as DTLB-Data, DTLB-Tag, ITLB-Data and ITLB-Tag for the data and 
instruction TLB, respectively.   

All these cache arrays (either for L1 caches or TLBs) are implicitly accessed 
because they are not directly visible to the assembly programmer through the ISA. 
Hence, applying test patterns and observing the test responses through a software test 
routine is challenging. The challenges of accessing and thus testing those implicitly 
accessed cache arrays are summarized in Table 1 and thoroughly described in the 
thesis manuscript. 

Table 1: Cache arrays testability challenges 
Testability Challenges  Cache arrays 

DL1 
Data 

DL1 
Tag 

IL1 
Data 

IL1 
Tag 

DTLB 
Data 

DTLB  
Tag 

ITLB 
Data 

ITLB 
Tag 

Direct access from generic ISA ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
Indirect March write  " " ! " ! ! ! ! 
Indirect March read  " ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
Data Backgrounds " ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
Ascending Address Order  " " " " ! ! ! ! 
Descending Address Order " " ! ! ! ! ! ! 
March Compare operation - - - - - ! - ! 

 
The proposed methodology overcomes all these testability challenges for all cache 

arrays of both L1 caches and TLBs and optimizes the SBST routines in terms of test 
time and test code size by exploiting DCA instructions. 
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3   DCA instructions in modern ISAs 

So far, previous SBST approaches cannot successfully overcome all the above 
mentioned challenges by using generic instructions to access cache arrays both for 
write and read operations. Fortunately, modern ISAs include dedicated instructions 
for debug-diagnostic and performance purposes that provide direct controllability and 
observability of cache arrays. These instructions are extremely suitable for cache and 
TLB SBST; we use the term Direct Cache Access (DCA) instructions to refer to them. 

In order to gain direct access to the cache arrays for all three cache organizations 
(direct mapped, set-associative and fully-associative) and implement a software-based 
March test, an ideal DCA instruction needs to contain the following fields: 

Fields for selecting cache/TLB content: 

• Way Selection (WS) field. 

• Set Selection (SS) field. 

• Line Word Selection (LWS) field. 

Field for selecting internal cache array: 

• Data/Tag Array Selection (AS) field. 

Field for selecting March operation: 

• Write/Read/Compare operation (WRC) field 

Field for addressing register/memory for fetching DBs: 

• From/To data Address (A) field 

An ideal DCA instruction that contains all these fields gains direct access to any 
cache array, hence it can apply March operations through ISA to these arrays in a 
very effective way and overcome all the above described  testability challenges. 
DCAs that access direct mapped caches should contain only fields SS and LWS while 
DCAs for accessing set associative L1 caches should contain all three WS, SS and 
LWS fields. DCAs that access fully associative caches and TLBs should contain only 
WS and LWS fields (fully associative caches contain 1 set with many ways) 
respectively. When the cache organization imposes a uniform cache line (e.g. TLBs) 
LWS field is not required. Finally, if the cache organization does not comprise a CAM 
memory (e.g. L1 caches), the March operation selection field can be renamed to WR 
field (only write/read operations, no compare). 

In Figure 1 and Figure 2, ideal DCA instructions and the way that every field is 
utilized to access a 2-way set associative L1 cache and a TLB, are presented, 
respectively. 
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Figure 2: Ideal DCA instruction for TLB 

In detail, in L1 set-associative caches the data or tag array (selected by the AS 
field) is accessed both for write and read operation (selected by the WR field). The 
selection of a word inside a cache line is controlled in three steps. First, the SS field 
selects the set, then, the WS field selects the cache way and finally the LWS field 
selects the word inside the cache line. Furthermore, all DBs can be composed by 
initializing either a general purpose register or a memory location that can be accessed 
by the A field.  In TLBs, the data or tag array of the TLBs can be accessed by 
controlling the AS field. The March operation can be selected with the WRC field to 
write, read or compare a selected TLB entry. Compare operation is valid only for tag 
array. TLBs are fully associative arrays; hence the WS field is needed in the ideal 
DCA instruction to gain access to every TLB entry. Note that, such an instruction has 
no limitation to access a cache either in ascending or in descending order. 

In practice, such an ideal DCA instruction does not exist in ISAs but it can be 
indirectly implemented by combining a set of existing DCA instructions that together 
totally cover all fields of the ideal instruction. Representative examples of such 
special purpose instructions, which can be considered as DCAs, are present in RISC 
architectures, such as MIPS, ARM and SPARC architectures and in CISC 
architectures such as x86 architectures. A detailed presentation of these existing DCA 
instructions is included in the thesis manuscript. 
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4   SBST methodology for small caches 

The methodology targets all cache arrays for both data and instructions (either L1 
caches or TLBs) and is suitable for all three cache organizations with any write 
policy. An SBST technique that targets L1 caches cannot be cache resident, since the 
actual L1 cache is under test. However, this is not a limitation in case of on-line 
testing, since the test routines can be stored and executed from either L2 cache or the 
chip’s main memory that is available at test time. Moreover, when the SBST 
methodology targets TLBs, the SBST routine should be placed in a non-pageable 
memory location that is not cached to the instruction TLB since the actual TLB arrays 
are under test. 

The proposed SBST methodology implements low cost SBST March tests that 
target cache arrays by taking advantage of existing debug-diagnostic instructions in 
modern ISAs, as described in Section 3. These instructions must cover in total the 
fields of the ideal DCA instruction to overcome the testability challenges of the cache 
arrays. The main feature of the methodology is low cost March write/read 
implementation due to high controllability and observability of DCA instructions. The 
proposed SBST methodology is briefly summarized in Figure 3 for L1 caches and 
TLBs respectively and is thoroughly presented in the thesis manuscript. The main 
features of the proposed methodology are:  

• Low cost March writes due to the high controllability of DCA write instructions. 
• Low cost March reads due to the high observability of DCA read instructions. 
• Low cost March comparisons due to the special features of DCA compare 

instructions. 
• Low cost March reads for tag arrays by exploiting performance monitoring 

hardware, if DCA read instructions do not exist in the ISA. 
• Low cost March comparisons for TLB tag arrays by exploiting the trap handler 

mechanism, if DCA compare instructions do not exist in the ISA. 
• Test response compaction to comply with on-line testing requirements. 
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Figure 3: SBST Methodology for a) L1 caches b) TLBs 

 

5   Multithreaded optimization for multi-bank L1 caches 

We propose a multithreaded optimization of the SBST methodology that 
elaborates the low level multiple bank organization of modern cache designs to 
exploit the thread level parallelism of modern multithreaded multicore processors and 
speedup March test execution time. 

In cache designs, SRAM arrays are partitioned into sub-banks to save power or to 
tweak the cache dimensions or even multiple banks to minimize internal wiring delay. 
Such cache designs that consist of one bank but multiple sub-banks are called 
Uniform Cache Architectures (UCA) whereas these that that consist of both multiple 
bank and sub-banks are called Static/Dynamic Non-Uniform Cache Architectures (S-
NUCA/ D-NUCA) based on the way that the mapping of data into cache banks is 
achieved [12]. 

In UCA and S-NUCA architectures, the mapping of data into cache banks and 
sub-banks is predetermined based on the block index of the architecture and thus can 
reside in only one bank of the cache. Several cache modeling tools (e.g. Cacti) enable 
fast exploration of the cache design space by automatically choosing the optimal bank 
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and sub-bank count, size, and orientation of UCA and S-NUCA architectures. Each 
sub-bank has a separate memory array, decoder, write drivers, and sense amplifier. 
The S-NUCA cache consists of multiple banks. Every bank is organized as a UCA 
with multiple sub-banks.  

Each cache sub-bank in UCA and S-NUCA multibank architectures can be 
considered as a separate SRAM array with a distinct functional fault set, since no 
coupling faults can occur between memory cells of different cache banks and sub-
banks. Therefore, an on-line test strategy that considers every sub-bank as an 
independent memory array can be developed since the memory mapping is known to 
test engineers. 

The proposed optimization considers exclusive fault sets for every L1 cache array 
sub-bank and proposes a fine-tuned clustering of the applied March tests in smaller 
subroutines based on the information provided for the physical implementation of a 
multibank cache (sub-bank address mapping, address scrambling etc.). Every cluster 
targets a sub-bank of the cache and the logical union of all clusters ends up to the 
initial March test for the whole cache array under test. These March test clusters 
target separate cache array sub-banks which can be executed concurrently without 
diminishing the March test effectiveness. Such a clustering is well suited to 
multithreaded processors, where concurrent execution can be achieved by assigning 
test clusters to different threads and hence SBST March test execution time is divided 
by the factor of available number of test threads. The test threads are dynamically 
scheduled software threads among the other executed processes. These test threads 
should be isolated during on-line testing in order to prevent the rest of the software 
processes to corrupt the March test effectiveness. In case that the March tests clusters 
outnumber the available threads, more than one March test clusters are assigned to 
every thread. Finally, the proposed multithreaded optimization is suitable both for 
simultaneous multithreading and interleaved multithreaded architectures, since it is 
independent of the way that the threads are issued and it is compatible with any 
resource allocation policies (e.g. physical register file size, register windows, register 
renaming e.t.c). 

6   Case studies: LEON3, OpenRISC 1200, OpenSPARC T1 

We have applied the proposed SBST methodology to three processor benchmarks: 
a) LEON3, b) OpenRISC 1200 and c) OpenSPARC T1. We have also applied the 
multithreaded optimization to the L1 caches of OpenSparc T1. 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the self-test routines we have used RAMSES 
memory fault simulator [14]. 

The first benchmark is LEON3, a publicly available processor designed by 
Aeroflex Gaisler that implements a SPARC V8 compliant architecture. The SPARC 
V8 ISA, that LEON3 implements, includes privileged store/load instructions, denoted 
as alternate load/store (lda/sta instructions). These instructions can directly access 
cache arrays for diagnostic purposes by specifying alternate space identifiers (ASIs) 
that are defined by the SPARC architecture for both write and read access at 
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supervisor level. These instructions have been used as DCA instructions for March 
write/read operations to apply and read the test patterns in SBST routines. 

The second benchmark is OpenRISC 1200, a publicly available processor core. 
OpenRISC 1200 lacks debug-diagnostic instructions in its ISA to access the cache 
arrays. However, it includes a cache prefetch mechanism for both data and instruction 
L1 caches and maps prefetch operations to valid instructions. These instructions have 
been utilized as DCA instructions for March write operations. For March read 
operations, generic load and call instructions have been used. The observability of the 
March tests has been improved by exploiting the performance counters. 

The third benchmark is OpenSPARC T1 that includes both data and instruction L1 
caches and fully functional TLBs. Therefore, the SBST methodology has been fully 
applied to both the L1 cache and TLB arrays. OpenSPARC T1 implements a SPARC 
V9 compliant ISA and includes privileged store/load instructions, denoted as alternate 
load/store (ldxa/stxa instructions). We have exploited these alternate load/store 
instructions for March write/read operations to directly access all cache arrays for 
both L1 caches and TLBs for March write and March read operations at low cost by 
utilizing the appropriate ASI at the hypervisor level. SPARC V9 ISA does not 
implement a debug/diagnostic compare instruction for implementing the March 
compare operation. Therefore, a custom “miss-no-refill” trap handler has been 
utilized to implement March compare operations to test DTLB-Tag and ITLB-Tag 
CAM arrays for comparison faults. We have also applied the multithread optimization 
to the March tests that target the four SRAM arrays of both data and instruction L1 
caches of a SPARC core. 

We have applied a set of March tests with different test complexities to both data 
and instruction caches. Solid data backgrounds (all-zero/all-ones) have been used to 
all tests. The test quality is verified with RAMSES for all the applied March tests and 
100% fault coverage has been verified for all cache arrays. 

Detailed experimental results and comparisons both for the test code size and test 
execution time of these March tests are provided in the thesis manuscript and 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, its high adaptability and 
the significant improvements in terms of test time (86% for instruction L1 cache, 87% 
for the data L1 cache, about 40% for D-TLB and about 82% for I-TLB) and test code 
size (83% for instruction L1 cache, 86% for the data L1 cache, 3% for D-TLB and 
35% for I-TLB) when the methodology is applied to the same benchmarks (LEON3 
for L1 caches and OpenSPARC T1 for TLBs) and such DCA instructions are 
exploited compared to SBST solutions that don’t utilize these types of instructions. 
Moreover, experimental results show a speedup of more than 1.7 (for two threads) 
and more than 3.7 (for four threads) in test time when the proposed multithreaded 
optimization is applied to the L1 caches of OpenSPARC T1.  

7   Performance overhead evaluation 

In this section, we present the evaluation framework that was utilized to estimate 
the performance overhead of the proposed SBST routines. We have implemented 
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several on-line periodic testing scenarios and we will present detailed statistics of the 
performance overhead introduced in a typical workload under these test scenarios. 

We have utilized a SunFire T2000 server running a set of multithreaded programs 
-the PARSEC benchmark suite- over Solaris 10 to evaluate the performance overhead 
of the deployed SBST routines. Our server is powered by a quad-core UltraSPARC 
T1 processor. OpenSPARC T1 processor is the free version of UltraSPARC T1 that is 
utilized in SunFire T2000 servers. Hence, the SBST routines that were developed 
above for OpenSPARC T1 processor can be directly compiled to our server to 
evaluate their performance overhead. 

We have selected the optimized 2-thread March C- SBST routine that targets the 
data L1 cache (both DL1-Tag and DL1-Data) to be utilized as our self-test routine in 
the evaluation framework. The test time of this test routine has been measured about 
1.2sec in our system. Any other SBST routine (or a set of March tests) could have 
been selected. Since we do not have access on the hypervisor level on the 
UltraSPARC T1 processor of a native system, we have slightly altered the SBST test 
routines in order to comply with Solaris OS limitations on executing hyper privileged 
instructions. 

The modified SBST routines have the same memory footprint and test execution 
time with the OpernSPARC’s T1 implemented routines, thus the modified self-test 
routine is sufficient for studying the performance impact of the proposed on-line self-
tests. 

Here after, we will utilize the terms of Test Period (TP) and Test Latency (TL) as 
described below: 

• Test period (TP) and is the amount of time from the beginning of a self-test on a 
core to the beginning of the next self-test on the same core.  

• Test latency (TL) is the duration of an on-line self-test. 

We have applied several on-line testing scenarios with a fixed TL (1.2sec) and 
several short TPs (< 1min) that are suitable for detecting early-life failures on two 
different framework configurations, a 1core/4thread setup and a 4core/16thread setup 
as described below in detail. 

• 1core/4threads setup, TL=1.2sec, TP=2, 15 and 60 sec 

Firstly, Solaris capability of creating virtual processor sets has been exploited to 
isolate a single SPARC core from OpenSPARC T1 and both PARSEC workload 
applications and SBST routine have been set -by utilizing Light Weight Process 
(LWP) binding- to be executed in this SPARC core. 

Note that we have selected to isolate an idle core that does not execute any other 
OS process in order to evaluate the real performance overhead due to the SBST 
routine’s periodic execution only. The PARSEC suite has been configured to be 
executed by four threads (the maximum number of threads in the core). These four 
threads share the same L1 cache. Hence, both workload and March test application 
access the same cache SRAM arrays. Afterwards, several TPs have been selected to 
represent different test scenarios. For example a demanding testing scenario may 
require intensive test period (e.g. TP=2sec) while a more relaxed test scenario may 
require less intensive test periods (e.g. TP=60sec). 
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• 4cores/16threads setup, TL=1.2sec, TP=10, 30 and 60 sec 

In this configuration we have utilized all four available SPARC cores of our 
server. Hence, apart from the PARSEC applications and the periodic execution of the 
SBST routine, the OS processes were also executed in the background. The PARSEC 
suite has been configured to be executed by all the available sixteen threads of our 
system (four threads per SPARC core). A script has been composed to call the SBST 
routine for every SPARC core in a round-robin way in every TP. Moreover, in each 
SBST routine execution, the script forms a virtual processor set of the 4 threads that 
belong to the core under test to ensure that the SBST routine will be executed only by 
the selected core under test. This is a critical requirement to guarantee the test quality 
by preventing the test patterns to be stored in L1 cache of other cores, apart from the 
core under test. Several TPs have been selected to represent different test scenarios, in 
a similar way that was presented for the 1core/4threads setup. The selected TPs were 
longer in these case studies due to the need of executing the same SBST routine four 
times (one for the L1 cache of each SPARC core). 

The system in both configuration setups was configured to execute all the 13 
multithreaded programs of the PARSEC suite. All PARSEC programs have been 
compiled to utilize the pthreads parallelization model and the native dataset was 
utilized in all simulations. After estimating the workload execution time in both 
configuration setups without test, the PARSEC programs were executed several times 
while the SBST routine was scheduled to be executed in the background at a fixed TP 
in every test scenario for both configurations. 

Detailed statistics for the performance overhead for each test scenario are provided 
in the thesis manuscript and even in the more demanding test scenario of a quad core 
processor does not exceed the 11% of the performance of the system without test. 
Considering that this performance penalty refers to a demanding on-line periodic self-
test scenario that applies March C- algorithm to both D-Tag and D-Data SRAM 
arrays for all four L1 caches of the quad core system every 10sec, such performance 
degradation can be affordable when a strict test scenario is required. In contrary, in a 
relaxed test scenario (e.g. not more than a test per minute), the performance overhead 
is lower. For example, when the SBST routine is periodically executed every minute 
in a single core system (e.g. a single core system can be an embedded processor), the 
performance overhead is less than 1%, thus negligible. Thus, the proposed SBST 
methodology can periodically apply March tests to L1 caches effectively during the 
system’s lifetime with acceptable performance overhead in workload execution. 

Conclusions 

We have presented a low cost SBST fault detection methodology for small 
embedded cache memories that leverages existing powerful mechanisms of modern 
ISAs by utilizing existing DCA instructions, exploits the native performance 
monitoring hardware and the trap handling mechanisms which are available in 
modern microprocessors. Furthermore, a multithreaded optimization of the proposed 
methodology has been presented. The methodology has been applied to three 
processor benchmarks: a) OpenRISC 1200 b) LEON3 and c) OpenSPARC T1. 
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Experimental results for several March test implementations demonstrate the 
significant improvements in terms of test time and test code size when the 
methodology is applied to the same benchmarks (LEON3 for L1 caches and 
OpenSPARC T1 for TLBs) and such DCA instructions are exploited compared to 
SBST solutions that don’t utilize these types of instructions. Finally, a performance 
evaluation framework has been presented to demonstrate that the implemented SBST 
routines have acceptable performance overhead for periodic on-line testing. 
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Abstract. In this thesis, we present our work on four fundamental prob-
lems current IaaS clouds face: a) How consumers can assist the cloud mid-
dleware in resource management while the internal structure of the cloud
is never revealed. b) TheVM-to-PM placement in large non-homogeneous
physical infrastructures. c) Load balancing though live VM migration
under time constraints while not depleting the cloud resources. d) The
maximization of the financial profit when using the cloud. The proposed
solutions on these problems show significant improvements in the e!-
ciency of IaaS clouds.

1 Introduction

In our everyday interaction with computing systems, we regularly use services
that are classified as cloud enabled. Most of these cloud services are made avail-
able through the Internet, while others are restricted for use within organizations.
The large variety and versatility of cloud services may discourage us from finding
common properties among them, yet, they are all hosted by the “misty” cloud.

Concealing services inside clouds allows us to concentrate on how consumers
are expected to use them. Consumers are kept agnostic to the details of how
services are provided. In e!ect, users focus on what really matters to them,
consuming a service. Similarly the cloud service providers focus only on aspects of
their domain that are largely transparent to the end consumers. This separation
of concern introduces a very elegant and convenient way for building services and
interacting with them. It essentially sets the interface between service providers
and service consumers.

Users contacting an IaaS cloud often request multiple VMs that collectively
form an entire virtual infrastructure. Each VM is coupled with specific service
level agreements (SLAs) regarding its availability and performance. Often these
SLAs involve absolute values when they refer to space shared resources (e.g.,
RAM) and average values for time shared resources (e.g., network bandwidth).
The reason for this is that due to the multi-tenancy, time-shared resources are
o!ered to multiple users simultaneously and they are often over-committed in
order to increase hardware e"ciency. Most commercial cloud providers charge
VM access depending on system characteristics and the SLAs o!ered.

! Dissertation Advisor: Alex Delis, Professor.
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Internally, IaaS clouds produce VMs hosted on physical nodes. The dedi-
cated software that undertakes the task of serving a user request is called Cloud
Middleware [1–4]. The cloud middleware decides which physical machine (PM)
is going to host the requested VM. All PMs are equipped with software capable
of virtualizing hardware, that is made available to the customers. The cloud
middleware also configures the network so that the provided VMs operate in
isolation. The end result is that the user has a service that provides access to
processing power upon request.

The cloud middleware monitors the overall performance of the cloud and may
help facilitate the sharing of load across physical nodes. Hot nodes are cooled
down by migrating VMs away from them. VM migration essentially changes the
source of resources consumed by the VM. Migrations also serve administrative
tasks that require certain parts of the physical infrastructure to be shutdown for
maintenance reasons.

In this thesis, address four fundamental problems current IaaS clouds face:
First, we show how consumers may assist the cloud middleware in its decision on
where to place the VMs requested by the user. The challenge in this is that the
internal structure of the cloud should never be revealed to the consumer. Our
approach is based on user-provided hints that describe an ideal placement of the
VMs to PMs. The cloud middleware tries to reach a VM placement that resem-
bles the ideal. The second problem we discuss is how the VM-to-PM placement
decision can take into account the heterogeneity of large physical infrastructures.
The third problem is how load balancing though VM migration can take place
under time constraints. We address this issue by combining a special purpose
file-system with a high level resource allocation policy that oversees the progress
of simultaneous VM migration tasks. Our goal is to migrate VMs under time-
constraints while not completely depleting the cloud resources. The final problem
we discuss is how to maximize the financial profit of a cloud whose actual per-
formance may change overtime due to events the consumer is not aware of (e.g.,
sharing cloud resources with other consumers).

2 Related Work

The work in this thesis targets four distinct areas of IaaS clouds.

2.1 VM Placement Based On Constraints

The VMs-to-PMs placement policy in [5] exploits the tendency of VMs to have
certain properties in common. [6] reformulates the problem as a multi-unit com-
binatorial auction. In [7], placement constraints are treated as separate dimen-
sions in a multi-dimensional Knapsack problem. User and administrative pref-
erences expressed through constraints are also employed in [8–11]. Often, as the
number of constraints increases more resources are needed to solve the constraint
satisfaction problem.
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2.2 Workloads and System Consolidation

The allocation of resources in dynamic distributed environments [12] where load
and resource availability change over time requires adaptive policies. In [13, 14],
such resource sharing policies are proposed for the execution of jobs on the Grid.

Sandpiper [15] detects and monitors performance bottlenecks in a cluster
hosting VMs. Two approaches are evaluated in the decision making mechanism
that produces the VM migration actions: the first, termed black-box, remains
fully OS-and-applications agnostic while the second, termed gray-box, exploits
statistics originating from both the OS and the application-layer. Modeling the
VM load is deemed important in the black-box approach used in IaaS clouds.
[16–18] classify VM workloads and develop metrics to model the encountered
workloads in an e!ort to reduce VM migration costs.

2.3 System Migration

Virtualization used in IaaS-clouds o!ers a simple, yet, powerful solution to load
balancing. “Hot” PMs can be cooled down by having VMs moved elsewhere.
Live migration [19] could potentially reduce the downtime of migrating VMs to
the scale of milliseconds. Current VM Monitors (VMMs) [20–22] place a hard
requirement for live migration as both the source and target PMs must share a
storage layer. To address this requirement, small and medium-size clouds resort
to the use of distributed file systems (DFS s). Red Hat’s Global File System
(GFS) [23] allows for several nodes to combine their storage resources. Each
client accessing GFS must first acquire appropriate locks by contacting a set of
master nodes. GlusterFS [24] is a user-space DFS in which every node can act
both as a storage repository and/or a client. Ceph [25] uses separation between
metadata and storage nodes and although scales well, its e"ciency is hampered
by saturated remote components such as switches.

An alternative proposal to the scalability issues of DFS s is the use of incre-
mental transfer of virtual systems to di!erent locations [26]. In [27, 28], live VM
migration in WANs is advocated as a way to relieve overloaded physical nodes.
In such environments, migration must handle challenges emanating from rerout-
ing, significant latencies and low bandwidth rates. A workload-driven migration
of virtual storage is discussed in [29].

2.4 The Finance of Highly Scalable, Elastic Infrastructures

Often in commodity selling markets, user demand reduces as resource price in-
creases. This kind of user behavior is assumed to study the conditions that max-
imize the resource provider’s profit [30]. Markets with more than one type of
commodity (such as CPU, network, storage) are well-suited for use in multi-user
computing clusters. Here, policies set the price of all sold resources considering
their correlations [31]. Policies that take into account only high-level perfor-
mance metrics, such as the application response time [32], seem more appealing
to the end users since less intervention is required on their part.
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By combining clouds with high resource availability [33] and a massively
scalable programming framework [34], a user can process large amounts of data.
Dynamic Hadoop [35] and Condor [36] can harvest the resources of large cloud
installations and o!er virtual elastic infrastructures on demand. These frame-
works add a software layer that e"ciently manages administrative concerns of
scaling virtual infrastructures.

The work in this thesis addresses problems in the aforementioned areas and
greatly improves the e"ciency and features of IaaS clouds. The instantiation
of complex virtual infrastructures is assisted by enhancements in the interac-
tion between the cloud provider and customers [11, 37]. The latter are able to
make use of cloud internal properties, such as high availability features, that
are normally known only to the cloud administration. Through VM deployment
hints the customers o!er advice to the cloud’s resource management, while the
physical substrate remains concealed. Taking into account the provided hints,
the cloud middleware can make intelligent resource allocation decisions not only
during the initial instantiation of VMs, but also throughout the VM’s life-cycle.
Well-informed resource appointment is displayed when the need for balancing
load or maintenance tasks rises. Our work allows for the re-organization of virtual
infrastructures, through VM migrations, under time-constraints [38]. By exploit-
ing this feature the cloud middleware can schedule migrations in periods of low
demand, thus customers can benefit from peak performance and reduced SLA
failure rates. Furthermore, part of the enhanced interaction between providers
and consumers is the cost e"ciency of elastic infrastructures. We show how
the elasticity of virtual infrastructures can be tuned to match the budget of
their owners. As a result, we maximize the profit entailed in consuming cloud
resources [39].

Since the success of cloud installations is based on economies of scale, we
have put significant e!ort in promoting scalability. Our approach in matching
the user needs with the available resources is computationally demanding. Yet,
its design takes advantage of the distributed nature of the cloud and keeps up
with the growth of the physical infrastructure [40]. In similar spirit, the VM
migration facilities we propose, o!er live migration in a true share nothing cloud
architecture; thus we impose no limits to the size of the physical substrate.
Overall, the scalability, our work o!ers, combined with the profit maximization
methods we propose, can greatly benefit huge-data applications setup on the
cloud.

3 Hint-based Execution of Workloads in Clouds with
Nefeli

In our thesis, we present the design, implementation, and evaluation of a cloud
gateway, Nefeli. Nefeli performs intelligent placement of VMs onto physical nodes
by exploiting user-provided deployment hints. Hints realize placement prefer-
ences based on knowledge only the cloud consumer has regarding the intended
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usage of the requested VMs. By modeling workloads as patterns of data flows,
computations, control/synchronization points and necessary network connec-
tions, users can identify favorable VM layouts. These layouts translate to de-
ployment hints. Such hints articulate 1) resource consumption patterns among
VMs, 2) VMs that may become a performance bottleneck and 3) portions of the
requested virtual infrastructure that can be assisted by the existence of special
hardware support. For instance, the fact that two VMs in a virtual infrastructure
will hold mirrors of a database is only known to the cloud consumer. This infor-
mation should be communicated to the cloud as a deployment hint so that the
respective VMs will not be deployed on the same host. We refer to VM layout
patterns as task-flows to distinguish them from the traditional workflow con-
cept. Specifically, task-flows illustrate “ideal” deployments of VMs described by
the cloud consumers using deployment hints. Nefeli exploits these hints so as to
(re)deploy VMs in the cloud and achieve e!cient task-flow execution. However,
hints must not reveal any cloud internal properties to the consumers. Although
hints may o"er a desired VM-deployment for consumer workloads, Nefeli may
ultimately elect to ignore part or all of them based on the available physical
resources. In addition to hints, Nefeli also takes into account high-level VM
placement policies, set by the cloud administration, whose objectives may entail
energy e!ciency and load balancing.

The main contribution of our approach is that we present a complete solution
in extracting and exploiting the knowledge cloud consumers posses regarding the
operational aspects of their virtual infrastructures. Our approach is compatible
with the cloud abstractions that dictate users are kept agnostic of the physical
infrastructure properties at all times. Furthermore, our approach is able to adapt
to dynamic environments where both task-flows and user preferences change over
time. Nefeli produces suitable VM to physical node mappings in response to
signals coming from the infrastructures (both physical and virtual) or any other
external notification mechanism. The produced mappings are applied through
appropriate VM placement calls to an underlying cloud middleware.

We have created a detailed prototype and experimented with both simu-
lated and real cloud environments. We compare Nefeli VM-placement against
a) random placement, b) a placement that evenly distributes VMs among phys-
ical nodes, c) a policy that minimizes the number of physical nodes used and
thus reduces the power footprint of the cloud, and d) the match making policy
used by the open–source cloud middleware OpenNebula v.1.2.0. Our approach
consistently displays significant performance improvements when compared to
the aforementioned policies. In video transcoding, Nefeli achieves 17% reduced
processing times compared to the VM placement decided by OpenNebula. In
scientific task-flows and for a variety of simulated clouds, Nefeli demonstrates
significantly higher throughput rates compared to other VM placement policies.
Noteworthy savings in terms of power consumption are reported as well. We
also present the performance overheads involved in the operation of Nefeli as
the cloud infrastructure scales out.
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4 Handling Non-homgenious Clouds

Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud providers often face the following challenge:
they must o!er uniform access (resource provision) over a non-uniform hard-
ware infrastructure. Non-homogeneous infrastructures may be the product of
hardware upgrades, where old resources are left operational alongside new ones,
or federated environments, where several parties are willing to share hardware
resources with diverse characteristics.

In our work, we focus on the problem of instantiating entire virtual infras-
tructures in large non-homogeneous IaaS clouds. We introduce a service imple-
menting a two-phase mechanism. In the first phase, we synthesize infrastructures
out of existing promising physical machines (PMs). These dynamically-formed
physical infrastructures, termed cohorts, host the user-requestedVMs. In the sec-
ond phase, we determine the final VM-to-PM mapping considering all low-level
constraints arising from the particular user requests and special characteristics
of the most promising selected cohorts. Compared to other constraint-based VM
scheduling systems [8–10], the novelty of our approach mainly lies in the first
phase. During this phase, besides resource availability, we also take into account
properties such as migration capabilities, network bandwidth connectivity, and
user-provided deployment hints. This helps prune out many possible cohorts
within the cloud, and thus reduces the time required to produce a deployment
plan in the second phase. We express both the selection of hosting nodes and
the production of VM-to-PM mappings as constraint satisfaction problems and
we use cloud-resources to solve these problems. We harvest these resources with
the help of an elastic virtual infrastructure that can be dynamically enhanced
with additional nodes depending on the needs of cloud users and the quality
of VM-to-PM mappings cloud administrators want to provide. Our evaluation
shows that this approach 1) scales e!ectively for hundreds of PMs, 2) reduces
plan production time by up to a factor of 9, and 3) improves plan quality by up
to a factor of 4, when compared to a single-phase VM placement approach.

5 Time Constrained Live VM Migration in Share-Nothing
IaaS-Clouds

Live migration requires that both the source and target PMs (used for hosting
the VM) have access to the virtual disks of the VM. There are three alternatives
in achieving this:

Single storage node: having a single common storage node that retains all
virtual disk images is often impractical. This directly impacts the cloud
scalability. Furthermore, such “single-node” solutions tend to become a per-
formance bottleneck as well as a point of failure.

Distributed file systems: to tackle ine"ciencies of a common storage node,
clouds may employ distributed file systems such as GFS [23] and Glus-
terFS [24]. The latter allow for several PMs to collectively form a persis-
tence layer, and thus exchange VMs and share load. The key objective of
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distributed file systems is to present the same view of all files to all PMs at
all times. Even though such file systems employ data replication and caching
mechanisms they are often unable to comply with the requirements of large
cloud installations regarding a POSIX API and low I/O latency.

Synchronization of virtual disks: as VMs could benefit from the exploita-
tion of local resources including low-latency access to data and availability
of RAID arrays, migration of virtual disks on-demand is an attractive choice
to help re-arrange VMs [26, 28]. This approach is very di!erent from that
of distributed file systems as it attempts to place VMs on PMs on-the-fly
implementing a scheduling policy of choice. On-demand synchronization en-
tails the VM disk images that are being migrated, a target PM, and how
the actual migration happens [27]. As there are no restrictions regarding the
sizes (often multiple Gigabytes) of VMs to move, there are always significant
overheads that have to be weighted against benefits to be reaped in the long
term.

The feasibility of the on-demand synchronization has been established in
prior e!orts [26–28] and we use it as the foundation of our proposal. In our
approach, we employ on-demand virtual disk synchronization to accommodate
large numbers of migration tasks -involved in operations such as load balancing-
across large cloud installations. The novelty of our approach is in the policy
appointing resources to migrations. Our objective is to complete each migration
within a designated time frame while not depleting the resources of the cloud.
In e!ect, we attempt to achieve real-time load balancing and reduce the per-
formance penalty that migrations inflict. In our approach, each migration task
is paired with a time-constraint regarding its completion. By complying with
their designated time-constraints, VMs do not display degraded performance
due to migration in periods of high utilization. Our approach employs resource
management features that help e!ectively synchronize virtual disk images across
PMs. These low-level features predominantly deal with the consumption of PM-
resources and are realized in the context of our MigrateFS file system. Instances
of MigrateFS communicate over the network for moving virtual disk images be-
tween any two PMs. During the shipment, we are allowed to set: a) the disk
bandwidth available to the VM internal processes accessing the virtual disks un-
der migration, and b) the network bandwidth used for the purposes of migration.
In this way, we are able to yield safe estimates on the exact time the migration
will finish.

Our approach is weaved around a coordinating Migrations Scheduler and a
distributed network of Brokers. The scheduler prioritizes migration tasks while
the Brokers monitor the progress and appoint resources to each migration. The
end-e!ect is that migrations finish within specified time-limits and “hot” physical
network links are not further stressed by virtual disk shipments. The latter
is achieved through constraints set by MigrateFS on the network bandwidth.
Our evaluation, based on both a MigrateFS prototype and simulation of large
infrastructures, shows up to 24% less stress on saturated PMs during migration
at the expense of minimal administration e!ort.
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6 Flexible Use of Cloud Resources through Profit
Maximization and Price Discrimination

Cloud computing introduces a number of challenges regarding both performance
and financial issues. On the one hand, consumers of cloud services try to min-
imize the execution time of their submitted tasks without exceeding a given
budget and on the other, cloud providers are keen on maximizing their financial
gain while keeping their customers satisfied. With this work we focus on virtual
infrastructures following the master-worker paradigm hosted in a cloud. In this
type of infrastructure, there is a master node that dispatches jobs to worker nodes
and increasing performance is a matter of adding extra worker nodes. This ease
of expansion has been put into use by a number of programming frameworks,
such as MapReduce[34, 35], and resource allocation management tools, including
Condor[36] and TORQUE[41].

Much of the previous work on master-worker architectures targets scalabil-
ity bottlenecks. Such bottlenecks may develop due to two factors: first, each
infrastructure has its own hardware limitations. Second, the data processing al-
gorithms implemented by the jobs cannot always be e!ciently parallelized and
therefore are not suited for this type of distributed environment. Research on the
aforementioned bottleneck factors has resulted in solutions that can e!ciently
harvest the hardware resources of infrastructures of any size. Experience in Grids
has shown that the combination of a resource allocation tool with a program-
ming library for distributed programming (e.g., MPI) can fully utilize small to
medium computer clusters [36, 41]. For larger computing infrastructures, frame-
works such as MapReduce are shown to display outstanding scalability[34]. Yet,
purchasing and maintaining such large physical infrastructures involves a high
investment risk. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds have greatly reduced
the investment risk of owning an infrastructure, but introduce a new perfor-
mance scaling factor: the user’s financial capacity to rent virtual resources. This
additional factor complicates the deployment and management of cloud archi-
tectures.

The value for money spent in a multi-tenant, elastic cloud renders resource
sharing policies a key player in both cloud performance and user satisfaction.
These policies must take into account the fact that cloud providers need strate-
gies to evaluate and reduce possible financial risks while maximizing their profit.
In addition, resource sharing policies must take into consideration the user’s bud-
get. Such policies often employ either auctioning [42, 43] or attempt to estimate
user demand for resources [31]. In this way, the consumer needs are quantified
based on their willingness to pay for the resources available. Microeconomic-
based resource sharing policies thus allow for the distributed computing infras-
tructure to reach an equilibrium where the quality of service provided reflects
the money spent.

In our thesis, we propose a virtual-machine provision policy based on marginal
cost and revenue functions. Each cloud customer announces her budget as a func-
tion of the execution time of the tasks she submits. Knowledge of this function,
combined with the machine-hour cost, allows for educated decisions regarding
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the amount of virtual resources allocated per customer in the context of an IaaS-
Cloud. The main contribution of our approach is that we provide an answer to
the question of exactly how many virtual machines (VMs) a consumer should
request from a cloud within a budget. In light of scalable, master-worker-based,
virtual infrastructures and the seemingly endless resources of a physical cloud,
specifying the exact amount of resources needed must be based on a) the con-
sumer’s budget and b) the performance bottlenecks which are known only at
runtime. We propose a mechanism that continuously monitors user application
performance and either “removes” or “adds” VMs in response to the observed
performance fluctuations serving the needs of autonomic systems [44]. Our ap-
proach automatically adjusts to the ever-changing equilibrium point caused by
dynamic workloads and thus ensures that resources are shared proportionally to
money spent by the users. In addition, our approach is applicable to a wide range
of computational environments since it does not enforce the use of a specific job
submission tool. We allow each user to select any virtual infrastructure equipped
with the tools of her preference.

7 Conclusions

Cloud computing changes our perspective of the services we provide and con-
sume. Cloud services are meant to be scalable, elastic and support a well defined
business model. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds include services that
o!er infrastructures on-demand. IaaS clouds build their success on virtualization
so as to over-commit hardware resources and to take advantage of economies of
scale.

Often IaaS clouds are seen as the evolution of the computing clusters. In both
clouds and clusters the goal is the same: the provision of distributed resources.
What has changed with the advent of the clouds is the resource provisioning
mechanisms and abstractions. Users contact an IaaS cloud in search of process-
ing power o!ered in the form of virtual machines (VMs). VMs have di!erent
specifications that also define their performance. Cloud service consumers have
to choose the VM that will satisfy their need for computational power. Resource
allocation policies map the VMs to the physical nodes.

Resource management within the physical infrastructure needs to be revis-
ited as there are several properties that di!erentiate IaaS clouds from other dis-
tributed infrastructures. The physical infrastructure is never revealed to the con-
sumers of the services. Current cloud abstractions do not allow cloud consumers
to assist in resource management. This allows clouds to transparently support
multi-tenancy and o!er service scaling. Furthermore, cloud internal tasks such
as migration of virtual resources are entirely concealed from the customers. In
e!ect, users are not aware of the fact that the resources/system they are using
are virtual, thus they are not aware of any on-going VM migration operations.

In the future, we will attempt to have some of the ideas described in this thesis
incorporated into commercial and open-source cloud software. This will require
us to examen the e!ectiveness and robustness of available constraint satisfaction
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solvers and realize standard interfaces. Access to a variety of cloud installations
will reveal several opportunities for improvement in both our implementation and
our approach to certain cloud aspects. We will populate the set of deployment
hints and we will attempt to form cohorts in more e!ective ways. Large cloud
installations will allow us to deploy our approach regarding time-constrained
migrations and evaluate several resource management policies. Finally, we will
have the chance to evaluate alternative profit maximization models and test
them in PaaS clouds.
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Abstract. The accessibility to printed and electronic documents (books, news-
papers, web content) by the print disabled, as well as the moving users and the 
elderly, is based on the possibility to convert them (in real time) into acoustic 
and/or haptic modality. Besides its content, a printed or electronic text docu-
ment contains a number of presentation visual elements that apply design 
glyphs or typographic elements, such as font (type, size and color) and font 
style (bold and italics). Regardless the important progress achieved in Text-to-
Speech systems, they do not support the efficient sonification of the semantics 
and cognitive aspects of the Visual Presentation Elements in Documents 
(VPED). Essentially all this additional metadata vanishes during document  
processing towards its acoustic or haptic rendition. 

This dissertation deals with the sonification of the VPED metadata during 
their transformation to speech. The approach includes: a) the automatic extrac-
tion of VPED induced emotional states to the reader and b) their acoustic rendi-
tion using expressive emotional synthetic speech.  

Focusing on the development of a system for the automatic extraction of the 
VPED induced emotional states and the appropriate document annotation, a 
novel architecture is proposed for the multimodal universal accessibility of 
documents, regardless of their natural language, content and culture. A quantita-
tive model is developed for the sonification of the typographic alterations by: i) 
the mathematical formulation of the induced emotional state, based on 
the dimensional nature of the emotions ( i-

), and ii) their mapping into prosodic alterations of the expressive syn-
thetic speech.  

The prosodic model was evaluated, using psychoacoustic experiments, 
whether the listeners can acoustically recognize the typographic alterations. The 
results were positive even in the case of listeners without any previous training. 
Furthermore, the evaluation of the developed model by sighted and blind stu-
dents of primary education shows enhancement of their performance during the 
didactic process. 

Keywords: Human Computer-Interaction, Universal Accessibility, Design-for-
All, Emotions, Expressive Speech Synthesis 
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1 Introduction 

 
[1].  the writing device that emphasize aspects of 

ontent of the text [2]. It attempts 
to pre-announce or emphasize content and/or reveal content relationship [3] [4]. The 
title, heading, typographic cues are considered as signals. Also, i
is an operation whereby the saliency of linguistic features is augmented through e.g. 
textual enhancement for visual input (i.e. bold) and phonological manipulations for 
aural input (i.e. oral repetition) [5]. Tsonos and Kouroupetroglou [6] categorize the 
signals, focusing on visual presentation of documents, into three layers: logical, lay-
out and typographic. All the devices [2], either mentioned as signals or layers: 

1.  
2. facilitate specific cognitive process occurring during reading. 
3. ultimate comprehension of text information. 
4. may influence memory on text. 
5. direct selective access between and within texts. 

People with print disabilities (as well as moving and/or elderly) require printed or 
electronic documents in alternative formats, such as Braille, audio, large print or elec-
tronic text. Text-to-Speech (TtS) is a common software technology that converts in 
real-time any electronic text into speech [7]. Most of the current Text-to-Speech sys-
tems do not include effective provision of the semantics and the cognitive aspects of 
the visual (e.g. font style and size) and non-visual signals (e.g. emphasis).  

order to accomplish this task, it is used methodologies such as specific sounds 
(earcons) before and/or after the text that is presented in a specific typographic man-
ner or the use of the prosodic variations in speech synthesis. This method can be con-

ements because of the di-
rect link/mapping between typography and prosody. Recently, there was an effort 
towards Document-to-Audio (DtA) synthesis [34] [35]. It essentially constitutes the 
next generation of the Text-to-Speech systems, supporting the extraction of the se-
mantics of document metadata [8] and the efficient acoustic representation of text 
formatting [9-12] through modeling the parameters of the synthesized speech signal 
[13] [14]  

W3C introduces Aural Cascaded Style Sheets [15] recommendations towards the 
rendition of web documents typographic elements using synthetic speech. Kallinen et 
al. [16] 

nal lowering of the voice by two semitones, on the 
memory performance of audio business news differing in terms of valence and arous-

but decreased the longer term performance. Truillet et al. [17] present an experimental 

words using speech synthesis, obtained either presented by addition of a verbal de-
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pitch is said before the salient word) or pronounced with an increase of 13% of the 
default pitch. Through various psycho-acoustic manipulations (pitch, volume and 
speed variations of synthetic speech), Argyropoulos et al. [18] examine their effec-
tiveness for the understanding of specific information (typographic attributes - bold 
and italic) by thirty sighted and thirty blind participants. A preliminary study of audi-
tory rendition of typographical and/or punctuation information using expressive 
speech synthesis is presented in [14]. The aim is to increase the expressiveness of the 
already existing TTS system of France Telecom using prosodic rules. Four prosodic 
elements are proposed for use: pitch, rate, volume and break. The acoustic rendition 
of LATEX documents was proposed by Raman [19]. 

The above studies simply propose rules for the implementation of the acoustic ren-
dition of specific typographic elements. There is not a systematic approach towards 
the acoustic rendition of typographic elements. So, it is difficult to implement an au-
tomated system, which supports this functionality. The present dissertation aims, not 
only to propose a set of rules, but also a methodology that through its implementation 
we are able to create a system that it can automatically produce and apply the typog-
raphy to acoustic mapping rules utilizing emotions and/or emotional states.  

Thus, this work: 

1. presents a novel integrated XML-based system, content, language and domain in-
dependent, for the real-time production, presentation and navigation of multimodal 
accessible documents by conforming to international guidelines and standards. 

2. proposes a modular, content-free and language independent methodology, for the 
acoustic rendition of docum p-
proach of emotions (this assumption is based on the universal character of emo-
tions across languages and cultures). 

3. 
on doc
emotions. 

4. introduces specific rules for the acoustic rendition of font style and size alterations, 
combining  

5. e
the level of recognition (psychoacoustic experiments). 

2 Multimodal Accessibility of Documents 

The discussion on accessibility of documents imposes questions on how the docu-
ments can be accessed either in visual, acoustic or haptic modality. Some studies are 
trying to create accessible documents in the acoustic modality using speech synthesis 
or by combining earcons, auditory icons and 3D sounds for the auditory [20]. In this 
section a novel integrated XML-based system is presented, for the real-time produc-
tion, presentation and navigation of multimodal accessible documents by conforming 
to international guidelines and standards . This ap-
proach includes a unified methodology for the multimodal rendering of text format-
ting, text structure, text layout and non-textual elements. 
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The overall proposed architecture consists of two main parts (Fig. 1): the User In-
terface and the Document Explorer. The later is responsible for document analysis 
during the production process and the exploration in the documents (during naviga-
tion task). User Interface is responsible for the multimodal interaction with the docu-
ments. It collects the user preferences and the device requests, as well as the naviga-
tion commands, and executes the presentation task. These parts are implemented by 
two different modules following the Client  Server model. The Document Explorer 
can be hosted on a powerful server machine due to the resource demanding tasks that 
performs. In contradiction, the User Interface can be hosted on any common computer 
(e.g. a personal computer, a PDA, mobile smart phone). This kind of implementation 
fulfills the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, in order to be device and software 
independent. The implementation and the communication between the modules are 
XML-based. The proposed architecture also can be slightly altered and can be used 
e.g. in classroom for sighted and blind students [27] [28] [29]. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The XML-based system for multimodal accessibility of documents 

3 Acoustic Rendition of Documents
Expressive Speech Synthesis 

While reading a document, time passes and typographic elements alter, thus read-

expressive speech synthesis model by Schröder [23] who uses the dimensional ap-
proach of emotions. It is worthy to mention that the ordinary alterations of typograph-
ic elements are not extreme e.g. font size from 12pt to 14pt. or plain text to italized. 
Thus the dimensional approach of emotions, either in typography or speech, is con-
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sidered as an appropriate approach for the mapping of the typographic elements to 
prosodic variations. The dimensional approach of emotions in speech is based on the 
continuous nature of the emotion representation and variation, so we are able to uti-
lize this model in order to represent the analogous behavior of typographic elements 
in documents to the acoustic modality. 

3.1 Visual and Acoustic Modality Analogy 

The primary goal of using presentation elements and specifically typographic ele-
ments in text documents, is to distinguish parts of the text and to create a well formed 
presentation of the content in order e.g. to augment the reading performance, attract 
the reader, render semantics through the visual channel. Authors use typography in a 

newspapers and magazines, the page-art design department and not the authors has 
the primary responsibility on applying typography. T
of an emotion is introduced, in a similar way that  is presented, in 
[24]. The way typographic 

space within each emotion is located (and vice-versa). In Figure 2 are presented the 
resemblances of prosodic and typographic profile respectively. 

 
Fig. 2. The prosodic and typographic profiles. 

Typography-to-emotions and emotions-to-speech approaches, can map the typograph-
ic alterations into speech prosodic variations and we are able to observe which speech 
parameters are influenced and how they vary, while changing the font style/size at-
tributes. The combination of these models provides a model on how the prosody var-
ies according to typographic alterations. Thus, human emotions constitute the medium 
for the two channels / modalities to interact - communicate. 
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3.2  

In [6] are described the results of an experimental study towards modeling the read-
typographic elements in documents. 

Based on the experimental results, it is proposed a set of mapping rules on how typo-
graphic elements, such as typesetting (plain, italics, bold and bold-italics), and font 
elements (font/background color combinations, font type and font size) affect the 

The study was based on the dimensional approach of the 

procedure was designed and implemented according to IAPS experimental guidelines, 
using the Self Assessment Manikin test [21]. It is clear that emotional states have 
similar affection and variations across language and culture. This assumption derives 
from the comparison of our experimental results with those from similar studies for 
other languages and cultures. 

In the present dissertation is introduced a model for the quantitative representation 
of the results. It is used the polynomial regression for the case of font size variations 
(continuous values) and simple percentage variations for the case of font type and 
typesetting (discrete values). Based on this modeling and the need of implementing 

 [33], a generic 
mathematical description is proposed on how the variations of the typographic ele-
ments can be mapped into emotional state values. 

Some major findings of this work are: Three polynomial equations describe the 
way the emotional dimensions are affected by the font size (Table 1). While font size 
increases up to 26px,  increases respectively. From this value 

s-
es up to 15px and 18px respectively. Beyond these values there is an increase in both 
dimens
Times New Roman  are considered more pleasant than Arial (23% increase of 

 

Table 1. Constants of the modeling of PAD relationship on text size using equation (1) with 
their standard errors. 

 Pleasure Arousal Dominance 

  SE  SE  SE 

Intercept -2.45287 0.30771 3.58459 0.73588 2.85307 0.77138 

B1 0.24942 0.03299 -0.59264 0.12133 -0.41265 0.12828 

B2 -0.00523 0.00077 0.02866 0.00632 0.01631 0.0067 

B3 0 0 -0.000427111 0.0001029 -0.000199863 0.0001093 

Adjusted 
R-Square 0.90687 0.78103 0.84705 
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3.3 Typography to Expressive Speech Synthesis Modeling 

Following the proposed methodology and utilizing the model proposed by Tsonos & 
Kouroupetroglou [6], we can calculate the emotional state variations from the neutral 
state ypographic baseline is defined as 

ost frequent value of the typographic element that is occurred in the whole 
[25] [32] was conducted on printed school book and 

newspapers. The more frequent font sizes that consist the baseline of the documents 
are 10pt, 12pt and 14pt (throughout all books and newspapers). Also it is observed 
that the increment of font size (occurred e.g. in title, headline) has values of 12pt, 
14pt, 16pt, 18pt, 20pt, 22pt and decrement (e.g. footnote) at 8pt, 9pt, 10pt, 11pt, 12pt, 
13pt depending the font size baseline. 

The mapping of typographic alterations into prosodic variations can be accom-
plished combining the results derived fr  response 
model and the expressive speech synthesis model proposed by Schröder [23] and its 
implementation, the XSLT file used in OpenMary System [26]. The prosodic varia-
tions are very small due to little variations of the emotional states derived from the 
alterations of the font size from the baseline. These variations are not distinct to the 
human listener. So it is needed to be ed i-
ble. Thus, it is proposed the normalization of the values using linear quantization of 
these variations.  

The levels of quantization are defined calculating the difference between min-
imum and maximum values for each prosodic element and dividing it by 6 levels of 
increment or decrement. The number of levels is considered as the optimum and de-
rives from observations while trying not to have duplicate cases for each prosodic 
element variations. Greater and lower values, is observed many duplicate cases. 

The value associated for each level of increment/decrement for each prosodic 
element is: 

 12% for pitch (corresponds approximately to 2 semitones of increment/decrement).  
 10% - 14wpm for speech rate (6 levels of increment correspond to maximum rate 

of 224 wpm not exciding the upper limit of 225 wpm).  
 15% for intensity corresponding to more than >1dB increment/decrement. 
 After and before each prosodic variation there is a speech pause of 150 ms dura-

tion. 

The model proposes multiple cases for each typographic alteration (3 cases for 
each font size and 2 cases for each font style alteration from the baseline). Using 
many prosodic variations in speech and implementing the same typographic element 
in different ways, the listener can be confused and annoyed. Also, in the present 
study, we want to create a model that can be applied to any document, examining only 
the typographic alterations from the baseline and not absolute values. Thus, a psycho-
acoustic experimental procedure was implemented for the selection of the optimum 
acoustic rendition of typographic alterations. The results are [30]: 

1. plain to bold alteration affects pitch (-12%) and rate (-10%),  
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2. plain to italics, affects pitch (+36%) and rate (+30%), 
3. plain to bold-italics, affects pitch (-36%) and rate (-30%), 
4. increasing font size (+2pt) should increase pitch (+12%), decrease rate (-10%) and 

volume (-15%),  
5. decreasing font size (-1pt) should increase pitch (+12%), rate (+10%) and volume 

(+30%). 

4 Prosodic Model Evaluation 

In order to evaluate the prosodic model, another experimental procedure was con-
ducted [30]. It is examined whether the listeners are able to recognize the typographic 
alterations (from plain to bold, italics, bold-italics, increment and decrement of font 
size) by their corresponding prosodic variations. 

Eleven male and eight female participated in the experimental procedure (total 19 
participants) - aging from 20 to 32 year-old (Mean Age = 27.8, SD = 3.2). They were 
undergraduate or postgraduate students from our department; their native language is 
Greek, naive to any previous experiment. Totally, 20 stimuli were used in Greek lan-
guage, 12 for the font style elements and 8 for the font size. Each stimulus contained a 
sentence that is acoustically expressed in a typographic element or a phrase of the 
sentence consisting from 1, 2 or 3 words. The sentences were converted into speech 
using the Document-to-Audio platform [12]. 

There was no training session for the participants to be familiarized with prosodic 
variations due to typographic (font style and size) alterations. They participated each 
one in two sessions:  evaluation of the acoustic rendition of a) font style elements and 
b) font size elements respectively. The stimuli were displayed simultaneously with the 
sentence without the typographic elements. The evaluators were asked which typo-
graphic element they believe is associated with the sentence or phrase (font style: 
bold, italics, bold-italics or none / font size: size increment, size decrement or none) 

The results denote that participants easily recognized the font style and size varia-
tions. In details: 

 Italics were recognized successfully. 
 Bold-italics failed to be recognized by the evaluators and were confused with the 

bold (almost all cases were assessed by the majority of the participants as bold). 
This is due to the similar prosodic variations for the both cases of bold and bold-
italics (decrement of pitch and rate). 

 Font size variations are also recognized successfully. In one case the correct an-
swers were marginally lower 36.8%. We estimate that probably the false answer is 
due to stimulus implementation (e.g. the quality of speech synthesis for the specific 
sentence). 

The model was also evaluated through another experimental procedure [31] by 10 
sighted and 10 blind students of primary education (Mean Age=11 years and 6 
months).  The visual stimuli (MS PowerPoint slides) were presented using an interac-
tive whiteboard. The content of the slides were converted into speech using 
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DEMOSTHeNES TtS applying the proposed prosodic model. The results show en-
hancement of their performance during the didactic process. 

5 Conclusions 

To ensure that people with print disability are able equally to participate in society, it 
is crucial to develop more effective ways for the accessibility of both printed and 
electronic documents. In this study it is presented an integrated architecture on how a 
document is structured. Based on international standards and guidelines, it is proposed 
a novel holistic XML-based system for the real time production, presentation and 
navigation of multimodal accessible documents. 

Also it is presented a novel approach for the acoustic rendition of typographic 
alterations in documents targeting to a methodology that is modular, content-free and 

tate variations on documents 
typographic alterations (from plain text to bold, italics and bold-italics / several font 
sizes) and using expressive speech synthesis we are able to acoustically render these 
alterations in order to be clearly distinguished by the human listener. This description 
can be further extended to other modalities, to visual and/or haptic, with prior 
knowledge of their mathematical modeling. 

[6], the difference of the percentage emotional state variations (Pleasure, Arousal and 
Dominance) is calculated for a set of typographic alterations (from plain text to bold, 
italics and bold-italics / font size alterations from specific font size baselines, that was 
studied in the statistical survey presented in [25] [32]). Utilizing expressive speech 
synthesis [23] we are able to map these emotional state variations into prosodic (pitch, 

map the typographic altera-
tions into prosodic variations. The resulting variations are below the level of human 

to enhance the perception, the 
normalization is proposed through linear quantization of the prosodic variations and 
assign to each level a minimum perceived value for each prosodic element. Because 
the resulting acoustic model sets multiple ways for the acoustic rendition of font style 
and size alterations, an experimental procedure was conducted in order to select the 
optimum implementation. 

In general, it is observed that the recognition results are promising. Some major 
findings are: a) plain to bold alteration affects pitch (-12%) and rate (-10%), b) plain 
to italics affects pitch and rate (increasing them by 36% and 30% respectively), c) 
increasing font size (+2pt) should increase pitch (+12%), decrease rate (-10%) and 
volume (-15%), d) decreasing  font size (-1pt) should increase pitch (+12%), rate 
(+10%) and volume (+30%). The results denoted the lack of representing bold-italics 
(but it has a similar behavior with the case of bold, decrement of both pitch and rate). 
Also we should have in mind that the participants were not trained to the acoustic 
variations and the acoustic representation of typographic elements. So it would be 
very interesting to examine, in a future study, the proposed methodology in an exper-
imental procedure with trained participants to these prosodic variations. Another pro-
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posed future study is to change the minimum perceived levels for pitch, rate and vol-
ume in order to eliminate the pitfalls of the current study (e.g. the misunderstanding 
of bold-italics and bold during their acoustic rendition) or the use of non-linear quan-
tization instead of the proposed linear.  

Also it would be very interesting the study of acoustic rendition of typographic el-
ements in a similar methodology using discrete emotions (than the dimensional ap-
proach). This would extend the use of current methodology in systems than can pro-

ns derived by the typographic elements/alterations and 
the T-t-S systems that only support discrete emotions approach. This study is not 
limited to the acoustic rendition of typographic elements but it can be extended for the 
acoustic rendition of emotions that derive from the content itself. Finally, the pro-
posed methodology is targeting to other modalities (multimodal approach). It sets the 
guidelines towards future work for the haptic modality or for a multimodal system 
due to its modular architecture. 
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